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Foreword:

The Coosaw Creek Country Club Disaster Preparedness Committee is pleased to provide
to the Community an updated Emergency Operations Plan for 2020-2021. It warrants close
attention since it reflects the latest emergency information sets from the South Carolina
Emergency Management Directorate, The Tri- County Emergency Management Divisions and the
City of North Charleston. Our special thanks go to Mr. Mario Formisano, Chief, Dorchester
County EMD, Mr. Shawn Jones, Deputy Chief Charleston County EMD, and Mr. Butch Barfield,
the City of N Charleston Emergency Coordinator in the Office of Mayor Summey for their untiring
efforts in preparing our communities for emergencies, and in their helpfulness, insights, and
counsel to our Committee to frame our plan to build out Community resilience.

The Coosaw Creek Community can be justifiably proud in what has been accomplished
to date. A Community Response Team Effort Snapshot is reflected below:

However, our experiences over the past five years indicate that continued vigilance is required
and as a community we must Mitigate, Prepare, Respond, and Recover from various emergencies.
This 2020-2021 Plan is designed to enhance Homeowner Preparedness and Community
Responses to Flooding, Earthquakes, Tornadoes, Hurricanes, and concurrent events such as
continuation of the COVID-19 Pandemic while a Hurricane strikes.
Russ Bernard, Chairman, Disaster Preparedness Committee
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June 1, 2020

Coosaw Creek Country Club Emergency Operations Plan (Community-EOP)
1. Situation: The Charleston area is on major earthquake fault lines, may experience severe
tropical storms, tornadoes, and hurricanes, and must anticipate man made disasters. The
State of South Carolina has recognized the potentially devastating serious consequences, and
has published extensive Plans to address Earthquakes, Hurricanes, Tornadoes, HAZMAT
(Hazardous Materials), Pandemics, and Terror/Shooter scenarios.
a. All planning between the State of South Carolina and Federal Agencies, as with the
State’s Agencies and Low Country Tri-Counties (Berkeley, Charleston, Dorchester)
is within the FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) framework of the
National Incident Management System (NIMS), the associated Incident Command
System (ICS), and “Life Line” /Emergency Support Functions (ESFs).
b. Local Emergency Management Services and Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs)
are fully established in each County and in the City of North Charleston (MEOC).
• The Tri-County Emergency Management Directorates (EMDs) have sophisticated
GIS driven databases linked to South Carolina EMD (SCEMD), state of the art
state-wide EOC PALMETTO Software (e.g. Tracking streets/areas that
persistently flood, reporting and planning tool), and enhanced Communications.
• Dorchester and Charleston County EMDs have enormous Lesson Learned over
the past five years from Hurricanes Mathew, Florence, Dorian, Ice Storm,
Tornadoes, 17 Inch Rainfall, HAZMAT Mitigation, and most recently COVID-19
Pandemic working with SCDHEC. As a result, they have:
• Redefined Low Country Evacuation Zones (We are now in Zone E)
• Refined Hurricane Evacuation Decision Points and have HURRIVAC
software that can forecast number of hours for evacuation routes/reverse
lanes clearances based on various planning parameters
• Built detailed Hurricane Landfall H-96 to 0 Hours Check Sheets and
Dorchester County EMD always plans for one Hurricane Level higher
than initially forecasted. That is, if a Hurricane Category 1 is forecasted,
they will undertake planning considerations for a Hurricane Category 2.
• Conducted Earthquake and Hurricane Impact Simulations to define scope
of Earthquake liquefaction in Dorchester County, and assessment of Flood
Surge Models based on Corps of Engineers SLOSH (Sea Lake Overland
Surge from Hurricanes) Maps and updated FEMA Flood Maps.
• Developed an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle program to assess damages in
Dorchester County
c. The Coosaw Creek Country Club Emergency Operations Plan 2020 is based on
the following:
➢ Community Focus: Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Investments in
Preparedness Assets
➢ Linked to Dorchester County, City of North Charleston, and Charleston
County Plans, and EOCs/MEOC (Based on NIMS, FEMA, Lifelines/ESF
Criteria, and SCEMD Plans) and their planning criteria
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➢ Defines Key Roles: Emergency Response Center (ERC), Community-CERT
Response Team, Block Captains, Volunteers, and Homeowner Preparation.
➢ Core “stress” planning assumptions – Hurricanes, Earthquakes
➢ Accounts for the MOU between the Coosaw Creek Country Club Board and
the Property Owners Board
➢ Provides Guidance on Annual Reviews and Cyclical Actions for the Disaster
Preparedness, Security, Government Affairs Committees and the POA Board
d. What is new in the Coosaw Creek Community EOP 2020 Plan:
➢ Mirrors SCEMD/Dorchester County/Charleston County/City of N Charleston’s
Three OPCON Levels and revises Actions associated with Three OPCON Levels.
➢ Integrates FEMA Lifelines, linked to ESFs into the Community Plan and tracks
local Life-Line Assets
➢ Updates Key Tasks for CY 2020-2021, and an Actions Items Master List
➢ Includes revised “Incident Site Assessment” process and forms
➢ Provides for an updated Hurricane Landfall Checklist L-72 to Hour “0” that
Tracks to City of North Charleston Landfall Checklist
➢ Leverages new 2019 FEMA documents for CERT Team Members, Instructors,
Managers.
➢ Captures available Social Media Disaster Apps, Guidelines, Safety/Emergency
Checklists for Residents Disaster Preparations
➢ Updates scope, reports, and means of communication with the Dorchester County
EOC/City of North Charleston MEOC Principals and Update formats
➢ Updates the Communications Annex to reflect current Communications
assets/asset location.
➢ Adds Tabletop Scenarios of Concurrency: Hurricane-Pandemic, TornadoHAZMAT for Coosaw Disaster Team Preparation
➢ Adds a Homeowner Disaster Preparedness Course in 2021
2. Mission: The Coosaw Creek Country Club Community responds to various
emergencies/disaster scenarios per this Plan, establishes a volunteer Emergency Response
Center (ERC), and coordinates internally and externally incidents, responses, and requests for
assistance from the City of North Charleston (MEOC) and Dorchester County (EOC)
controlled Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) to ensure the safety and security of our
community’s homeowners.
3. Execution:
a. Foundational Considerations:
1) Homeowner/Family 7-9 Day Food, Water Self Sufficiency, and Homeowner
Insurance: Coosaw Creek Community has, since 2004, the expectation that
residents are expected to be self-sufficient. The Coosaw Creek EOP has
advocated 7-9 days of Resident Family/Homeowner self-sufficiency. The
Community is also emphasizing appropriate Homeowner insurance protection
for high winds, hail, flood and earthquake.
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2) Emergency Services Disruption: The POA leadership has consistently stated to
homeowners: “Local emergency services normally provided by the City of North
Charleston, including Police, Fire Protection Services, EMS (Dorchester County)
maybe disrupted and overloaded. Coosaw Creek could be blocked by downed
trees, downed power lines, or flood conditions that preclude access to road nets.
Utilities, including electric, gas, telephone and cell towers could be disrupted for
weeks not days. “
3) Disaster Preparedness Assets: Coosaw Creek Country Club Community – has
since 2004 invested into Preparedness Assets – Disaster Trailer, Medical Kits,
Generators, Ham and Motorola Radios, Satellite Phones and built out a refined
Community Emergency Operations Plan.
4) Coosaw Creek Country Club Emergency Operations Plan (Community
EOP): The Coosaw Creek Community Emergency Response Plan is built around
self-sufficient Homeowners, Block Captains (21 of them), Community ResponseCERT trained volunteers, an Emergency Response Center, outreach to critical
Life-line/Emergency Support Functions, and communications linkages to
Dorchester County EOC, City of North Charleston MEOC, and the Charleston
County EOC.

b. Planning Drivers:
1) Earthquake and hurricane scenarios discussions by the Coosaw Creek Disaster
Committee with Dorchester County, City of North Charleston, and Charleston
County Emergency Operations Center staffs underscore the need for community
self-sufficiency and the need to build “Community Resiliency.”
a. A Moderate Earthquake (Richter 5.5) to Severe Earthquake (Richter 7.0+)
will cause injuries, disrupt the local and regional road net for weeks and/or
months, either through damage to bridges or roads, cause utilities
disruptions and fires, and potentially separate families. State and local
requirements to inspect bridges will be lengthy. Governmental execution
of Lifeline/ ESF functions will be impeded.
b. Hurricane Warnings and Landfall notices will be sufficiently advanced to
provide the opportunity for Coosaw Creek residents to undertake final
home preparations, and/or evacuate, seek shelter, or visit up-state friends.
c. The likelihood of any of the three major power line systems bisecting
Coosaw Creek Community coming down with Hurricane Category 3-5, or
Earthquakes above 6.0 is almost 100%. Within Coosaw Creek, running
parallel to both East and West Fairway Woods Dr., there are High Voltage
Transmission Lines (up to 34,500 volts) and 220-volt Secondary Wires. A
partial or total collapse of these towers or poles is a serious threat to
homeowners and our community’s ability to respond to medical and
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infrastructure emergencies during a natural disaster such as a hurricane or
earthquake. Thus, downed power line safety is a serious matter. Caution:
“DO Not Walk or Drive Within 300 Feet of Downed Power Lines. Wet
Ground and Asphalt Increases Conductivity and Can Electrocute You.”

d. Per Corps of Engineer Feb 2012 SLOSH Maps and updated 2019 FEMA
DFIRM flood maps, Coosaw Creek Community will experience flooding
in low lying areas. High tides, storm surge and prolonged rain will
separate Coosaw into two islands under selected Hurricane Category 4-5
conditions
2) The Coosaw Creek Emergency Operations Plan accounts for these four core
scenarios, listed as most likely to least likely:
a. High Winds/Isolated Tornado that strike Coosaw Creek Community –
with Trees and Power Lines down. Some Resident Homes damaged
b. Tropical Storm/glancing Hurricane with High Winds/Heavy Rains with
NO Mandatory Evacuation; Some Flooding on Community Streets,
Trees down, potential for Power lines down. Resident Homes damaged.
c. Hurricane Category 2-5 with Mandatory Governor’s Evacuation,
flooding and damaged homes.
d. Earthquake – Magnitude 5.5 or higher with injuries, long term utilities
disruption, fires, and road net damage (internal and external to Coosaw
Creek Community)
Note: The new US Geological Survey, National Seismic Hazard Model for the “lower48” United States, released 11 Dec 2019, shows the following risk areas, in including the
greater Charleston SC area:
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3) The Coosaw Creek Emergency Operations Plan is built on three Focus Areas:
Preparedness, Response, Recovery:
a. Preparedness encompasses Plan, Educate, Train; Prepare/Rehearse to
deal with the four Most Likely to Least Likely scenarios.
b. Response entails the initial Community Execute Response to a disaster
event, and post the event, Homeowner Re-Entry around the two-core
stress Hurricane and Earthquake scenarios
c. Recovery defines Initial Community Recovery Phase and subsequent
Hand-Off to Homeowner and POA Board Actions.
4) Coosaw Creek Community is in SC Hurricane Evacuation Zone E. Zone E
falls under the purview of Dorchester County EOC. It includes Dorchester County
Operational Area 3506 (Dorchester Road Corridor). All actions pertaining to
Zone E are closely coordinated with the SCEMD, Charleston County and
Berkeley County EMDs, and the City of North Charleston. See below:

The SC Governor will issue a Mandatory Evacuation if residents within Evacuation
Zone E are threatened by a Hurricane.
5)

Coosaw Creek residents’ non-compliance to a SC Governor’s Mandatory
Evacuation Orders within the City of North Charleston jurisdiction (Law and
Order) is yet to be tested. However Non-Compliers can expect the following
initial response for emergency assistance to be as follows:
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“You are at your own risk,” and if you ask for help – you should expect that it
will be on a basis of:
a. if we have the assets,
b. that the assets will not be placed at risk, and
c. if there are no other higher priorities.”
Note: There is an area wide directive that at sustained 45 mph hour winds, the
bridges will be closed and, Police/Fire/EMS personnel are to shelter in place.
6) Allied Universal security services will likely evacuate the main gate within 12
hours before a major hurricane makes landfall in the Charleston area if mandatory
evacuation is ordered. They will be permitted to return under Initial Re-Entry
Phase of both the Dorchester County 2013 and Charleston County 2017 Reentry
Plans to provide security to the Community. This is expected to be in the Landfall
+3 days timeframe. Allied Universal will contractually provide staff to manage
the front gate once they are allowed re-entry; their staff will be SLED-certified
and have special passes recognized by the tri-counties re-entry process. Note: it is
recognized that Coosaw Creek is an “Island of Plenty in a Sea of Want.” This
recognition drives planning for Community Security, and an “if needed”
Neighborhood Watch program tied to City of North Charleston ESF 13 Public
Safety criteria.
7) Emergency assistance by FEMA and the State of South Carolina to Dorchester
County, Charleston County and the City of North Charleston will focus on the
greatest public good. Specific community assistance has not been written into
their Plans – except for locations of proposed PODS (FEMA/ State,
Neighborhood Distribution Points), based on emergency conditions. The closest
planned FEMA POD Type II is to be located at the Festival Center at Ashley
Phosphate/Dorchester Road, and the closest Neighborhood Distribution and
Information Points (NDIP) is slated to be located at River Bluff Church. (See City
of N Charleston/Charleston County Recovery Plan)
8) Dorchester County EMD OPCON Levels of Operations:
Dorchester County EMD maintains levels of operation to describe preparation and
response to disasters. OPCON 3 is the lowest level and OPCON 1 is the highest.

OPCON 3

Agencies coordinate, plan, train and exercise as
warranted. Incidents are monitored by local public safety officials.
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OPCON 2

A disaster or emergency is likely to affect the
county. Emergency operations plans are implemented. The county emergency
operations center is partially activated, as necessary.
OPCON 1

A disaster or emergency is imminent or occurring. The county
emergency operations center is fully activated. All county emergency support
functions are activated or ready to deploy.
9). Lifeline and Emergency Support Functions
FEMA mandated Lifeline planning and Emergency Support Functions (ESFs)
executions are central to our area’s emergency preparedness and emergency
response and drive all Emergency Operations Plans between SC EMD, County
EMDs and the City of N Charleston MEOC. The list of Lifeline/ ESF Functions
and the jurisdiction they fall under are as follows:
ESF 1- Transportation
ESF 2 – Communications
ESF 3 – Public Works and Engineering (Debris Management)
ESF 4 – Firefighting
ESF 5 – Emergency Management
ESF 6 - Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, Human Services
ESF 7 - Logistics Management and Resource Support
ESF 8 – Public Health and Medical Services
ESF 9 – Search and Rescue
ESF12 - Energy
ESF13 – Public Safety and Security (Law and Order)
ESF 14- Recovery and Mitigation
ESF 15 – External Affairs/ Public Information
ESF 16 – Emergency Traffic Management
ESF 24- Industry and Business
ESF Jurisdictions in support of the Coosaw Creek Community are shown in Blue, Red
and Black colors:
o ESF 3, 4 and 13, responsibility of City of N Charleston.
o ESF 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14 falls under Dorchester County.
o ESF 24 falls under Charleston County “Lead Agent” criteria.
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Critical to Coosaw Creek Community EOP Planning and Execution are these
Lifelines: Law Enforcement/Firefighting, EMS/Medical Services, Food/Water/Shelter,
Communications, Energy (Note: the icons below are reflective of local Planners Disaster
Intelligence Graphics)

c. Assumptions:

1) The Individual Homeowner is responsible for personal and family
Hurricane and Earthquake preparation, self-sustainment up to 7-9 days
or longer. Keep in mind that after Hurricane Hugo, residents in the tricounty area were without power, water, cooking gas, gas for vehicles
and generators for longer than three weeks. On top of this we have
COVID 19 that will be a factor if you try and move to a shelter. So, start
making plans now where you will be staying in the event of
evacuation. Homeowners are responsible for calling for Fire, Police,
EMS services until telephonic communications have become disrupted.
2) This Community 2020 EOP Plan assumes that the Coosaw Creek community
continues to invest heavily in the Disaster Planning, Education, Training, and
Rehearse/ Preparation Phase, has initially very scarce/limited volunteers for any
“Execute” Phase under Hurricane Category 2-5 conditions, and has increasing
internal volunteer staff to coordinate local/State assistance and resources for the
Hurricane Recovery Phase four days after Landfall (L+4). Put another way, the
greater the strength of the forecasted hurricane, the less likelihood of manning
Block Captain, Community Response-CERT trained Teams, Security positions, and
Emergency Response Center (ERC) positions when SC Governor orders a
mandatory evacuation. Commensurately, in an Earthquake scenario depending upon
time of day and severity – the number of Volunteers to undertake Search and Rescue,
immediate emergency medical aid, critical tree removal to open roads for emergency
vehicles, and mitigating ruptured gas and water lines – may be on hand.
3) Coosaw Creek Community Emergency Response Center: The ERC will activate
operations upon occurrence of a major incident/disaster, such as Earthquake, Tornado
within the community, upon declaration of OPCON 2 by Dorchester
County/Charleston County/City of North Charleston for an expected Hurricane 72 to
48 Hours prior to Hurricane Landfall. Details of the activation process are captured in
the Landfall Checklist – See Annex C Operations, Tab D Landfall Checklist
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4) The (ERC) will coordinate Community emergency responses for a limited
period (targeted from Hurricane Landfall Days -3 to Landfall Days +7, or severe
Earthquake up to 10 days), tailor the staff to the situation, and as rapidly as
possible turn over Longer Term Recovery Operations to the Coosaw Creek POA
Board.
The Coosaw Creek Community ERC will be organized per the National Incident Management
System (NIMS) framework. The ERC will be led by incident experienced Disaster Preparedness
Committee members and advised by Security Committee, Government Affairs Committee, POA
Treasurer, and other community volunteers with specific expertise. The manning model for the
Community ERC/Incident Command Post (ICP) will have these Incident Command Sections.

•

•

•

Command: Led by Incident experienced staff from the Disaster
Committee, assisted by a Security Committee/Safety member, a POA Board
Representative, Community Liaison to City of N Charleston/Dorchester
County EOC, and a Deputy Commander
Operations Section:
o On Scene Incident Commander
o Block Captains (21)
o Community Response- CERT Trained Volunteers (North/South)
o Debris Cutting Teams when required (North/South)
o Mobile Patrol – when required
o Community Disaster Response Volunteers
o Community Response Emergency Assets
Planning Section:
o Coosaw Creek Disaster Information Status and Updates with Graphic
Intelligence
o Community-Local Lifeline Assessments
o Tracking of Emergency Services Updates from SCEMD, Dorchester
County EMD, City of North Charleston MEOC via Web Sites,
Facebook, E-Mail and Text Message Alerts
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•

•

o Scheduled Reporting to Dorchester County and City of N Charleston
EOC/MEOC.
Logistics Section:
o Logistics Services Forecasting
o Security (Front Gate, Mobile, Static)
o Communications (Ham Radio, Motorola Radios, Satellite Phone, Cell
Phones)
o First Aid Station.
Finance and Administration:
o POA designated Treasurer, and Cash Management
o Volunteer Tracking,
o MOU Administration (Club Board/POA Board)
o Vendor Contracting (e.g. Tree Cutting/Removal Services, Food/Water)

Manning Levels: Emergency response manning levels of the ERC will vary depending upon the
emergency type and duration, number of volunteers available, and the scope of Emergency
response to Life Line support (i.e. Medical, Public Safety, Food/Water) from the City of N
Charleston, and Dorchester County. In smaller incidents the ERC Manning could be conducted
virtually, especially in light of the ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic. The proposed ERC manning
for the core scenarios is as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Level I – Command and Section Head Manning – Exercises, OPCON 2 (4-6 Staff)
Level II – Minimum Operations 12-18 hours per day, OPCON 1 (6-10 Staff)
Level III – 24/7 Sustained Operations, OPCON 1 (12-14 Staff – for two shifts)
Level IV – Selected staff in support of Recovery Operations (TBD)

The ERC will operate on an Emergency Response schedule designated by the
ERC/Incident Commander. The ERC staff will anticipate future events, forecast
requirements, and anticipate the flow of resources from local and State authorities.
Coordination meetings for all ERC sections and ERC leadership will take place daily
at the call of the ERC/Incident Commander (Potentially at 8 AM and 6PM).
The ERC will leverage Coosaw Creek Country Club resources for its primary and
alternate ERC Command Post location, communications repeater location,
Emergency Helipads, and ancillary equipment per MOU. (See Par 5 Command)

d. Concept of Operations
The Coosaw Creek Community Emergency Operations Plan is based on the concepts of
thorough Community Preparedness, well organized Community Volunteer Response,
rapid Community Recovery to enhance community resilience when facing disasters
1). Preparedness: The Coosaw Creek POA Disaster Committee focus is on Plan,
Educate, Train, Rehearse for Emergencies based on analysis of Scenario drivers (see
above).
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a. Plan:
▪ Annually conduct outreach with EMD Staffs and Lifeline /ESF Technical
Chains and secure selected Operating Procedures of ESF Functions (i.e.
EMS, Coroner)
▪ Secure and update MEOC/EOC/ESF Phone numbers, RED Books,
selected Cell Phone numbers
▪ Conduct outreach to secure new Emergency Preparedness Volunteers and
update the Volunteers Manning Roster by functional area and expertise.
▪ Biannually secure updated Coosaw Creek Community Resident rosters
with E-Mails, Home Phones and Telephone numbers; parse sections to
Block Captains.
b. Educate:
• Educate Homeowners and new Residents on core tenets of the Coosaw
Creek Emergency Plan – via POA Round Table, and Disaster Fairs when
feasible.
• Publish on the Coosaw Creek Website updated Emergency Preparedness
Guides (Hurricane/Earthquake) and Checklists
• Promote Facebook linkages for Coosaw Creek Residents to Dorchester
County and City of N Charleston to facilitate Re-entry and
Community/Homeowner Emergency Information Updates.
• Block Captains introduce themselves and reach out to assigned residents
in their block.
• Feature to Residents the Coosaw Creek designated Evacuation Route
(SC642-Old Orangeburg Highway (SC22) – US 78, and Packing List for
the Evacuation Kit, given the potential for 6-20 Hour transit. (Note
Alternate Evacuation Route is Reversed I-26 lanes or SC 61) (See Annex
A – Homeowner Preparedness Guide)
c. Train:
• Encourage Disaster Preparedness Committee Leadership to take selected
NIMS Courses.
• Secure when possible Ham Radio Training, Storm Spotter, CERT
Training, Damage Assessment and POD training slots from Tri-County
EMD Providers.
• Conduct annual CPR, CERT, Block Captain and Ham Radio training –
including Block Captain Communications Training, and test Satellite
phones.
• Conduct Water Shutoff, Electrical, Gas Shut Off Training; How to run a
Generator safely.
• Conduct Security Procedures Training for Block Captains and or On Call
Security Observation Patrols, ERC Security Staff.
d. Rehearse:
▪ Conduct Internal Quarterly Communications Exercises between ERC and
Block Captains
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▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Conduct selected Tabletop Exercises to rehearse selected Emergency
Situations/Issues, leverage in-house talent with Emergency Incident
Injects, Security/Safety, Government Affairs, and POA Board
representatives to these Exercises.
Assess Best Case/Worst Case Evacuation Route (s) Time Clearance under
various scenarios and report results to Community
When offered, participate in annual external Communications and
Emergency Preparedness Exercise with either Dorchester, Charleston
County, or City of N Charleston.
Annually brief new POA Board members of the EOP Plan and
anticipated/track ERC internal and external coordination actions
Annually reaffirm the securing, release, accounting of POA Board Cash
funds for fuels purchases, water, food, batteries with the POA Treasurer
representative.
Validate Re-Entry DASH Forms for selected ERC staff with Dorchester
County, City of North Charleston and Charleston County EOCs via EMails.

2) Response
a. Execute Emergency Operations:

OPCON 3: Disaster Committee monitors SCEMD and Tri-County EMDs/MEOC as
Incidents are monitored, tracked and evaluated by local public safety officials

OPCON-2: Disaster or emergency is likely to affect the county and our
Community. Emergency operations plans are implemented Partial activation of TriCounty EOCs/MEOC. In case of Hurricane, tracking the SC Governor’s
Evacuation order (Potentially between Landfall D-3 to Landfall D-1 day).
•
•
•
•

Community ERC partially activated upon designation of OPCON 2
Determination of Operating Location – Primary or Alternate, or virtual
Minimum Level of manning – initiate selected ERC Section functions,
coordinate with Dorchester EMD/MEOC Planners/Principals and establish
Communications.
Selected outreach to Lifeline Support, salient ESFs Technical Leads and
EOC/EMD Desk Officers
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Assessment of Block Captain, Community Response CERT Team
Volunteers (North/South), Debris Team and ERC manning availability
Communications validation between ERC, Block Captains
Charge batteries, assess and top off fuel supplies, fill all water containers.
Position ERC Preparedness Assets and Trailer at the designated Command
Post and test generators.
Final assessment of Staffing Levels for No Mandatory Evacuation versus
Zone E Mandatory Evacuation Staffing Levels
Conduct final coordination session (s) with Coosaw Creek Volunteers Block Captain manning, Community Response-CERT Volunteers, on call
Debris Team Volunteers, Mobile Operation Team (when warranted), and
Community ERC Staff.
Track Resident/ Homeowner departures/compliance with mandatory
evacuation
Coordinate hand-off from Allied Universal re: staffing of front gate
Respond to special requests – i.e. Determination of Pet Shelter location,
Dorchester County Special Needs Shelter in Summerville.

OPCON-1: A disaster or emergency is imminent or occurring. The tri-county
emergency operations centers/MEOC and Coosaw Creek Community ERC are fully
activated.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Respond to calls for emergency and conduct community wide emergency
responses as required.
Update manning, leadership position, radio call signs/cell phones of
Community Response-CERT Volunteers, Block Captain areas based on
available Block Captain volunteers, and other Community Volunteers
Provide daily tailored reports to Dorchester EOC, City MEOC through
appropriate communications channels at noon. Maintain selected EOC
Desk Officers contacts with key Lifeline responsibilities.
Establish hourly communications with Block Captains, and Community
Response/ CERT Trained Volunteers (South/North), Debris Teams, Front
Gate Security Team – either Allied Universal or designated Community
Security Team
Conduct Damage Assessment via Block Captains, Community ResponseCERT Team North/South, and Mobile Patrol Reports.
Operate/Coordinate Community Security Program upon Allied Universal
staff departure

3) Recovery
a. Re-Entry: (Note Expected around Landfall + 3 Days to 4 Days)
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•

ERC facilitates re-entry of key personnel in Limited Access Re-Entry
Phase through Dorchester County, Charleston County or N Charleston
Traffic Control Points (TCPs). Priority to Security Staff (Allied
Universal), ERC principals, Block Captains, CERT trained volunteers,
Communications Staff, selected Security Committee members,
Government Affairs, Club Leadership, and POA Board Members with
pre-arranged DASH passes. Sample Below:

•

Based on Charleston County/ Dorchester County Recovery Plans Re-entry
criteria, Allied Universal should be able to operate again by Landfall +3
days.

b. Initial Recovery:
• This plan anticipates an initial recovery period of 7 days. This tracks to
resident self-sufficiency and the Charleston County/City of N Charleston
Short Term Recovery Plan. Both Dorchester County and Charleston
County plan to begin operating a FEMA Type II POD on or about 72-to
96 hours after a major disaster/emergency.
• Coosaw Creek Community may be asked to support one POD on or about
Landfall +4 days at the Festival Center on Dorchester/Ashley Phosphate.
Eligible CERT Team Volunteers and trained POD volunteers that
evacuate need to be processed back through the Re-Entry checkpoints and
validate livable conditions of their residences.
• Coosaw Creek ERC will update Damage Assessments per Dorchester
County/EMD and City of N Charleston EOP Guidelines, as requested.
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•
•

Mobile Team, in concert with Block Captains, will capture images of
damaged properties and send to ERC Plans Section.
Coosaw Creek plans to operate, when required, an Emergency
Neighborhood Watch Program, in collaboration with N Charleston Police
Department. (See Annex E Logistics, Tab B Security Plan)

Recovery Handoff: The targeted ERC Handoff conditions to the POA Board
are based on “all injured have been transported to area medical services,
roads in Coosaw are passable; security is fully established; power, gas,
telephone and water utilities have been partially restored, full community
damage assessment has been completed, Homeowner re-entry is authorized,
selected Emergency repairs to Coosaw Community facilities are underway.”

h. Coordinating Instructions:
1). Key Emergency Operations Plan Tasks for CY 2020- 2021 by Emergency
Response Center Section Functions: (Note: A comprehensive EOP 2020-2021
Actions Items Master List is found at Annex G).
Command Section:
• Brief updated Community EOP to POA BoD, Security Committee,
Government Affairs, and Wetlands-Drainage Committee.
• Conduct outreach with City of N Charleston, Dorchester County, and
Charleston County EOCs and discuss continued Community Support,
Security, EMS, and Lifeline jurisdictional issues.
• Secure broad-based support and champion Community Outreach to
enhance Homeowner Preparedness
• Support attracting Volunteers for Block Captains, CERT Team Training, POD
Training, and ERC positions.
Operations Section:
• Maintain and Update
o Annex A – Community Resident Disaster Preparedness Guide 2020
o Annex B - Red Book
o Annex C – Emergency Response Center Operations
• Conduct Block Captain Training
• Ensure that Block Captains distribute the 2020 Residents Preparation packet
to each assigned resident/-homeowner consisting of a One Page Summary of
Annex A, the SC Hurricane 2020 Guide, latest version of the SC Earthquake
Guide, and the SC Emergency Kit Checklist. (Note: 600 copies of the
Hurricane and Earthquake Guides have been ordered from SCEMD. ETA
mid-June)
• Undertake Homeowner Survey and conduct selected Preparedness Updates
• Secure Training Classes for CPR, CERT Team, POD, Damage Assessment,
Weather Spotter Volunteers
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•

Sponsor two Tabletop Exercises to scope Actions and Problem sets of two
selected concurrent scenarios that might impact the Coosaw Creek
Community.
a. Residual Pandemic (Coronavirus Re-infection) with a concurrent
Hurricane – Category 2. (Saphir Scale Wind Range of 96mph to 116
mph with damage to roofs, windows, walls, shallow rooted trees down,
region wide severe Power outages). Note: Timeframe – August 2020
with Reinfection of COVID-19 a high probability.
b. Tornado with concurrent HAZMAT: – EF2 hits Coosaw Creek,
(111mph-135mph; considerable damage to homes, cars tossed, trees
blown down). Unleashed a HAZMAT Situation with three chlorine
filled rail cars off Norfolk and Southern rail track – spilling gas and
creating smoke plumes. Winds from North-East – plumes flowing
towards our community. Concurrently, Power Lines down within the
Coosaw Creek Community, bisecting the Community Road Net. Note:
See the Granville, SC Disaster Lessons Learned.

Plans Section:
• Become familiar with Dorchester County 2020 HAZMIT Plan, underlying
models, and secure latest Earthquake, SLOSH and FEMA Flood Plain and
DFIRM Maps
• Create visuals of the Community Assessment Framework
• Establish and maintain the Community and Local Lifeline Matrix
• Maintain Contact with Dominion Energy: Trunk Power Lines, Dominion GasElectricity Utilities status.
• Identify and establish EOC/MEOC Contact Leads for critical Lifelines/ESF
support
• Ensure that Coosaw Creek Community Helipad locations are officially
entered into Dorchester County EMS and Tri-County EOC/MEOC databases.
Logistics Section:
• Secure Generator Support for ERC Operations, Helipad Markings. Source
cots, blankets, and updated satellite phones.
• Establish Services and Support Plan for the ERC, and Alternate Command
Post,
• Define Plan for securing Food, Water from PODs and accountable distribution
to Coosaw Creek Citizens
• Update Annex E.
Finance and Administration
• Develop Emergency Preparedness Budgets based on Scenarios #1 and #2
• Complete MOU for Community Tree Removal, ERC Logistics Truck
Support, and additional Emergency Communications Equipment
• Update and flesh out Annex F
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2) Zone E Evacuation Routes: Coosaw Creek’s officially designated Evacuation Route is
SC642-Old Orangeburg Highway (SC22) – US 78. Alternate Evacuation Route is
Reversed I-26 lanes, or SC 61) (See Annex A – Homeowner Preparedness Guide)
3) Re-entry Traffic Control Points by SC Highway Patrol

Check-point Locations
SCHP
TCP Number
Chas-NChas-C-03
Chas-Dorch-A-02
Chas-Dorch-A-05
Chas-Dorch-A-06
Chas-Dorch-C-01
Chas-Dorch-C-02
Chas-Dorch-C-03
Chas-Dorch-D-01
N/A

N/A

Traffic Control Point

Operational Area

SC 642 @ Ashley
Phosphate Rd.
SC 642 @ S 230 (Ladson
Rd.)
SC 642 @ SC 165
US 17A @ S 22 (Old
Orangeburg Rd.)
SC 642 @ US 17A
SC 61 @ SC 165
SC 61 @ US 17A
US 78 @ SC 165 (Berlin G.
Myers Pkwy.)
SC 165 (Berlin G. Myers
Pkwy.) @ S 199 (Trolley
Rd.)
US 78 @ US 17A

3506
3506
3505
3505
3505
3507
3504
3505
3505

3505

4. Logistics: See Annex E
5. Command and Communications:
a. Communications: See Annex E Logistics, Tab A Communications
The Coosaw Creek Community EOP 2020-2021 will be posted on the Coosaw Creek Disaster
Committee portion of the Community website. Further, Annex A: Community Residents Disaster
Preparedness Guide 2020 -2021 will be posted as a separate community wide document with an EMail blast to all residents-homeowners making them aware of this new Guide.

b. Command Post Location
ERC Command Post: The ERC will for planning purposes, be located in the
Coosaw Creek Country Club, using the ASHLEY Room for command, control and
coordination. The EDISTO Room will be used for the Aid Station. Note: The
Coosaw Creek Club House will not be available as a Command Post facility above
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inland Hurricane Category 1 winds since the Club roof structure is only built to
withstand up to 95 mph winds.
•
•
•

The alternate ERC Command Post and Aid Station will be located at the Club
Maintenance Facility off Persimmon Woods.
The Coosaw Creek Community Disaster Preparedness Trailer will initially be located
on the side of the Club, near the Golf Pro-Shop unless moved to the Alternate
Command Post.
The Community Disaster Preparedness Trailer may become the site for an Incident
Management Mobile Command Post.

EOP Communications Schematic:

6. EOP 2020-2021 Actions Items Master List: See Annex G. This master list has been
prepared to facilitate the focus on actions that need to be undertaken by the Coosaw Creek
Disaster Preparedness Community to focus on priorities, tracking of ongoing actions, and
consensus building. A review of the EOP Basic Plan and associated Annexes suggest the
Actions List is lengthy, requires selected resource commitments, and provides for prioritization
and time phasing of actions to support this Bi-Annual Plan.
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Enclosures to Coosaw Creek Community 2020 Emergency Operations Plan:
Annex A: Community Resident Disaster Preparedness Guide 2020
Tab A: Homeowner’s Mitigation and Insurance Preparedness
Tab B: South Carolina Emergency Kit Checklist – 2 pages
Tab C: SC EMD List of Mobile Apps for Emergencies

Red Cross Checklists: Earthquake Safety and Returning Home after a Flood
Annex B: REDBOOK (ERC Use Only)
Annex C: Emergency Response Center Operations
Tab A: Landfall Checklist L-72 Hours to Landfall
Tab B: Incident Site Assessment Teams Procedures
Tab C: Block Captain Guidance
Tab D: Equipment Requirements and Training
Tab E: Low-Country CERT SOP and Incident Command Checklist

Annex D: Plans
Annex E: Logistics Annex
Tab A: Communications Plan
Tab B: Security Plan
Tab C: Logistics Services Plan
Tab C: Medical Plan - Update in Progress

Annex F: Finance and Administration - Update in Progress
Tab A: POA-Club MOU (DRAFT)
Tab B: Tree Cutting Standby Agreement

Annex G: EOP 2020-2021 Actions Items Master List
Annex H: References and Glossary
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Annex A: Coosaw Creek Community Residents Disaster Preparedness Guide
to Coosaw Creek Community Emergency Operations Plan 2020-2021 v 2.0
1. Reason for Preparedness: Coosaw Creek Community residents should be fully aware
of two major disaster events that had occurred on the Charleston Peninsula – the
“Charleston Earthquake of 1886 and Hurricane Hugo in 1989. They were devastating.
More recently, during the past five years, our area has had Hail, Tropical Storm Winds,
Hurricanes, Tornadoes, and small Earthquakes. Many lessons have been learned since
2015 from Hurricanes Mathew, Florence, Dorian, an Ice Storm, Tornadoes, the 21Inch
Rainfall, and most recently from COVID-19 Pandemic. These Lessons Learned call for
Homeowner Preparedness.

2. Why Prepare? It is important for the residents of Coosaw Creek to be prepared for an
emergency. Being prepared can reduce fear, anxiety, and loss that may accompany a
disaster. Families, and individuals should know what to do in the event of an Earthquake
and where to seek shelter during a Hurricane, especially a bad one with high winds,
heavy rainfall, and flooding. We must appreciate that if a disaster hits the Charleston
peninsula and our Low-Country Area, local government, emergency services, and
disaster-relief organizations will help, but we need to be ready as well – especially for a
catastrophic disaster. Had Hurricane Dorian not veered off into the Atlantic at the last 36
hours before landfall last year, our Coosaw Creek Community may have be on our own
for a period of time because of the size of the area affected, lost communications, and
impassable roads. For this reason, preparations for disasters are important. And, since the
forthcoming Hurricane Season 2020 (1 June -30 Nov 2020) has been forecasted to be
even more turbulent in the Atlantic, it is prudent to prepare. You as a resident should be
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self-sufficient for at least seven to nine days. This means creating a Family Disaster Plan,
an Evacuation Kit, being aware of Evacuation Routes, where you might have to shelter
with your family if a mandatory evacuation is implemented. If you do not evacuate and
stay in your home, you must have sufficient food, water, and medicines. Keep in mind
that after Hurricane Hugo, residents in the Tri-county area were without power, water,
cooking gas, gasoline for vehicles and generators for longer than three
weeks. Currently we are faced with the first, and potentially a second wave of the
COVID-19 Pandemic – which will be a factor if there is a mandatory evacuation and
you and your family shelter up-country. So, start making plans!

3. Our Coosaw Creek Country Club Community Emergency Operations Plan 2020 is
based on four focus areas: Mitigation, Preparedness, Response, Recovery and these
foundational considerations:
➢ Emergency Services Disruption: The Property Owners Association (POA) leadership
has consistently stated to homeowners: “Due to the high potential for disasters, local
emergency services normally provided by the City of North Charleston, including Police,
Fire Protection Services, EMS (Dorchester County) maybe disrupted and overloaded.
Coosaw Creek could be blocked by downed trees, downed power lines, or flood
conditions that preclude access to road nets. Utilities, including electric, gas, telephone
and cell towers could be disrupted for weeks not days. “
Homeowners are responsible for calling for Fire, Police, EMS services until telephonic
communications have become disrupted.
➢ Self-sufficiency: The Coosaw Creek Community has, since 2004, the expectation that
residents should be self-sufficient for 7-9 days. Besides self-sufficiency, the Community
is also emphasizing appropriate Homeowner Mitigation and Insurance Protection for
high winds, hail, flood and earthquake to aid Recovery efforts after a hurricane or a
strong earthquake.
➢ Community Disaster Resilience: Coosaw Creek Country Club Community – has
consistently invested into a Preparedness Organization sponsored by the Disaster
Preparedness Committee. and Preparedness Assets. Our community preparedness
organization consists of Block Captains, trained Community Emergency Response Team
(CERT) Volunteers, an Emergency Response Center, and a list of volunteers with
technical expertise. Our Emergency Preparedness Assets consist of a Disaster Trailer,
Medical Supplies, Generators, and Radios for internal and external communications with
the local government emergency services.
4. Resident-Homeowner Recommendations: The Disaster Preparedness - Mitigation,
Preparation, Response, Recovery focus areas provide a framework for this Guide.
Highlights in terms of Resident- Homeowner Responsibilities are as follows:
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a. Mitigation: South Carolina is one of the few states that supports hurricane and
earthquake damage mitigation of a residence. Details of the scope, depth,
opportunities of special SC Tax Credits and SC Catastrophe Savings Account
advantages are found in Tab A: Homeowner Mitigation and Insurance. This
Tab will also provide insights on strategies for high winds, hail, flood and
earthquake discounts and deductibles that will ease financial outlays. Further
good planning aids your damage recovery efforts after a hurricane or a strong
earthquake.
b. Preparation: Since the recent track record of disaster incidents has been high,
and the scope is not predictable, one should plan accordingly. Foremost is a
Family Disaster Plan that is discussed with all family members. Secondly, an
Emergency Disaster Kit with 7-9 days’ worth of supplies if you shelter at home,
and an Evacuation Kit if you evacuate the low-country area. The South Carolina
Emergency Kit Checklist provided at Tab B, is the best around. It is worth the
reading and taking heed! Critical in both kits are medicines, cash on hand (ATMs
might not work), and Insurance papers. As part of the of the Preparation efforts, it
is imperative that you get to know your Block Captain and ensure that the Block
Captain’s request for information is completed in a timely manner.
The Block Captain will send you a Questionnaire and also provide you the latest
South Carolina Hurricane 2020 Guide when it becomes available, hopefully in
early June, along with the South Carolina Earthquake Guide. Both the South
Carolina Guides are extremely helpful and ought to be an integral part of your
Family Disaster Plan.
c. Response: You and your family’s response to an eminent hurricane may be
triggered by a mandatory evacuation order, or a sudden Tornado. Safety
considerations are paramount. For example, if a Tornado is imminent and you are
in your home, stay inside and find a safe spot in a small room on the ground floor
away from windows. Do not put yourself or others in your family in harm’s
way. If you even think your actions may NOT be safe, then DON’T do it. If
there is an emergency during a disaster response phase, your first responsibility
is to call 911 for any incident that warrants emergency assistance. In the event
911, or your cellphones do not work, contact your Block Captain.
• Block Captains (BC) are the direct link to the Coosaw Creek Emergency
Response Center. And,
• When it is safe to assess your immediate residence area and you are able
to determine damage, needs/assistance, contact your Block Captain.
Evacuation: The designated Hurricane Evacuation Zone for Coosaw Creek
Residents is Zone “E” - See below:
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The Evacuation Route for Zone E residents is: SC642-Old Orangeburg
Highway (SC22) – US 78. Note: An Alternate Evacuation Route used by
Coosaw Residents during the last three Hurricane evacuations leverages SC 61)
When you decide or it becomes necessary to evacuate, local officials will provide
information through the News Channels, Social Media (Facebook, Twitter), and
Dorchester County plus City of North Charleston Web Sites. The amount of time
you have to leave will depend on the expected Hazzard.
Short-term Evacuation Preparedness Actions:
•

•

•
•

Bring loose, lightweight objects (e.g. patio furniture and garbage cans) inside
that could become projectiles in high winds. Anchor objects that are unsafe to
bring inside (e.g. propane tanks).
Cover all windows by installing permanent storm shutters. Another option is
to board up windows with 5/8" exterior grade or marine plywood, cut to fit
and ready to install.
Restock the family's Disaster Supply Kit with enough food, water, and other
essentials for a minimum of 7-9 days. Ensure your First Aid Kit is complete.
Turn the refrigerator or freezer to the coldest setting and open only when
necessary. The food will last longer during a power outage. Keep a
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•

•

thermometer in the refrigerator to check the temperature when the power is
restored.
Keep generators and other alternate power/heat sources outside, at least 20
feet from windows and odors and protected from moisture. Never try to power
the house wiring by plugging a generator into a wall outlet.
Take a video clip of your home interior and exterior to facilitate insurance
claims during the Recovery Phase.

Evacuation Tips:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Pre-plan primary and alternate routes. Become familiar with roads parallel to
primary evacuation routes.
There will be no access to the reversed (normally eastbound) lanes of I-26 west
of the College Park Rd. interchange/exit 203. Access to the I-26 westbound
lanes will be available west of exit 203.
If an evacuation is likely, consider leaving early since you will have more
flexibility on which direction you choose. Leave as soon as possible and
preferably during daylight hours. Evacuation may take longer than expected so
allow extra time to reach your destination.
Carry road/evacuation route maps with you. Avoid traveling near low-lying areas
after heavy rainfall.
Evacuation route maps, I-26 Lane Reversal information, and other important
evacuation guidance can be found on the SC Department of Public Safety web
page.
Traffic information can be found by dialing 5-1-1. During an evacuation or other
declared emergency, the SC Department of Transportation will activate a toll-free
number for traffic and road conditions. Call 1-888-877-9151.
Electronic message boards along evacuation routes may direct motorists to tune
into a local AM radio station for route-specific traffic information and other
emergency-related messages.
The Comfort Stations at rest areas and weigh stations in Charleston, Berkeley,
Dorchester, and Orangeburg Counties are supplied with extra portable toilets and
bottled water during mandatory evacuations.

If you as a Coosaw Creek resident do not comply with the SC Governor’s Mandatory
Evacuation Orders the following initial response for emergency assistance from local
government emergency services will be as follows:
“You are at your own risk,” and if you ask for help – you should expect that it
will be on a basis of:
a. if we have the assets,
b. that the assets will not be placed at risk, and
c. if there are no other higher priorities.”
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d.

Note: There is an area wide directive that at sustained 45 mph hour
winds, the bridges will be closed and, Police/Fire/EMS personnel are to
shelter in place.

If you are going to the nearest shelter designated by Dorchester County, or the State Of
South Carolina, the Media, Red Cross, will communicate where the appropriate shelters
are. When you evacuate, do the following:
• Keep a full tank of gas in your vehicles.
• Gather your Coosaw Creek Emergency Response Packet.
• Wear sturdy shoes, long sleeve shirts, long pants and a cap.
• Secure your home: Close and lock all windows and doors.
• Unplug electrical equipment TV, Radio, Computers etc.
• Let Block Captains know your plans.
• Leave early to avoid being trapped.
• Follow recommended evacuation routes.
• Do not drive into flooded areas.
• Stay away from downed power lines.
Power Lines Safety Considerations: If a homeowner is here during a major
hurricane or Earthquake – powerlines are a substantial issue. Coosaw Creek
Emergency Response for downed power line safety is a serious matter. There are High
Voltage Transmission Lines (up to 34,500 volts) and 220-volt Secondary Wires within
Coosaw Creek running parallel to both East and West Fairway Woods Dr. A partial or
total collapse of these towers or poles is a serious threat to homeowners and our
community’s ability to respond to medical and infrastructure emergencies. Thus,
Caution: DO Not Walk or Drive Within 300 Feet of Downed Power Lines. Wet
Ground and Asphalt Increases Conductivity and Can Electrocute You.
d. Recovery and Repairs – after a Disaster: Your Insurance Company App on your cell
phone will facilitate the recovery process! If you suffer property loss in your home or vehicle,
contact your insurance agent or company as soon as possible to arrange a visit from an adjuster.
Note: Before doing any repairs to your home, photograph/video clip and make a list of the
damage.
Other recommended actions are as follows:
• Make temporary repairs only. Until you get advice from your insurance company,
protect your home from further damage by making temporary repairs only. Save any
receipts for materials purchased for repairs.
• Agree on cost of permanent repairs. Do not have permanent repairs made until your
insurance company has inspected your property, and you have reached an agreement on
the cost of repairs.
• Consider renting shelter. If necessary, rent temporary shelter. If your home is
uninhabitable, most homeowner’s policies pay additional living expenses while your
property is being re-paired. Before renting temporary shelter, check with your insurance
company or agent to determine what expenses will be reimbursed.
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•

•

Check your policy before hiring tree removal services. Most damage to your home or
sur-rounding structures resulting from fallen trees is covered by your homeowner’s
policy. Check with your agent or company before calling a tree removal service, as
removal costs may also be covered.
Determine whether your auto insurance policy covers damage from fallen trees or debris.
Your insurance company may cover this kind of damage if you have comprehensive
coverage. Check with your agent to determine whether your vehicle is covered.

If you need assistance with your insurer, the SC Department of Insurance is willing to assist.
Contact the Department via telephone or visit the Department’s website, www.doi.sc.gov.
The toll-free (only in SC) phone number for the SC Department of Insurance is 1-800-7683467.
Further, the South Carolina EMD Emergency Management Directorate has an excellent
Individual Recovery guide. It is located at: https://www.scemd.org/recover/get-help/help-

for-individuals/
5. In Conclusion: Mobile devices can be lifelines before, potentially during, and
following disasters. See Tab C: for list of South Carolina SCEMD suggested Mobile
Applications that can be very helpful.

6. Additional Resources:
www. scemd.org/prepare/your-emergency-plan/pet-planning
www.scemd.org/.../citizens-with-functional-needs
https://www.scemd.org/stay-informed/publications/earthquake-guide/
https://scemd.org/stay-informed/publications/hurricane-guide/
https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/types-ofemergencies/hurricane.html

Enclosures to Annex A: Community Resident Disaster Preparedness Guide 2020
Tab A: Homeowner’s Mitigation and Insurance
Tab B: South Carolina Emergency Kit Checklist – 2 pages
Tab C: SC EMD List of Mobile Apps for Emergencies

Checklists:
Red Cross: Be Ready: Earthquake Checklist
Red Cross: Be Ready: Returning Home after a Hurricane or a Flood
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Tab A: Homeowner’s Mitigation and Insurance, to Annex A: Community Residents
Disaster Preparedness Guide
1. State of South Carolina Mitigation, Tax Credits, and Insurance Programs: One of the most
important things a homeowner can do is to carry appropriate Property Insurance to cover Wind, Hail,
Flood, Water/Sewage Backups, and Earthquakes and be aware of the various State of South Carolina
law and programs to mitigate potential losses, facilitate repairs, and recover quickly from Disaster
Events. We have encouraged video clips of your home and room by room contents to help the damage
assessment and recovery process.

a. South Carolina Law: (Omnibus Coastal Property Insurance Act of 2007, codified as S.C.
Code Sec. 38-73-1095; Bulletin 2007-05; Bulletin 2007-15; Bulletin 2007-16; Competitive
Insurance Act of 2014; Bulletin 2014-08) In Bulletin 2007-15, the SC Director of Insurance
stated that insurers shall include discounts for any fixtures or construction techniques that
comply with the minimum requirements of the SC Safe Home Program, IBHS Fortified Homes
for Safer Living, International Building, or the International Residential Code. The fixtures or
construction techniques shall include, but not be limited to, fixtures that enhance: § roof
strength, § roof covering performance, § roof-to-wall strength, § wall-to-floor foundation
strength, § opening protection and § wind, door and skylight strength.
b. SC Department of Insurance Programs:
SC Homeowners Mitigation Credits: South Carolina Homeowners Mitigation Credits law
requires insurers to offer premium discounts for mitigation measures that strengthen coastal
homes and businesses against damage from hurricanes. These discounts, which are typically
referred to as mitigation credits, must be offered on the portion of the premium attributable to
wind losses. Because state law does not specify the amount of the discounts or credits that
insurers must offer, the amount and range of premium savings from mitigation credits can vary
significantly from one insurer to another. In spring 2016, the South Carolina Department of
Insurance surveyed property insurers to prepare this guide for coastal homeowners. It includes a
list detailing the maximum credit offered for each mitigation measure by reporting insurer. This
guide also includes a summary of what coastal homeowners are realizing in premium savings
currently (“Average Savings Realized”) and the largest discount a coastal homeowner can expect
to be offered, on average, across all reporting insurers (“Max. Credits Available”). Spotlight:
Storm Shutters Coastal homeowners with storm shutters are saving an average of 8% on their
annual insurance premiums. Depending upon the type installed, insurers offer discounts up to
12% for hurricane-rated storm shutters Average Savings Realized Max. Credits Available are as
follows, depending on the Homeowners Insurance Policy.
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For further details see: https://doi.sc.gov/DocumentCenter/View/9573/Homeowners-MitigationCredits---Brochure-Sept-2016?bidId=. Especially noteworthy in this document are the
Mitigation Discounts by each licensed insurer for Storm Shutters, Roof Tie-Downs, Impact
Resistant Glass, Openings, Wall to Floor Strength, IBSH, SC SafeHome. It pays to shop!

South Carolina Market Assist Program: The SC the market assistance program
offered by the Department of Insurance, helps homeowners find insurance coverage by
connecting them with agents and companies. The initial phase of this new program is
focusing on property coverage for homeowners in the coastal communities of South
Carolina. You may view a list of agents and companies participating in the SC
MarketAssist program to help your search or ask those agents and companies to contact
you directly. Note: this is a worthwhile activity because deductibles and the cost of
specific policy riders vary between Insurers, in some cases substantially. Further, the
SC Department of Insurance monitors the insurance market conduct activity after a major
disaster and is a place to turn to for assistance if problems arise with your insurer, that is
licensed by them in the State of South Carolina.
SC Catastrophe Savings Accounts (CSA): Catastrophe savings accounts allow South
Carolina residents to prepare for the financial impact of a catastrophic storm and save on
South Carolina income taxes. Establishing a Catastrophe Savings Account (CSA) can
help you pay for your deductible and other out-of-pocket costs. Similar to health savings
accounts, the money can be set aside state income tax-free and used in the future to pay
for qualified catastrophe expenses that result from a hurricane, flood, or windstorm event
that has been declared an emergency by the Governor. Qualified catastrophe expenses
include payment of insurance deductibles and other uninsured risks of loss from
hurricane, rising floodwaters or other catastrophic windstorm event damage. ·Any
South Carolina resident that owns a single-family residence (e.g., house, townhouse)
qualifying as a legal residence for SC property tax purposes can contribute to a CSA.
CSAs contribution limits depend on your insurance deductible: If deductible is less than
or equal to $1,000… you can contribute up to $2,000; If deductible is more than
$1,000… you can contribute the lesser of $15,000 or twice the deductible; and For those
who self-insure… you can contribute up to a max. of $250,000, but amount may not
exceed the value of the home.
Catastrophe savings accounts can be established at a state or federally chartered bank.
The money can only be held in an interest-bearing account. The money that is placed in
SC catastrophe savings account (Note: Must be labeled as such) and the annual interest
earnings are not subject to state income taxation if left in the account or used for qualified
catastrophe expenses. However, the amounts cannot be used to reduce federal income.
Withdrawals for any purchase other than a qualified catastrophe expense are treated as
ordinary income and taxed accordingly at the state level. Specific Details of this program
are at found at https://doi.sc.gov/636/Catastrophe-Savings-Accounts. Your CPA can help you
navigate details, such as tax withdrawals upon attaining the age of 72 ½.
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South Carolina Safe Home Grant: The SC Safe Home Mitigation Grant Program's 20192020 cycle is currently closed. Applications for the 2020-2021 grant cycle will be available
July 1, 2020. The program provides matching and non-matching grant funds to help
coastal property owners retrofit their homes to make them more resistant to hurricane
and high-wind damage. The funds provided by this program are for the sole purpose of
retrofitting owner-occupied, single-family homes. SC Safe Home funds may not be used
for remodeling, home repair or new construction. Grant awards are based on the total
annual adjusted gross household income of the applicant. Grant awards are limited to
$5,000.00 with Matching and Non-Matching Grants as depicted below:
Matching Grants $4,000
Non-matching Grants $5,000
To help applicants determine their estimated grant award, the South Carolina Department of
Insurance has provided an award estimator.
The Following Retrofits Are Allowable Under the SC Safe Home Grant Program

Bracing gable ends

Roof-to-wall
connectors

Secondary water barrier

Exterior doors (including garage
doors)

Roof covering

Repair or replacement of
manufactured home piers,
anchors and tie-down straps

Opening protection (window
replacement, hurricane shutters)

Roof deck attachment

Issues associated with weak
trusses, studs and structural
components

Contact information for this program is: SC Safe Home Grant Program staff by calling (803)
737 – 6087, or at scsafehome@doi.sc.gov.

SC Tax Credits for Fortification Measures: South Carolinians are incentivized to
protect against damage that could be caused before a hurricane or catastrophic event
occurs. There are two state income tax credits available to help offset the costs of
mitigation to one’s legal residence. Together, they are known as Tax Credits for
Fortification Measures. ·
A Tax Credit for Retrofit Project Costs is available to help offset some of the costs
incurred in a qualified fortification project such as labor and material costs. The
maximum tax credit in any taxable year is limited to 25% of the total costs incurred or
$1,000, whichever is less. ·A Tax Credit for Retrofit Supplies allows SC taxpayers a
credit of up to $1,500 against the state sales or use taxes paid on purchases of tangible
personal property used in a qualified fortification project. Fortification measures or
retrofits must increase the structural resistance to hurricane, rising floodwaters or
other catastrophic windstorm event damage. ·Fortification projects must be to the South
Carolina taxpayer’s legal residence. ·Qualified fortification projects include:
√ roof covering construction,
√ roof attachment,
√ roof-to-wall connections,
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√ secondary water resistance, and
√ opening protections. ·
Qualifying projects must follow prescribed standards as outlined in the SC Safe Home
Resource Document for Mitigation Techniques. For more information, visit the South
Carolina Department of Insurance website, www.doi.sc.gov, and search for “Tax Credits
for Fortification Measures” or contact the SCDOI’s South Carolina Safe Home Program:
1-803-737-6087 scsafehome@doi.sc.gov

2. Federal Flood Insurance Program: Since we have a portion of our Coosaw Creek
Community that is adjacent to wetlands and lowlands, residents should look at and leverage their
insurer’s and the federal flood insurance program. The Federal Government, through FEMA
administers the National Flood Insurance Program.

The Program aims to reduce the impact of flooding
on private and public structures. It does so by providing affordable insurance to property owners,
and by encouraging communities to adopt and enforce floodplain management regulations. For
more information, visit www.FloodSmart.gov. You can only purchase flood insurance through
an insurance agent or an insurer participating in the NFIP. You cannot buy it directly from the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). If your insurance agent does not sell flood insurance,
you can contact the NFIP Referral Call Center at 1-800-427-4661 to request an agent referral.
Note: we also recommend you shop around and bundle.

3. Assessing and Lowering the Cost of Homeowner Insurance: The cost of home insurance
can be expensive – especially if one insures for all perils – wind, hail, flood, earthquake, and
water/sewage backups. Below are some proven tips that can help the pocketbook:
•

Place all your insurance coverages with one insurer to access multi-policy discounts.

•

Shop around with other carriers using the SC Insurance Department's Market Assistance
Program

•

Consider increasing your deductible or reducing contents coverage on wind and hail policy.

•

Make certain that policy limits reflect the actual cost of rebuilding.

•

Implement mitigation techniques, such as enhanced roofing systems, hurricane shutters,
gable-end bracing etc.
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Tab B: South Carolina Emergency Kit Checklist

EMERGENCY KIT CHECKLIST
It is important to keep enough supplies in your home to meet the needs of your family for at least
three days. Assemble a Family Emergency Kit with items you may need in an emergency or
evacuation. Store these supplies in sturdy, easy-to-carry containers such as suitcases, duffle bags
or covered storage containers.
Include at a minimum:
 Water, two gallons of water per person per day for at least seven days, for drinking and
sanitation
 Food, at least a 7-9-day supply of non-perishable food.
 Battery-powered or hand crank radio and a NOAA Weather Radio with tone alert and extra
batteries for both
 Flashlight and extra batteries
 First aid kit
 Whistle to signal for help
 Moist towelettes, garbage bags and plastic ties for personal sanitation
 Wrench or pliers to turn off utilities
 Manual can opener for food (if kit contains canned food)
 Local maps
 Cell phone with chargers
 Prescription medications and glasses
 Infant formula and diapers
 Pet food and extra water for your pet
 Important family documents such as copies of insurance policies, identification and bank
account records in a waterproof, portable container
 Family emergency contact information
 Cash or traveler's checks and change
Additional items to consider include:
 Sleeping bag or warm blanket for each person. Consider additional bedding if you live in a coldweather climate.
 Complete change of clothing including a long-sleeved shirt, long pants and sturdy shoes.
Consider additional clothing if you live in a cold-weather climate.
 Fire extinguisher
 Multipurpose tool
 Matches in a waterproof container
 Duct tape
 Dust mask to help filter contaminated air
 Feminine supplies and personal hygiene items
 Mess kits, paper cups, plates and plastic utensils, paper towels
 Paper and pencil
 Books, games, puzzles or other activities for children
Water:
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Store water in plastic containers such as soft drink bottles or plastic milk jugs. Avoid using
containers that will break, such as glass bottles. A normally active person needs to drink at least two
quarts of water each day. Hot environments and intense physical activity can double that amount.
Children, nursing mothers and ill people will need more.
 Store two gallons of water per person per day (one gallon for drinking, one gallon for food
preparation/sanitation)
 Keep at least a seven-day supply of water for each person in your household.
Food:
 Store at least a seven-day supply of non-perishable food. Select foods that require no
refrigeration, little preparation or cooking and little or no water. Select food items that are compact
and lightweight.
 Ready-to-eat canned meats, fruits and vegetables
 Canned juices, milk, soup (if powdered, store extra water)
 Staples--sugar, salt, pepper
 High energy foods--peanut butter, jelly, crackers, granola bars, trail mix
 Vitamins
 Foods for infants, elderly persons or persons on special diets
 Comfort/stress foods--cookies, hard candy, sweetened cereals, lollipops, instant coffee, tea
bags
First Aid Kit:
 Assemble a first aid kit for your home and one for each car. Contact your local American Red
Cross chapter to obtain a basic first aid manual. Each first aid kit should include:
 2-inch sterile gauze pads (4-6)
 4-inch sterile gauze pads (4-6)
 Hypoallergenic adhesive tape
 Triangular bandages (3)
 2-inch sterile roller bandages (3 rolls)
 3-inch sterile roller bandages (3 rolls)
 Scissors
 Tweezers
 Needle
 Moistened towelettes
 Antiseptic
 Thermometer
 Tongue blades (2)
 Tube of petroleum jelly or other lubricant
 Assorted sizes of safety pins
 Cleansing agent/soap
 Latex gloves (2 pair)
 Sunscreen
SUGGESTIONS AND REMINDERS:
 Store your kit in a convenient place known to all family members. Keep a smaller version of the
Family Emergency Kit in the trunk of your car.
 Keep items in air-tight plastic bags.
 Change your stored water supply every six months so it stays fresh.
 Rotate your stored food every six months.
 Re-evaluate your kit and family need at least once a year. Replace batteries, update clothes,
etc.
 Ask your physician or pharmacist about storing prescription medications. SCEMD.ORG
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Tab C: SC EMD List of Mobile Apps for Emergencies
Cited in this Tab is a list of suggested Mobile Apps for Emergencies: Mobile devices can be
lifelines following disasters. Home and safety preparations for those in a severe storm's path
should include preparing mobile devices like smartphones for emergencies. Extreme weather
and other major disasters can disrupt communication channels. Your mobile devices could be
tools to keep in touch with family, as well as with response and recovery efforts.
SC Emergency Manager: The official app of SCEMD. It is designed for users to build their
own emergency plans, to keep track of supplies and to stay connected to loved ones. In
addition, coastal residents can now “Know Your Zone” instantly using the maps feature as
well as locate the nearest emergency shelters when they are open. The tools section features a
flashlight, locator whistle and the ability to report damage to emergency officials. The SC
Emergency Manager can function without the need of a data connection, which is useful when
basic utilities are offline. See Apple App Store; Google Play. Further, you can:
•

Create a texting phone tree. Create a network of contacts, so you can reach them
quickly after any sort of extreme weather. Texting may be the only available form of
communication. You can also check to see if text alerts are available through businesses
and government agencies.
• Utilize mobile banking apps. Use mobile banking apps during power outages and when
ATMs aren’t accessible.
• Take advantage of insurance apps. Many insurance companies allow their customers to
file claims using their smartphones to quickly start the recovery process.
• Have a car phone charger and spare phone battery. If power is out for an extended
period, your car will be a valuable source of energy.
• Have a backup. During a large-scale disaster, it is possible that mobile networks can
become overloaded or non-operational. Have a backup such as battery-powered or handcrank NOAA weather radio.
In short, by using these smartphone apps one can be prepared, remain connected and stay safe.
Note: The list below of free mobile applications is provided to assist you with disaster
preparedness. SCEMD does not endorse or promote any specific product. It is recommended
that you test mobile apps before a disaster occurs to find the best ones that works for you.
Traffic Conditions from SCDOT: Secure real-time traffic and state roadway conditions from
the South Carolina Department of Transportation.
Apple App Store
Google Play
National Weather Service: The National Weather Service (NWS) provides weather,
hydrologic, and climate forecasts and warnings for the United States, its territories, adjacent
waters and ocean areas, for the protection of life and property and the enhancement of the
national economy.
Wireless Emergency Alerts from the National Weather Service
FEMA: The FEMA App (smartphone app for mobile devices) contains disaster safety tips,
interactive lists for storing your emergency kit and emergency meeting location information, and
a map with open shelters and open FEMA Disaster Recovery Centers (DRCs). The app is free to
download from your smartphone provider’s app store:
Apple devices
Google Play
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American Red Cross: Shelter View iPhone . When a hurricane or earthquake drives people
from their homes, the American Red Cross steps in to provide shelter. That's great as long as you
know where the shelter is. American Red Cross: Shelter View shows you where to go. Currently,
this app is not available for Android, but you can still go online to search for a Red Cross shelter.
Dropbox Android and iPhone. Cloud storage for your important documents. Install the program
on your PC or Mac, upload files to your folder, and they are instantly available on all your other
computers. With the mobile app, everything can be found on your mobile devices as well.
Brightest Flashlight Free Android and Flashlight by Rik iPhone. These apps turn your
phone’s camera LED flashbulb into a flashlight.
Life360 Android and iPhone. A smartphone can be a personal GPS tracking device with this
app. Life360 will show you where they are — right now — on a map. The family GPS tracking
system can help you find your loved ones anywhere, get safety alerts to them, or call for help
with the tap of a button. It also provides neighborhood safety monitoring.
INRIX Traffic Real-time traffic information. Free App for multiple mobile platforms.
GasBuddy Android, iOS, Windows GasBuddy uses your GPS to display up-to-the-minute gas
prices near you.
Hands-Only CPR Android and iPhone for an adult victim of cardiac arrest, the American Heart
Association now recommends hands-only CPR. The official Hands-Only CPR app walks you
through the two-step checklist: Call 911, start chest compressions. There's a (brief) video
showing you how to restart that heart.
Additionally, for $1.99, AHA's Pocket First Aid & CPR includes the same CPR info along
with first aid advice for all sorts of situations.
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Annex C: ERC Operations, Coosaw Creek Community EOP Plan 2020-2021 v 2.0

1. General: This Annex describes the Coosaw Creek Community Emergency Response
Operations and Emergency Response Center (ERC) SOP per the Mission Statement
articulated in the Basic Plan: The Coosaw Creek Country Club Community responds to
various emergencies/disaster scenarios per this Plan, establishes a volunteer
Emergency Response Center (ERC), and coordinates internally and externally
incidents, responses, and Community requests for assistance from the City of North
Charleston (MEOC) and Dorchester County (EOC) controlled Lifeline- Emergency
Support Functions (ESFs) to ensure the safety and security of our community’s
homeowners. This Annex focuses on the organization, functions, operational details, and
utilization of on-hand disaster assets in responding to major incidents. These incidents
may include, but are not limited to High Wind Gusts, Tropical Storm Winds and
extensive Rainfall, Hurricanes, Tornadoes, and Earthquakes.
2. Coosaw Creek Community Emergency Response Center (ERC):
a. The ERC will activate operations upon occurrence of a major incident/disaster,
such as Earthquake, Tornado within the community, or upon declaration of
OPCON 2 by Dorchester County and or Charleston County/City of North
Charleston for an expected Hurricane 72 to 48 Hours prior to Hurricane Landfall.
Details of the activation process are captured in the Landfall Checklist – See Tab
D: Landfall Checklist
b. The ERC will coordinate, as the Community Incident Command Post (ICP),
emergency responses for a limited period (targeted from Hurricane Landfall
Days -3 to Landfall Days +7, or severe Earthquake up to 10 days), tailor the
staff to the situation, and as rapidly as possible turn over Longer Term
Recovery Operations to the Coosaw Creek POA Board.
c. The Coosaw Creek Community ERC will be organized per the National Incident
Management System (NIMS) framework. The ERC will be led by incident experienced
Disaster Preparedness Committee members and advised by Security Committee, Government
Affairs Committee, a POA Treasurer as required, and other community volunteers with
specific expertise. The manning model for the Community ERC/Incident Command Post
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(ICP) will have these Incident Command Sections.

•

•

•

•

•

Command: Disaster Preparedness Committee Incident Commander,
POA Board Representative with purview over Disaster and Security
Committees, Community Liaison to City of N Charleston/Dorchester County
EOC, Public Affairs, Security Officer, Deputy Commander
Operations Section:
o Block Captains (21)
o Community Response- CERT Team Volunteers (North/South)
o Predesignated Debris Cutting Teams (North/South)
o On-Call Mobile Patrol – for Incident and Lifeline Asset Assessments
o Community Disaster Response Volunteers
o Community Response Emergency Assets
Planning Section:
o Coosaw Creek Disaster Information Status and Updates
o Community-Local Lifeline Assessments
o Tracking of Geographic Disaster Intelligence and Emergency Services
Updates from SCEMD, Dorchester County EMD, City of North
Charleston MEOC via Web Sites, Facebook, E-Mail and Text
Message Alerts
o Scheduled Reporting to Dorchester County and City of N Charleston
EOC/MEOC.
o Forward Planning and development of ERC Objectives and Action
Options
Logistics Section:
o Logistics Services Forecasting
o Security (Static, Mobile, Front Gate)
o Communications (Ham Radio, Motorola Radios, Satellite Phone, Cell
Phones, Repeater Station, Battery Chargers)
o First Aid Station.
Finance and Administration:
o POA designated Treasurer, and Cash Management
o Volunteer Tracking,
o MOU Administration (Club Board/POA Board)
o Vendor Contracting (e.g. Tree Cutting/Removal Services, Food/Water)
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d. Manning Levels: Emergency response manning levels of the ERC will vary depending upon
the emergency type and duration, number of volunteers available, and the scope of Emergency
response Life Line support (i.e. Medical, Public Safety, Food/Water) from the City of N
Charleston, and EMS/Coroner/Shelter services from Dorchester County. The proposed ERC
manning is as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Level I – Command and Section Head Manning – Exercises, OPCON 2 (6-8 Staff)
Level II – Minimum Operations 12-18 hours per day, OPCON 1 (6-10 Staff)
Level III – 24/7 Sustained Operations, OPCON 1 (12-14 Staff)
Level IV – Selected staff in support of Recovery Operations (TBD)

Emergency Response Center (ERC), is built primarily upon volunteer efforts of
community residents who will assemble, coordinate and assist our residents in
emergency situations. It is an imperative that all Emergency Staff and Volunteers
must REPORT IN and OUT to the ERC/Incident Command Post (ICP) so that an
accurate record can be kept. All injuries and mishaps must also be reported to the
ERC/ICP Incident Command both verbally and on written reports.
d. Emergency Response Center Section Functions
Command: Will set emergency response objectives, strategies, and priorities and
has overall responsibility in collaboration with designated Coosaw POA Board officials.
The Command Section encompasses a Commander, Deputy Commander (with Incident
Operations/NIMS experience), Liaison (government) staff and selected activities: Safety/
Security, Public Affairs.
• The Commander, Deputy Commander are also designated as ICS Commanders of
the Community and may select specific individuals to be ICS On-Site
Commanders within Coosaw Creek (e.g. potentially a Block Captain, or the Plans,
Operations Section heads).
• The Commander, Deputy Commander has a Satellite Phone to talk directly to TriCounty officials.
• The Public Affairs/ Information Officer serves as the conduit for information to
internal and external stakeholders, including the media or other organizations
seeking information directly from Coosaw Creek’s response to the emergency.
• The Liaison Officer (s) will serve as primary contacts between the ERC and the
Emergency Operations Centers at City of N Charleston, Dorchester County,
Charleston County, and on order to FEMA PODs or Sate/County PODs. Liaison
Officers will be assigned by the Incident Commander as required.
• The Security/Safety Officer will monitor safety conditions and advise the ERC
leadership on measures for assuring the safety and security of all Coosaw Creek
Volunteers and community residents.
Operations Section: Will manage the emergency response objectives set by the
ERC/ICS Commander. The Operations Section Chief should have the greatest technical
and tactical expertise in dealing with the scope of potential emergencies that Coosaw
Creek may face. He/she will be assisted by:
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•

•

•
•
•

Community Response-CERT trained Volunteers – working as a Team in its
entirety or operating in designated Teams by responding to areas designated by
the ERC. They will function as trained and certified Search and Rescue
professionals, establish medical needs, conduct property damage assessment, and
organize on-scene volunteers.
Block Captains: Will establish communications with homeowners, observe their
area, report damage and status of assigned block residents to the ERC Operations
Section. Block Captains will “observe and report” all incidents within the scope
of the “Emergency Neighborhood Watch Program,” when activated.
Debris Teams– teams prepared to cut open selected road choke points.
Mobile Patrol – Operations – two-man team that permits all terrain movement
across the Coosaw Creek Community and reports via radio back to the ERC.
If the main power lines are down, Operations Chief may establish an Incident
Command Post in an appropriate resident garage south of and close to the power
lines.

Plans Section: The section will collect, evaluate, and display incident/disaster
intelligence and graphic information. They will frame ERC Objectives, and prepare
Emergency Plans when needed. They will maintain incident documentation; track
resources assigned to the emergency by the State, Dorchester County, City of North
Charleston, Charleston County. See definitive details in Annex D, Plans
Logistics Section: Provides support, resources, and all other services needed to meet the
operational emergency response objectives.
•

Services Team will be responsible for ordering, obtaining, maintaining, and
accounting for essential, equipment, and supplies; coordinate the set-up of food
services if needed, set up and maintain the ERC facilities, provide transportation
(Golf Carts, Food/Water Trucks, etc.); and secure on order Food and Water
supplies from designated Points of Distribution (PODs) – currently the Primary
FEMA Type II POD designated by Charleston County EOP is at the Festival
Center (Ashley Phosphate/Dorchester) and an NDIP designated by the City of
North Charleston at the River-bluff Church. NOTE the FEMA Distribution Center
for the Tri-County area will be operating out of the City of N Charleston
Convention Center.

•

Communications Team prepares, establishes, and maintains communications for
the Emergency response between Block Captains and the CERT Teams with the
ERC and between the ERC via multi-mode communications channels with City of
North Charleston, Dorchester County, Charleston County, and on order with
MEDEVAC organizations.

•

Medical Team uses the EDISTO Room at Clubhouse to establish a First Aid
Station, determines medical needs of residents, provides First Aid treatment and
assists in transport of injured to treatment facilities. In Emergency Operations
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Preparation Phase focus is on educating the community on public health issues potable water, CPR, sanitation in a no power/no water environment.
•

Security Team, based on the Community’s Security Committee planning and
preparation, provides for security to the Coosaw Creek Community, and its
residents. The “Emergency Neighborhood Watch” program will be activated as
needed. Active collaboration with Allied Universal, the City of North Charleston
police jurisdiction and, if necessary, the State National Guard will be undertaken
as appropriate.

Finance/Administration Section forecasts and establishes budget requirements for each
major emergency scenario, and tracks costs/expenses during an incident. It provides
accounting, procurement, time recording, and cost analyses. This Section is responsible
for tracking all individuals assisting with an emergency as to location and status. All
ERC staff, emergency response volunteers, and on-site POA Board members will be
required to notify the Administration Section of location and status at all times. Finance
and Administration Section efforts are key to any future compensation for injury and
claims following an emergency. Further, the Finance/Administration Section is
responsible for all stand-by MOUs and Vendor Contracting. Management of the cash
obtained prior to the emergency is an integral part of this role.

3. The Emergency Response Center (ERC) Incident Command Post (ICP): The
primary ERC ICP location is the ASHLEY Room of the Clubhouse. All tactical response
operations and principal ERC Sections will be organized and managed from there.
(Note: During the ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic, lesser emergencies/incidents could
be managed through a virtual ERC). If the Clubhouse is moderately damaged and not
accessible, the alternate ERC will be located at the Maintenance Building, if these are not
available, then a tent may be deployed adjacent to the CERT Trailer to house the ERC
ICP, or an ICP could be established in a resident garage in either the Coosaw Creek
North, and or South Sector if downed Powerlines and flooding bi-sect the community.
a. First Aid Station: If the Clubhouse is accessible, the plan is to house the First
Aid Station in the EDISTO Room of the Clubhouse. If this is not accessible, the
secondary location is the Maintenance Building or in a tent adjacent to the CERT
Trailer.
b. Disaster Resources Staging Area: A location at or near an incident scene where
available response resources are stored while they await assignment. A staging
area is either under the control of the CERT Team Leader or an on- site ICP
leader. Two staging areas may be created during emergency response operations,
especially if the Coosaw Creek Community is bisected.
c. Heliport: A location where MEDEVAC helicopters can safely land, load, and
take off.
d. Integrated ERC- ICP Communications: Critical communications flows from
the ERC-ICP are external – to Dorchester County EOC and the City of North
Charleston MEOC, and internal to the ERC between the various Sections
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(Operations, Plans, Command, etc.) and to Block Captains, Debris Teams,
Community Response-CERT Teams, Mobile Patrols, Allied Universal and
Liaison Volunteers. "Soft" communications refer to the exchange of information
between and among individuals working on emergency response actions, and
"Hard" communications refer to communications equipment and how it is
organized and used during emergency response operations. See Tab A
Communications Plan, Annex E Logistics.
e. ERC-ICP Response Rhythm: The ERC will operate on an Emergency Response
rhythm coordination schedule to anticipate future events, forecast requirements,
and anticipate the flow of resources from local and State authorities. Coordination
meetings for all sections and ERC leadership will take place as required,
potentially daily at 8am and 6pm.
4. ERC-ICP Emergency Response Operational Expectations:
The expected mission of the ERC-ICP Sections has been framed within a Category 3 Hurricane
context, and a No-Notice Moderate to Severe Earthquake.
a. Hurricane Category 3: Given a Hurricane Category 3 and at least an OPCON 3 declared
by Dorchester/Charleston Counties the following has been stipulated:
• ERC Section goes through Landfall Preparation Phase Checklist. See Tab A. Tracks assets,
departures, and establishes minimized communications system with remaining Block
Captains.
• ERC Sections fully staffed until 24 hours prior to Hurricane making Landfall, then Skeleton
level (1-2 staff) if available.
• Initial Windshield Damage Assessment of Coosaw Creek North and South by pre-designated
two-man teams per Tab C
• ERC Sections have list of remaining homeowner volunteers with potential roles identified
• ERC Section has coordinated with local EOCs/MEOC to have key personnel get DASH
passes to return to Coosaw Creek as soon as possible.
• ERC Logistics Team will support medical/rescue requests as hurricane gains strength with
minimal/virtually no staff. At least one or two MEDEVACs should be planned for and are
subject to wind conditions.
• ERC Logistics Team Coordinates for Community Security during Allied absence
• ERC Sections fully staffed during Landfall + 3 Days to Landfall + 10 Days, rotates
Volunteers to preclude Volunteer fatigue.

b. No-notice Earthquake ( Moderate to Severe): Given that Coosaw Creek is sitting on top
of one of the more pronounced “liquefaction areas” in this region, the ERC-ICP Section
Staffs should expect that the Clubhouse to be partially damaged, and:
• No water/sewer, gas or electrical service; telephone services disrupted; Power
Transmission Lines down
• High number of Coosaw Creek homes with roofs partially damaged, and some brick
facing collapsed.
• CERT Command trailer located at the Clubhouse < 4 hrs.
• Tarp over roof of Clubhouse within 8 hours.
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• ERC up & running with 4 members <4hrs.
• Status Boards up & running <4 hrs.
• First Aid station up & running within <4 hrs.
• Post major tremors, focus on triage in the field and movement of most injured either to
First Aid station or prepare them for helicopter evacuation.
c. Powerlines: Coosaw Creek Emergency Response for downed power line safety is a
serious matter. Within Coosaw Creek running parallel to both East and West Fairway Woods
Dr. there are High Voltage Transmission Lines (up to 34,500 volts) and 220-volt
Secondary Wires. A partial or total collapse of these towers or poles is a serious threat to
homeowners and our community’s ability to respond to medical and infrastructure
emergencies during a natural disaster such as a hurricane or earthquake. By taking the
following safety precautions, serious injury or even death can be minimized or prevented. Of
concern is Club Course Dr. being blocked by downed or sagging energized lines. Dominion
Energy will mark downed lines that have been de-energized and typically they will prop up
those lines crossing roadways once they have been made safe.
Thus, Caution: DO Not Walk or Drive Within 300 Feet of Downed Power Lines. Wet
Ground and Asphalt Increases Conductivity and Can Electrocute You.

5. Response
a. Execute Emergency Operations:

OPCON 3: Disaster Committee monitors SCEMD and Tri-County EMDs/MEOC as
Incidents are monitored, tracked and evaluated by local public safety officials

OPCON-2: Disaster or emergency is likely to affect the county and our
Community. Emergency operations plans are implemented Partial activation of TriCounty EOCs/MEOC. In case of Hurricane, tracking the SC Governor’s
Evacuation order (Potentially between Landfall D-3 to Landfall D-1 day).
•
•
•
•

Community ERC partially activated upon designation of OPCON 2
Determination of Operating Location – Primary or Alternate; Virtual
Minimum Level of Manning – initiate selected ERC Section functions and
enter Dorchester County Communications Networks
Selected outreach to Lifeline Support, salient ESFs Technical Leads and
EOC/EMD Desk Officers
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Assessment of Block Captain, Community Response CERT Teams
(North/South), Debris Team and ERC manning availability
Communications validation between ERC, Block Captains and designated
Coosaw Community North/South Sectors.
Charge batteries, assess and top off fuel supplies, fill all water containers.
Position ERC Preparedness Assets and Trailer at the designated Command
Post and test generators. Note: Such actions may include the following:
o Container Materials - Disaster Prep committee members, in
conjunction with Community Board members, will consider what
supplies in the container may need to be moved into the trailer or to
another safe location. For example, extra hardhats and reflective vests
may be needed.
o Disaster Preparedness Trailer - When extensive flooding is a
possibility, the trailer will be moved to the Coosaw Creek Country
Club or near the Clubhouse for its protection. Disaster Prep committee
members, in conjunction with available Community Board members,
will discuss moving the trailer with the Club Manager or his designee.
These discussions will determine the best location for the trailer before
the storm hits. The timing of the decision-making for moving the
trailer will be made using the below guidance:
a. Hurricane: Landfall - 48 to 72 hours before, or within 8
hours after Governor declares a mandatory evacuation
b. Flood or other weather-related emergency - Local OPCON
1 or 2 declared by Dorchester, Charleston County, or the
City of North Charleston for predicted combination of
rainfall, high tides, high winds, tornadoes, etc.
o Extra portable generators - Using the same criteria as for the trailer, it
will be prudent to pre-position one or more portable generators at the
Clubhouse or other safe location to protect the equipment. Having
each generator moved to/stored in a separate location may increase the
probability of having undamaged generators available.
Final determination of Staffing Levels for No Mandatory Evacuation
versus Zone E Mandatory Evacuation Staffing Levels
Conduct final coordination session (s) with Coosaw Creek Volunteers Block Captain manning, Community Response-CERT Teams
North/South, Debris Team, Mobile Operations Reporting, and Community
ERC Staff.
Track Resident/ Homeowner departures/compliance with mandatory
evacuation
Coordinate hand-off from Allied Universal re: staffing of front gate
Respond to special requests – i.e. Pet Shelter location and Dorchester
County Special Needs Shelter location in Summerville.
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OPCON-1: A disaster or emergency is imminent or occurring. The tri-county
emergency operations centers/MEOC and Coosaw Creek Community ERC are fully
activated.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Respond to calls for emergency and conduct community wide emergency
responses as required.
Coordinate Community Security actions upon Allied Universal Barton
staff departure
Update manning and leadership of Community Response-CERT trained
volunteer North/ South Teams and Block Captain areas based on available
Block Captain volunteers
Provide daily tailored reports to Dorchester EOC, City MEOC that feed
into their PALMETTO software through appropriate communications
channels. Maintain selected EOC Desk Officers contacts with key
Lifeline responsibilities.
Establish hourly communications with Block Captains, and Community
Response/ CERT Team South/North, Debris Teams, Front Gate Security
Team – either Allied Universal or designated internal Security Observers.
Update Manning Boards and track Emergency Preparedness Volunteers.
Validate key Cell Phone numbers.
Conduct Damage Assessment via “Windshield” Mobile Patrol Survey
Reports (See Tab B: Incident Site Assessment Teams Procedures, and detailed
Block Captain Reports per Tab C: Block Captain Guidance, or through
Community Response- CERT Teams North/South.

6. Block Captains Responsibilities:
a. Assigned Areas of Responsibility
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b. Safety: Block Captains are NOT to risk their lives or injury while performing
responsibilities. Your first responsibility is to ensure that you and your family are
safe and that your residence is intact and secure.
c. Residential Documentation/ Block Area Binder - Block Captains are each
assigned Residents and list of properties in their close proximity and will:
▪

Receive a list and keep updated assigned residents

▪
▪
▪

Complete Damage Assessment Form for Incident Assessment (See Tab C)
Track presence of assigned residents, and their needs, during a disaster
Distribute Via E-Mails and or Flyers/handouts such as the SC Hurricane
Guide 2020 and other essential information to assigned residents
Assist in generating list of Critical skills and potential Volunteers
(Doctors, Nurses) and Volunteers who are willing to provide personal
assets in an emergency (generators, chain saws, small boats, golf carts, 4wheel drive vehicles etc.)
Promote role of Block Captain and help find an Alternate/Deputy

▪

▪

Note: The Disaster Preparedness Committee and POA Office Manager will
provide updated Community member lists and keep Block Captains informed of
NEW Community Members.
d. Emergency Procedures:
In any emergency first attempt to secure assistance via 911.
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•
•
•
•
•

Secondly, if 911 is unavailable, or does not respond, call the ERC command
post via phone (843-760-9000), or assigned Motorola radio, and update as
soon as possible.
Will report conditions in assigned area via radio/phone to command post, or
text message to the Operations Section of the ERC-ICP.
Check on residents in area with “special needs” first.
Incident Assessment Report completed and given to ERC.
Routinely check area and report to ERC Operations Section.

e. Communication & Block Captains Equipment. Block Captains must have:
• Working Radio, knowledge of its use, knows how to change batteries, and
how to conduct effective communications checks with the ERC.
• Personal Identification as Block Captain.
• Flashlight, and Reflective Vest.
f. Incident Documentation. Written record of all communications that took
place during an incident is especially important. Either write down or document
in Cellphone Notes actions/incident details. They will be used at the end of the
emergency by the ERC to assess and critique the incident actions and pull
together a Community After Action Review - Lessons Learned Report.
g. Identified Disaster Support Needs: All needs requests will be directed to the
ERC/Incident Command Post (ICP). Specifically, the requests may entail the
following support:
• Fire and Rescue, Search and Rescue CERT Team Support
• Ambulance/EMS Services
• Helicopter Evacuation
• Chain Saws, Generators, Golf Carts, 4-wheel drive vehicles.
• Selected equipment in Coosaw Creek Emergency Response Trailer.

7. Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
The following represents the expected actions that should be taken by Coosaw Creek
CERT trained volunteers in the event of a disaster. Some of these items will vary with the
severity and magnitude of the disaster incident and the amount of damage to Coosaw
Creek. CERT will operate per the Charleston County CERT guidelines – see Tab E.
a. Safety: Your first responsibility is to ensure that you and your family are safe
and that your residence is intact and secure.
b. Communications: Locate your CERT EQUIPMENT and contact (using your
phone or radio) the ERC/Incident Command Post. Report to the Clubhouse and await
field assignments.
c. Injury Response: Do not start out on your own to perform search and rescue
activities. The CERT program is always a team effort (minimum of 2-person teams) and
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is not intended to be performed as an individual skill or activity. Should a CERT Team
member come across an emergency response situation, immediately communicate the
following:
• The name of the CERT Mini-Team
• Name of the team leader and call back number
• Location where the team has assembled
• Number of CERT personnel on scene
• Status of personnel on scene (injuries, etc.)
• Status of utilities
• Immediate threats to life, safety or significant damage observed in the
Coosaw Creek area
d. Search and Rescue: Determine and communicate the plan to Clubhouse
ERC/ICP, and keep the following criteria in mind:
• Remember – Rescuer Safety First
• Gather information- anyone reported missing? Are people likely to be in
there?
• Look carefully for any visible danger from the outside building already
tagged, electrical lines down, dangerous overhead or underfoot, hazardous
chemicals, gas, etc.
• If minor to moderate damage, send in a CERT mini Team of two (Note
all CERT Operations will be conducted in Buddy Team Pairs).
Stabilize and evacuate victims as soon as possible.
• If heavy damage, or not safe, DO NOT ENTER. The CERT leader will
decide if SAFE TO ENTER.
• Be sure CERT team members understand the plan and that the plan can
change if new information comes up.
e. Area Access: This section refers to the roads in and out of Coosaw Creek, as
well as all roads in the community. Skilled personnel may be required to use heavy
equipment and chain saws for tree removal and road blockage. We must be able to get
injured people out and to area hospitals as soon as possible. Several Club employees with
access to the backhoe will be available to assist in this area.
f. Shelter: Moving and transporting people to shelter areas may be required by
CERT members. Tarps may be used to protect property from more damage.
g. Documentation: Make sure all reports are complete and given to the ERC-ICP
Operations Section. Most forms to be completed, or reports sent via Radio, Cell phone, or
Text message are as follows:
• Incident Damage Assessment Form -Tab B
• Incident Status Update – Verbal/Text
• Selected Message Request by ERC-ICP
• Detailed Evaluation and discussion of incident response
8. Recovery
a. Re-Entry: (Note Expected around Landfall +3 Days or Landfall +4 Days
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•

•

ERC facilitates re-entry of key personnel based on Dorchester County
EOP and Dorchester County Entry/Control Points. These are: Security
Staff (Allied Universal), Block Captains, Communications Staff, POA
Board Members with DASH passes, Key Volunteers with prearranged
DASH passes and CERT certified volunteers.
Based on Charleston County Recovery Plan criteria, Allied Universal will
be able to operate again by Landfall +3 Days.

a. Initial Recovery:
• This plan anticipates an initial recovery period of 7 days. This tracks to
resident self-sufficiency and the Charleston County/City of N Charleston
Short Term Recovery Plan. Both Dorchester County and Charleston
County plan to begin operating a FEMA Type II POD on or about 72-to
96 hours after a major disaster/emergency.
• Coosaw Creek Community may be asked to support one POD on or about
Disaster event +4 Days at the Festival Center on Dorchester/Ashley
Phosphate. Eligible CERT Team Volunteers and trained POD volunteers
that evacuate need to be processed back through the Re-Entry checkpoints
and validate livable conditions of their residences.
• Coosaw Creek ERC will update Damage Assessments per Dorchester
County EMD requested reports.
• Mobile Team, in concert with Block Captains, will document and capture
images of damaged properties.
• Coosaw Creek ERC plans to coordinate for enhanced security with N
Charleston Police Department or explore alternatives with internal
Security Committee assets.
b. Recovery Handoff: The targeted ERC Handoff conditions to the POA Board are
based on “all injured have been transported to area medical services, roads in Coosaw
are passable; security is fully established; power, gas, telephone and water utilities
have been partially restored, full community damage assessment has been completed,
Homeowner re-entry is authorized, selected Emergency repairs to Coosaw Community
facilities are underway.”
9. Conclusion: These operational emergency response documentation, guidelines, and practices
for the Coosaw Creek Community are subject to updates from Tabletop or actual disaster
Incidents Lessons Learned and/or new SCEMD, County EOC Plans and Directives.
Tab A: Landfall Checklist L-72 Hours to Landfall
Tab B: Incident Site Assessment Teams Procedures
Tab C: Block Captain Guidance
Tab D: Equipment Requirements and Training
Tab E: Low-Country CERT SOP and Incident Command Checklist (
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Tab A, Landfall Checklist (Hurricane Generic), to Annex C Operations, to Coosaw Creek
Emergency Operations Plan 2020-2021 v 1.75
General: This generic Landfall Checklist can be tailored to specific Hurricane scenarios. It is intended to
provide initial insights as to time frame actions before Landfall, required of the Disaster Preparedness
Committee and Security Committee as they shift from Committee roles to Emergency Response Roles
within the Emergency Response Center that could be virtually or physically manned ( See Manning
Levels I-III, Manning, Annex C Operations)
Landfall: (-72 Hours) Key Actions by Disaster Preparedness Team
•

•
•

•
•

•

If a Hurricane Category 3-5 is expected, the ERC Plans Section Staff undertakes outreach as early
as Landfall -96 hours with Dorchester County EMD, Charleston County EMD principals/planners
and City of N Charleston Emergency Coordinator.
ERC Plans receives initial Tri-County EOC/MEOC Hurricane Assessment Reports and
distributes them to Disaster Preparedness Committee Leadership
ERC Plans Section staff assesses scope of Hurricane, Wind Speed, Surge Tide, Rain Fall,
expected Landfall and frames recommendations to Disaster Committee Leadership/ERC
Command Staff Principals. Key considerations are as follows:
o Likely hood of a Hurricane triggering a Governor’s Evacuation Order and I-26 Lane
Reversal.
o Timing of Mandatory Evacuation Order for Zone E (pertinent to Coosaw Creek)
o Windspeeds: When will they hit 45mph and the Tri-County EOCs close the Bridges
and instruct Police/EMS/Fire crews to shelter in place
o Expected strength of windspeed and gusts - 18 miles inland (Location of Coosaw Creek
from Atlantic Ocean)
Disaster Committee Leadership/ERC Command Section Principals activates Block Captain
Update Letter to their assigned Block Captain Area residents. (See Enclosure 1, Sample Letter)
Disaster Committee Leadership conducts a virtual Conference call and makes determination of
when to move Disaster Preparedness Trailer and Conex Container assets to either the primary or
alternate ERC Command Post location.
Disaster Preparedness Team secures any and all available sandbags and other materials from the
City of N Charleston.

Landfall: (-48 Hours)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ERC Plans Section provides update and refined estimates of Hurricane impact to Disaster
Committee Leadership/ERC Command Principals.
Disaster Preparedness Trailer and Connex Assets are moved to specified locations.
Initial Communications Check by ERC Communications Team with Block Captains and ERC
Principals
Fuel Supplies, Batteries, and Charging stations are checked
Final Coordination is undertaken with Club Manager – Mike Benner and his staff
Disaster Committee/Security Committees determine when Allied Universal plans to vacate the
Front Gate to Community
Initial rain bands and winds from the incoming Hurricane
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Landfall: (-36 Hours)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communications Net between ERC Communications Section and Block Captains come on -line.
ERC Staff receives initial reports on potential Resident Stay vs Evacuate Reports from Block
Captains
RC Plans Section Staff secures Landfall -36 Hour updates from Tri-County EOCs and MEOC.
Determines most likely impact on Coosaw Creek Community and briefs potential Action Steps
Wind strength and Rainfall from Hurricane increase
ERC Plans Section outreach to Dominion Power
Expected Allied Universal departure from front gate determined.
ERC is activated at minimum level (either virtually or at ERC Command Post)
Determination made as to ERC/Incident Commander, ERC Staff Principals and available Block
Captains
ERC Command and Staff determines key Post Landfall Actions: For Example o Designation of Windshield Incident Assessment Team
o Debris Cutting Team
o CERT Team North/South Leader - given that expected Hurricane wind strength will
down at least one of three Transmission power lines.

Landfall: (-24 Hours)
•

•
•
•
•

ERC Plans Staff receives EOC/MEOC updates, briefs ERC Command and Staff on “Refined
Landfall Estimate, Wind speed, Surge Tides, Rainfall, Wind Speeds “ – and their impact on
community residencies, Vulnerability Watch Points – Coosaw Road Net, Downed trees,
Powerlines, etc.
ERC Communications net goes to reporting every 4 hours
Determination made as to where to shelter ERC Staff that is not evacuating -- at Home, or at
designated ERC CP location
Updated Stay vs. Evacuate Reports from Block Captains summarized and submitted to
Dorchester County EOC and the City of N Charleston MEOC
ERC Staff conducts preliminary Local Lifeline Assessments of Key Facilities (EMS, Fire
Stations, Urgent Care Centers) and when Police will shelter

Landfall: (-12 Hours to Landfall)
•
•
•
•

Communications updates, initial damage and flooding reports – depending on strength of
hurricane
EOC/MEOC updates
ERC Communications checks with Block Captains – every two hours 24/7
Allied Universal expected to vacate Front Gate in this time block; Security Committee secures
Front Gate assets.
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Enclosure 1: Sample Block Captain E- Mail Letter at Landfall -72 Hour time block
From: Gregory T. Boyette [mailto:gboyette@mac.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 01, 2019 3:00 PM
Subject: Coosaw Creek Block 11 Residents - PREPARE NOW HURRICANE DORIAN
Hello to all Block 11 Residents,
Was hoping not to send one of these emails to everyone this year, especially after Matthew in 2016, Irma in 2017, and Florence
last year! However, Mother Nature has other plans…
Last night Gov. McMaster declared a state of emergency in South Carolina ahead of the path for Hurricane Dorian (Category 5
as of today at 2:00 PM) and the uncertainty of where it may be going. Bottom line, as of today, Sunday, Sep 1st, the storm is
expected to skirt the east coast but potentially could make landfall at the South Carolina/North Carolina border. Its path is too
uncertain to not get your hurricane plan put into action if you haven’t already done so. Please stay tuned to the local news
stations as well as The Weather Channel so you can have the most up-to-date news on this storm.
Dorchester County EMD is meeting today at 2:00 PM and we’ll know more when they announce their plans. If they go to
Opcon 3, the Coosaw Creek Disaster Plan requires us to determine if we should set up our Emergency Response Cell. If that
happens, we'll let you know quickly; our decision will be based on the likelihood of Coosaw being significantly impacted by the
storm.
At this time, review the 2019 SC Hurricane Guide and start getting yourselves better prepared to either decide to evacuate if
the order is given, or have the essentials if you decide to stay and “ride it out”! I’ve attached the link again so it’s readily
available for your use.
https://www.scemd.org/stay-informed/publications/hurricane-guide/
The website for SC Emergency Management Division is: https://www.scemd.org go there for the latest updates on what you
need to be aware of and stay ahead of the storm. The SC Emergency Management Division has also developed a pretty good
smartphone App that you can download for either iPhones or Android phones. It can function without the need of a data
connection which is useful when basic utilities are offline.
Finally, if an evacuation order is issued, remember Coosaw Creek is in Zone E. Please let me or Christine know if you plan to on
be leaving so, we can pass that info onto the Coosaw Creek Disaster Prep team, so we know who’s departing and who’s staying.
We encourage you to review the Charleston County Hurricane Guide at this link:
http://coosawcreek.com/golf/emailer2020/img/coosawcreek/HurricanePreparednessGuide(2).pdf
The guide contains detailed information and recommendations to help assist you and your family in the event of a hurricane
impacting the Charleston area.
Given our location, and depending on the severity of the disaster, we may not receive emergency assistance for several days or
longer after a natural disaster. As a reminder, the Coosaw Creek Disaster Preparedness Team will be in communication with
residents in the days leading up to any hurricane expected to impact our neighborhood. Please read through the Charleston
County Hurricane Guide carefully and utilize the bulletized lists to see the recommended items to have for emergency supplies
of food, water, and necessary provisions. Additionally, you’re highly encouraged to develop a family-specific emergency plan
should evacuation be required. Plan ahead to help make sure you have what you need should you decide to stay, or if you
evacuate you’ll already have a good list of what you need to take with you!
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In the event of an approaching hurricane, the Governor will make the decision as to whether those in a particular area should
be evacuated. In the event of a MANDATORY EVACUATION order by the Governor, evacuation is STRONGLY
RECOMMENDED and should be accomplished as soon as possible. Coosaw Creek is in Zone E, which is the different than the
Charleston peninsula zone This changed in 2017. To find out whether there will be evacuation order for Zone E, please use the
various media available, such as local radio and television stations, as well as the local newspaper and the Weather
Channel. You can expect the POA will also provide immediate info and reminders to you in the event an evacuation of our area
is ordered.
If you choose to ignore a “MANDATORY EVACUATION” order, please understand assistance from local authorities or agencies
(fire, medical, police) may be limited or unavailable due to weather, road conditions, or higher priorities for the authorities in
the region. You also need to understand the POA may have no presence in the community during a major hurricane due to an
evacuation order and limited number of volunteers available. Our focus is on preparation of the community in advance of an
emergency, and in helping the community recover after the event has passed. Based on data collected after Hurricane
Matthew in 2016, about 40% of the community evacuated during that storm. For a major hurricane predicted to hit our area,
we expect a much larger percentage of residents may evacuate when the order is given.
If you suspect there may be an evacuation, plan on leaving early to avoid major traffic jams and/or gridlock. Know your
available evacuation routes and decide ahead of time which route you plan on using. NOTE: If you evacuate during an ongoing MANDATORY EVACUATION order, you should plan on using the North Charleston evacuation route documented in the
South Carolina or Charleston County Hurricane Guides.
Be aware that depending on various factors, the Coosaw Creek community may experience flooding during a hurricane. Even if
you own or rent a home located at a higher elevation in the community, you may still be isolated by flooding in other areas that
may make travel in and out of (or even within) the community difficult or impossible for some period of time, depending on
tides, rainfall, downed trees or power lines, etc. It occurred on three recent occasions - the October 2015 flooding and both
Hurricanes Matthew in 2016, and Irma in 2017. All three of these recent events disrupted travel within portions of our
community. We had to remove several trees around the community just to make some roads passable within Coosaw
immediately after both hurricanes!
To ensure we can assist first responders and other disaster recovery personnel during the recovery phase after a hurricane,
please let us know if any members of your residence have special medical needs (such as elderly parents on oxygen, special
needs children, etc.), or if you have special skills or equipment (medical professional, 4-wheel drive vehicle, chainsaw, etc.). We
would like to note this information in kept on a master list and only used when the Emergency Response Center (ERC) is
activated here at Coosaw.

Please bear in mind that it is your responsibility to make sure you are prepared with an emergency
plan that all members of your household understand and have been an active participant in
developing. We are a resource for you, so please do not hesitate to contact us if you'd like Christine or I to stop
by and introduce ourselves, or drop off informational materials to help you be prepared.
Our contact information is:

Greg & Christine Boyette, 4162 Club Course Dr., Home Phone: 843-619-7509
Greg’s Cell: 703-201-4529; Greg’s email: gboyette@mac.com; Christine’s Cell: 703-201-4068;
Christine’s email: cboyette21@gmail.com
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Tab B: Incident Community Assessment Procedures, to Annex C: Operations v 1.75
PURPOSE: This procedure is being established to provide for the safe, efficient assessment of the status
of physical assets in Coosaw Creek during the initiation of the Response Phase to a major incident
affecting the community, as part of the Coosaw Creek Disaster Response Plan (EOP 2020).
Major incidents include, but are not limited to High Wind Gusts, Tropical Storm Winds, Hurricanes,
Tornadoes, and Earthquakes. These Procedures are applicable to Initial Windshield Survey Assessments
of Coosaw Creek North (From Power Lines, Club House Area, Club Course Circle areas) and Coosaw
Creek South (Gatehouse to Power Lines areas) and Detailed Block Captain Areas Assessment.
PROCEDURE ELEMENTS:
A. Initial Windshield Survey Assessment:
1.) Prior to the deployment of Coosaw Creek Community North, and South Site Assessment Teams,
ERC Leadership shall identify team members that will be deployed to conduct the initial site assessments
under the supervision of the ERC Operations Section, or the Command Section. There will be a minimum
of two teams, one to be deployed on each side of the Power Line R-O-W that bisects Coosaw Creek
Community. Each team shall consist of two members. No team shall be deployed having less than two
members. Team members shall be either CERT trained or have been formally documented as Block
Captains. Depending on the availability of volunteers, more assessment teams will be initiated to ensure a
speedy review of the community.
2.) In addition to the Site Assessment Teams, ERC Leadership shall identify an Assessment Contact
(Most Likely a Member of Either the Operations or Plans Section of the ERC Staff). The Assessment
Contact will serve to receive, cumulate, and document information relayed by the Assessment Teams
during their Initial Windshield Survey deployment. Information will be relayed using the CERT Motorola
Radios. The Assessment Contact may or may not be the ERC Operations or Plans Sections Activator.
3.) The ERC and/or the Assessment Contact shall be responsible for monitoring appropriate regulatory
“Be Safe” requirements from the Dorchester County EOC or the City of North Charleston MEOC, when
to deploy the Site Assessment Teams. Upon receipt of an initial “All Clear Signal,” or other notification
that it is safe for teams to be deployed post incident, the Assessment Contact will contact and deploy the
Initial Windshield Survey Assessment Teams, recording their time(s) of deployment, team members, and
the respective North-South areas where they have been deployed.
4.) During deployment, the Assessment Teams shall move through their respective area of
responsibility, identifying major impacts; downed trees, blocked or flooded roads, major structural
damage to buildings, etc., relaying this information at appropriate times to the Assessment Contact,
including location of the impacts, and whether additional resources need to be deployed to mitigate the
impacts. Unless there is an immediate threat to life, the Assessment Teams are not to initiate any
response activities during their deployment.
5.) There are 4 different categories for the initial damage reporting – Affected Habitable, Minor,

Major, and Destroyed. This should be accomplished by windshield survey only – not to walk
around structures. And this should only be done when it’s safe to do so. What kind of debris
you’re seeing – vegetative/tree, construction, etc.?
Once damage or hazards are identified, the Assessment Teams shall immediately contact the
ERC and ensure they are fully aware of them. It is the responsibility of the ERC to take further action
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regarding the identified hazard. When feasible, document the Hazards/Damage with pictures and or
short video clips and send to the Assessment Contact at the ERC via Text message)
6.) It is the responsibility of the Assessment Contact to advise ERC Leadership that the Assessment
Teams have been deployed and shall log all incoming Incident Impact Reports from the Assessment
Teams for use by the ERC in the Response and Recovery Phases. After the conclusion of the Initial
Windshield Surveys, the two Assessment Teams shall notify the Assessment Contact of the completion of
their assessment and demobilize, notifying their demobilization location. The Assessment Contact will
also record this information for the ERC per the Initial Assessment Form.
Section I: Initial Damage Assessment Form based on SC EOP 2019
County: Dorchester County
City: North Charleston
Incident Type:
Incident Period:
Date of Survey:
Block Captain/Assessment Team Leader:
Contact Information Phone:
Contact Information Email:

II: GENERAL SITUATION
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
III: HOUSING
Structure Type

Habitable/
Affected

Minor
Damage

Major
Damage

Destroyed

Total
Structures
Damaged or
Destroyed

Damaged
Street Areas

Comments

Family Homes
Family Homes
Family Homes
Total

VI: UTILITIES
Water
Storm Drain/Sewer
Fountains/Sprinkler
Systems/Sewer Lift
System Fountain
Stations

Power
Lines

Natural Gas
Feeder/Branch System
Lines

Damaged
Destroyed

Roads/Streets Damaged

VII: ROADS
Roads/Streets Blocked or
Address
Destroyed

Location

VIII: PONDS/Liquefaction Areas
Threatened

Trees Down Location

Damaged

Destroyed

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
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B. Detailed Block Captain Area Assessment: The detailed Community Assessment, for
each affected Block Captain area, post High Wind Gusts, Tropical Storm Winds,
Hurricanes, Tornadoes, Earthquakes will be conducted per ERC Operations Section
instructions, at the appropriate time, and the detailed form below will be completed by
Block Captains and submitted to the ERC.

Definitional Criteria: (Based on FEMA Damage Assessment Operations Manual April 2016)
Habitable-Affected Damage: Residences with minimal damage to the exterior and/or contents of home.
Minor Damage: Encompasses a wide range of damage that does not affect the structural integrity of the residence.
Major Damage: A residence having major damage when it has sustained significant structural damage and requires
extensive repairs.
Destroyed: The residence is a total loss or damaged to such an extent that repair is not feasible.
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Enclosure 1, SCEMD Damage Assessment Definitions for Residence Damage
Assessments: https://www.scemd.org/media/1061/scpdaguidebook_20160425.pdf
Affected:
Partial missing gaps of shingles and/or siding
Cosmetic damage to painted surfaces
Broken/missing, screens, shutters, gutters
Damage to an attached structure (porch, garage, carport, shed, etc.)
Damage to landscaping, retaining walls, down trees that don’t affect access
Waterline in crawl space where essential living spaces or mechanical components are not
damaged.
Minor:
Residence has damage that does not affect structural integrity
Nonstructural damage to roof components over essential living space
Nonstructural damage to interior or exterior wall components
Multiple small vertical foundation cracks
Damage to/detached chimneys
Damage to or submerged electrical and/or mechanical components
Waterlines <18” in essential living space
Damage to a private well
Major:
Residence has sustained significant structural damage requiring repair to render it habitable
Failure or partial failure of structural elements of the roof system
Failure or partial failure of structural elements of the walls
Foundation cracks =/>2”, crumbling or collapse of foundation
Shifting of the structure on the foundation >6”
Waterline >18” above floor of essential living space or above electrical outlets
Waterline on first floor if basement is fully submerged
Destroyed:
Residence is a total loss or damaged to the extent that repair is not feasible
Complete failure of 2 or more structural components
Only the foundation remains
Residence is in imminent threat of collapse or imminent damage due to impending sinkholes,
land or mudslides
Inaccessible:
Residences that are inaccessible for assessment due to flooding, etc.
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Tab C: Block Captains’ Guidance, to Annex C, Operations, Coosaw EOP 2020-2021 v 1.75

1. General: The Coosaw Creek Block Captain positions fill an absolutely vital role in the
Community EOP 2020. These positions are valued volunteers and leaders of our community.
Twenty-one Block Captain positions have been designated. The intent of the Block Captain’s
Duties is summarized below. Block Captains are each assigned a resident property area in
close proximity of their own and serve 25-35 Homeowners in their area.
They are the critical communications link between homeowners-residents and the Community
Emergency Response Center-Incident Command Post (ICP). They ensure that Homeowners
have all the information for potential disasters, distribute updates via E- Mail and text
messages, and when incidents do occur, assess, report, and marshal resource to help their
neighbors.
2. Block Captain Mission and Responsibilities:

Mission: Block Captains will establish communications with homeowners, observe their
area, report damage and status of assigned block residents to the ERC Operations Section.
Upon request, Block Captains will “observe and report” all incidents within the scope of an
“Emergency Neighborhood Watch Program” run by the Coosaw Creek Security Committee.
(Note: Further guidance on that will be forthcoming)

Responsibilities:
a. Reinforce this message – it is foundational to the Community 2020 – 2021 EOP
in terms of Community Disaster Preparedness:
The Individual Homeowner is responsible for personal and family Hurricane and
Earthquake preparation, self-sustainment up to 7-9 days or longer. Keep in mind
that after Hurricane Hugo, residents in the tri county area were without power,
water, cooking gas, gasoline for vehicles and generators for longer than three
weeks. On top of this we have COVID 19 that will be a factor if you try and move
to a shelter. So, start making plans now where you will be staying in the event of
evacuation. Homeowners are responsible for calling for Fire, Police, EMS
services until telephonic communications have become disrupted.

b. Safety: Block Captains are NOT to risk their lives or injury while performing
responsibilities. Your first responsibility is to ensure that you and your family are safe
and that your residence is intact and secure.
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c. Assigned Block Captain Areas:

d. Disaster Preparation Phase:
Residential Documentation/ Block Area Binder - Block Captains are each
assigned Residents and list of properties in close proximity and will:
▪

Receive a list and keep updated assigned residents

▪

Distribute Via E-Mails and or Flyers essential information to assigned
residents
Assist in generating list of Critical skills and potential Volunteers
(Doctors, Nurses) and Volunteers who are willing to provide personal
assets in an emergency (generators, chain saws, small boats, golf carts, 4wheel drive vehicles etc.)
Promote role of Block Captain among neighbors and help find a Deputy or
Alternate. (Note: We have not previously asked the BC’s to do this)
Collect Homeowner’s Questionnaire prior to Landfall of a Hurricane:

▪

▪
▪
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Questionnaire for Reporting to Block Captains in Preparation for the Hurricane 2020
Season: 1 June to 30 November:
Please cut and paste this form into an E-Mail and send to your Block Captain.
Name: _______________________________ (H) Phone_____________________
o Address: _____________________________ (C) Phone _____________________
o Email: _______________________________
o Number of Adults: _____ Children 1-12: _____ Children 13-18: _____
If you are going to evacuate in the event of a hurricane, please indicate your relocation
contact information.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Does anyone in your household need medical support services? YES ___ NO ___
o If YES, please explain
_____________________________________________________
Is anyone in the household a Physician, Nurse, EMT, IV Tech, Ham Radio Operator?
o Please list title(s).

___________________________________________
o ___________________________________________

Do you own any of the following which could be used by the Disaster Preparedness
Committee and the Emergency Response Center (ERC) in the event of an emergency?
o A. Generator:
YES ___ NO ___
o B. Chain Saw (gas)
YES ___ NO ___
o C. 4 Wheel Drive Vehicle
YES ___ NO ___
o D. Small Boat
YES ___ NO ___
o E. ATV or Golf Cart
YES ___ NO ___
Are you a signed-up Disaster Volunteer Supporting Red Cross, Churches, Soup
Kitchens? If So, What organization? ____________________________________

Have you placed Disaster Apps on your iPhone/Android YES____NO____?
Please list volunteer positions you would like to explore: Block Captain, CERT Team
member, work in the Emergency Command Center in the Club House, Medical
Support, Debris Cutting Team, Radio Operator, Mobile Reporting Team, or and any
other capacity in which you may help our community prepare and/or recover from an
emergency.

Note: The Disaster Preparedness Committee and POA Office Manager will provide updated
residence list with contact E-Mails and phone numbers periodically and will keep you
informed of new Community Members.
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e. Disaster Response Phase:
1) Key Actions:
▪
▪
▪

Report Downed Trees, Flooded Roads, Power Lines Down via E-Mail,
Radio, or Text Message to ERC Operations Section.
Track presence of assigned residents, and their needs, during a disaster
Conduct detailed Block Area Assessment per Tab C Guidance:

Detailed Block Captain Area Assessment: The detailed Community Assessment, for each
affected Block Captain area, post High Wind Gusts, Tropical Storm Winds, Hurricanes,
Tornadoes, Earthquakes will be conducted per ERC Operations Section instructions, at the
appropriate time, and the detailed form below will be completed by Block Captains and
submitted to the ERC.

Definitional Criteria: (Based on FEMA Damage Assessment Operations Manual April 2016)
Habitable-Affected Damage: Residences with minimal damage to the exterior and/or contents of home.
Minor Damage: Encompasses a wide range of damage that does not affect the structural integrity of the residence.
Major Damage: A residence having major damage when it has sustained significant structural damage and requires
extensive repairs.
Destroyed: The residence is a total loss or damaged to such an extent that repair is not feasible.
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2) Emergency Procedures:
In any emergency first attempt to secure assistance via 911.
• Secondly, if 911 is unavailable, or does not respond, call the ERC command
post via phone (843-760-9000), or assigned radio, and update as soon as
possible.
• Check on residents in area with “special needs” first.
• Routinely check area and report to the ERC/ICP.
3) Communication & Block Captains Equipment. Block Captains must have:
• Working Radio, knowledge of its use, know how to change batteries, and how
to conduct effective communications checks with the ERC.
• Personal Identification as Block Captain.
• Flashlight, and Reflective Vest.
• Block Captain’s Medical Kit
• Hard Copy of the Coosaw Creek Community EOP 2020-2021
4) Incident Documentation. Written record of all communications that took place
during an incident is very important. Written documentation on each and every field
operation is required, and all reports must be completed at the conclusion of the
emergency and given to ERC/Incident Command Post. A discussion, assessment and
critique of all emergency operations will be held at ERC/ICP following the
emergency.
5) Identified Disaster Support Needs: All requested needs will be directed to the
ERC/Incident Command Post (ICP). Specifically, the requests may entail the
following support:
• Fire and Rescue, Search and Rescue Cert Team Support
• Ambulance/EMS Services
• Helicopter Evacuation
• Chain Saws, Generators, Golf Carts, 4-wheel drive vehicles.
• All equipment in Coosaw Creek Emergency Response Trailer.
6) Communicate Safety Issues:
Downed Powerlines: Coosaw Creek Emergency Preparedness for downed power line
safety is a serious matter. Within Coosaw Creek running parallel to both East and West
Fairway Woods Dr. there are High Voltage Transmission Lines (up to 34,500 volts) and
220-volt Secondary Wires. A partial or total collapse of these towers or poles is a serious
threat to homeowners and our community’s ability to respond to medical and infrastructure
emergencies during a natural disaster such as a hurricane or earthquake. By taking the
following safety precautions, serious injury or even death can be minimized or prevented.
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Of particular concern is Club Course Dr. being blocked by downed or sagging energized
lines. Dominion Energy will mark downed lines that have been de-energized and typically
they will prop up those lines crossing roadways once they have been made safe.
Thus, Caution: DO Not Walk or Drive Within 300 Feet of Downed Power Lines. Wet
Ground and Asphalt Increases Conductivity and Can Electrocute You.
Downed Power Line Safety
o Downed/sagging power lines can carry an electric current strong enough to cause
serious injury or death. Assume that any downed/sagging line is an energized power
line and report it immediately.
o If you see a downed/sagging power line, move away from the line and anything
touching it. Electricity can flow through metal, wood, and many conducting
materials, including humans.
o The proper way to move away from the line is to shuffle away with small steps,
keeping your feet together and on the ground at all times. This will minimize the
chance for a human path of electric current and minimize the hazards of electric
shock. Electricity can move from a high-voltage zone to a low-voltage zone through
your body.
o If you see anyone in direct contact with a downed power line, do not touch the
person. Call 911.
o Do not attempt to move a downed/sagging power line or anything in contact with the
line by using another object such as a broom or stick. Even nonconductive materials
like wood if slightly wet, can conduct electricity.
o Be careful not to put your feet near water where a downed power line is located.
o If you are in your car and it is in contact with a downed power line, stay in your car.
Honk your horn for help and/or call 911.
o Never approach a car in contact with downed power lines.
o If you must leave your car because it is on fire, jump out of the car with both feet
together and avoid contact with the car and ground at the same time. Shuffle or hop
away from the car keeping both feet together.
o Never drive over downed power lines. Wait until an alternate exit can be
identified or the power lines can be de-energized and cleared from the roadway.
Homes Using Portable Generators
o During a power outage, residents who plan to use portable generators must turn off
the main breaker before connecting the generator.
o Portable generator use, without isolating (turning off the main breaker) from
Dominion Energy power supply, creates a potential shock hazard for other
homeowners.
Homes Using Natural Gas
o In the event that gas service to your home is interrupted, do not turn off the gas valve
at your meter and to avoid a potential explosion do not attempt to relight the pilot
light.
o Dominion Energy crews will be dispatched to relight the pilot lights when gas service
is restored.
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Homes using Medical/Life Support Equipment: Residents who have or are using
electrically operated life support equipment should notify in writing the Coosaw Creek
Disaster Preparedness Committee. This notification should be done before a disaster occurs.

7) Disaster Response Scenarios: Three potential scenarios are elaborated below to highlight
expectations and sequence of anticipated actions between Coosaw Creek Residents, Block Captain,
ERC, CERT Teams and County officials.
Scenario 1:
General Situation: Home within assigned Block has minor damage from tree that fell on
house.
Anticipated Sequence of Events: Block Captain surveys wind damage in assigned area.
Goes to home and checks on Homeowner safety.
Role of Block Captain: Communicate scope of damage, and status of resident to the ERC

Scenario 2:
General Situation: Severe Hurricane Wind damage. Flying debris injured two residents –
Medial treatment is warranted
Anticipated Sequence of Events: Homeowner dials 911, not responsive. Seeks assistance
from Block Captain
Role of Block Captain: Block Captain contacts the ERC. ERC dispatches a two-man
CERT Team. CERT Team provides medical assistance per Low-Country CERT Guidelines and
notifies ERC of exact status and requests expedited EMS services. ERC to fill medical need by
contacting County EMS or using internal Coosaw medical resources
Scenario 3:
General Situation: Homeowner reports that Unknown Individuals are trying to enter
neighbor’s house, post a Hurricane Category 3 Evacuation.
Anticipated Sequence of Events: Homeowner calls 911; if not responsive, then
homeowners contacts Block Captain
Role of Block Captain and Deputy Block Captain: Report Incident to the ERC. ERC
Security Branch notifies N Charleston Police and determines what action if any to take internally.
Conclusion: Block Captains are NOT to risk their lives or injure themselves while
performing responsibilities. They are part of the community’s response chain and are
central to working with homeowners assigned to their Block Area to identify injuries,
damage, and or secure assistance when all other forms of communications with local EMS
and emergency responders fail.
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Tab D: Emergency Preparedness Equipment and Training, to Annex C: Operations v 1.75
1. General: This outlines the required items that will be provided for the efficient operations of each of
the categories listed. Remembering that safety, efficiency and preparedness are the primary objectives of
all the residents of Coosaw Creek.

A. Residents: Items that will NOT be provided by Coosaw Creek Emergency Response Team.
1. Family Information & Phone Numbers
2. Personal Disaster Supplies Kit, and Evacuation Kit
Items that WILL be provided by Coosaw Creek Emergency Response Team.
1. Residential Emergency Preparedness Questionnaire.
2. American Red Cross or local government emergency preparedness information.
3. Emergency contact procedures. Phone numbers and order of calling for assistance.
4. SC Emergency Kit Checklist
B. Block Captains: All items listed will be provided to the Block Captains.
1. Binder with list of all residents in assigned area.
3. Block Captain reflector Vest and hard hat.
4. Handheld radios
6. Blank Damage Assessment Form
7. Responsibilities and communications procedures.
8. Record keeping
C. Security: All items listed will be provided to the Security Team.
2. Security Reflector Vest
3. Handheld radios.
4. Flashlight and batteries. – will supply as they are sent out
5. Blank incident reports.
6. Responsibilities and communication procedures.
7. Record keeping reports and forms.
D. CERT Team: Each CERT member will have all items in their field packs.
1. CERT Identification Card and lanyard, and
2. CERT Reflective Vest
3. Flashlight and batteries
4. Radio, and or Walkie Talkies.
5. Blank incident reports.
6. Communication procedures.
7. Record keeping reports and forms.
8. Medical kit
9. Gas/Water shut-off wrench

2. Training:
General: The Coosaw Creek Community has had a history of leveraging disaster related training from a
number of sources in the Tri-County Area – Dorchester County, Berkeley County, Charleston County and
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the Red Cross. The various courses were CERT training, Storm Spotter, Ham Radio, POD training, CPR,
Fire Fighting, and Search and Rescue Training. Selected individuals also participated in FEMA
Sponsored NIMS courses. Additionally, the Disaster Committee sponsored Block Captain Training,
Radio Exercises, Tabletop Exercises, and at one point set up the ERC Command Post and
Communications systems and provided injects for a Dorchester County SCEMD wide Disaster
Exercise.
Training Program for 2020-2021: The Disaster Preparedness Committee will encourage individual
volunteers to participate in both individual training and be part of an aggressive Disaster Team training
program in 2020- 2021. We hope to also flesh out a Hands –On Program for Coosaw Residents that will
emphasize on the following topics in 2021:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparing a Family Disaster Plan, and an Evacuation Kit
Turning off Gas, Water and operating Generators safely
Home Fire, Tornado, High Winds Safety
CPR and First Aid
Home Security and Damage Reporting during Disaster Evacuations
Respond to Insurance Perils, Deductibles, Insurance Company Apps interactions during
Recovery from Disasters (Hail, High Winds, Flood Damage

In fleshing out the details of the Homeowner Preparedness Hands-On Course to be conducted in in twohour block sessions – we intend to collaborate extensively with N Charleston, Dorchester County, and
Red Cross Instructors to build long term relationships. Upon “graduation” each resident participant will
receive a Coosaw Creek Resident Preparedness Certificate.
Disaster Volunteer Training: Disaster Volunteers will be encouraged to participate in FEMA sponsored
courses, such as NIMS, Leverage Disaster Forecasting Apps, CERT Training, CPR, etc. When local
courses become available – they will be posted on the Coosaw Creek POA Web site and volunteers will
receive E-Mail Blasts.
Disaster Team Training - in 2020-2021 will encompass Block Captain Training, ERC/ICP Exercise(s),
Communications Exercises, and Tabletop Exercises on Concurrent Scenarios. A more detailed list is as
follows:
-

Concurrent Tabletop Scenarios, priority to Hurricane/Pandemic
Communications Exercise: ERC to Block Captains
Mobile Incident Assessment Team,
CERT Call out for actions at simulated Casualty site
Medical Triage Area set up with sample casualties
Setting up the mobile ICP
Tabletop for Manning the Front gate when Allied Universal is absent.
Tabletop for Flood Scenario.
ERC layout with Graphics and Information Dash Boards
Tabletop for Helipads/MEDEVAC, followed 30 days later with actual Setup
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Tab E: Charleston County CERT Operations Guide, and Incident Command Checklist
to Annex C: ERC Operations

Charleston County
Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
STANDARD OPERATIONS GUIDE
&
INCIDENT COMMAND CHECKLIST
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Charleston County
Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
Standard Operations Guide
&
Incident Command Checklist
Table of Contents
Page
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Copies of this guide and CERT Incident Command Forms
Are available on-line on the CERT Member’s page at:

www.charlestoncounty.org
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Do The Greatest Good…..For The Greatest Number
CHARLESTON COUNTY
COMMUNITY EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM (CERT)
STANDARD OPERATING GUIDE
The following will represent the actions that should be taken by members of the Charleston
County Community Emergency Response Teams (CERT) in the event of a disaster. Some of
these items will vary with the severity and magnitude of the disaster, i.e., a tornado that is
generally a small area of high destruction as compared to a hurricane, which may present a large
area of destruction.
1. YOUR FIRST RESPONSIBILITY is to ensure that you and your family are safe and that
your
residence is intact and secure.
2. Locate your CERT-issued equipment and keep it with you at all times. All CERT equipment
should be stored together in one place so that it can be easily located when an emergency
occurs. Remember that most disasters do not occur with warning. You need to occasionally
check and/or restock your CERT equipment (batteries, food, snacks, etc.). Ensure that you
have your issued CERT identification card with you.
3. When a disaster occurs, attempt to contact your designated CERT Team leader. If you cannot
contact the CERT leader attempt to contact other CERT members on your team list or
respond to your pre-designated rally point.
4. Upon contacting your CERT leader follow the directions provided by him/her. If you are
designated to contact other members, then do so at that time. Be sure to pass on information
to other team members accurately and as it was provided to you by your CERT leader.
5. If you cannot reach your CERT leader and are unable to contact other members of the CERT
(phone lines out, power out, etc.) first check to ensure that it is safe to leave your residence.
If it is safe to travel then proceed directly to the pre-designated rally point for your team.
Each team should have a primary and secondary rally point designated. If the primary point
is not usable due to damage, flooding, etc., proceed to the secondary point and await the
arrival of other members of the team. Utilize the Incident Command Checklist guidelines to
mobilize your team.
6. DO NOT start out on your own to perform search and rescue activities. The CERT program
is a TEAM effort and is not intended to be performed as an individual skill or activity.
Practice the “buddy system” as you were taught in class. This does not prevent using the
assistance of a neighbor that is next door or across the street if health and safety is involved.
A representative of Law Enforcement or Fire Rescue Departments should eventually be
meeting with you at your pre-designated rally points. If this does not occur within one hour
of the team’s assembly proceed to #7.
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7. After your team is assembled at the rally location follow the Incident Command Checklist
guidelines. The CERT leader or designee will complete a Team Status Sheet for
accountability of all CERT personnel that are present. The Team leader will then attempt to
contact the Charleston County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) via telephone (843)
202- 7100/7400 and advise:

• The name of the CERT Team

• Name of the team leader and call back number
• Location where the team has assembled
• Number of CERT personnel on scene

• Status of personnel on scene (injuries, etc.)
• Status of utilities
• Immediate threats to life, safety or significant damage observed in the neighborhood
If there is no telephone contact available, attempt to make radio contact with the EOC by
amateur radio (if available). If radio contact is not available then two members of the team
should be designated by the team leader to make contact with law enforcement or fire-rescue
personnel. This should be done only if a law enforcement or fire-rescue representative has not
made contact at the rally point. This should also be considered a last resort measure. If this is
done it will ALWAYS be done using two able bodied members of the team.
8. Upon receiving instructions from the designated point of contact for Law Enforcement or
Fire-Rescue Department, the CERT will survey the neighborhood or other designated area
for damage, fires, gas-leaks, medical emergencies, etc.
9. The following should be documented in writing using the provided CERT forms and then
reported back to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC), The CERT will complete
Damage Assessment Forms for each assignment. A written record should be kept of all
activities. This form should be completed in duplicate to provide both the team and county
representative’s copies.
10. If the team is in a response mode (as compared to a damage survey mode) all activity should
be documented on an Incident Status Record Form. This form should be completed in
duplicate to allow a copy to be kept for the team’s records.
11. All formal messages passed between the CERT team and the Emergency Operations Center
(EOC) or any Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) (911 Communications Center) should
be documented on a Message Form. This allows for verification and clarification of
messages that are passed between the team and the county/municipal EOC or Emergency
Response Agencies. Messages may be passed in person or by telephone, cellular, amateur
radio, CB radio or any other workable method. CERT teams are highly encouraged to use
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amateur radio to communicate between CERT teams in the field. Radio Amateurs Civil
Emergency Services (RACES) and Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES) are groups
that have operators positioned at critical points across the county before, during, and after a
disaster. RACES/ARES are generally capable of operating on a wide spectrum of radio
frequencies including UHF (440-450 MHz), VHF (144-148 MHz) and HF (20, 40, 80 MHz).
For FRS radio use freq 9 PL 11
12. It is the responsibility of the CERT leader to keep track of team members at all times.
It is also the responsibility of the CERT leader to ensure that the team takes appropriate rest
breaks, receives proper nourishment, and drinks enough fluids to keep hydrated during a
disaster operation.
CERT team leaders should monitor their members for signs of critical incident stress and should
report the first indications of it to the EOC representative, if possible. If a member of the CERT
team exhibits signs of Critical Incident Stress Syndrome, the team member should be relocated
to a calmer environment and encouraged to relax. This member should not be placed back into
action until evaluated by a Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) team member.
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CHARLESTON COUNTY
COMMUNITY EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM (CERT)
PROGRAM RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. YOU ARE NOT A POLICE OFFICER, FIREFIGHTER, PARAMEDIC, EMT, or
RESCUE SQUAD MEMBER. You are trained to function as an extension of the firerescue, EMS and local law enforcement's response to catastrophic disasters when such
circumstances exist or when directed by emergency services officials.
2. YOU ARE FORBIDDEN TO CARRY GUNS, KNIVES, OR OTHER WEAPONS.
You have been trained for immediate emergency response and there is no need, place or legal
authorization for you to carry or use any of the above. To do so will jeopardize your own
safety and the continued existence of the CERT program in Charleston County.
3. YOUR FIRST RESPONSIBILITY IS TO YOURSELF AND YOUR FAMILY.
During or following a disaster or major emergency, your first responsibility is to ensure your
own safety and the safety of your family. You should not venture out on your own to start
search & rescue operations without your team members.
4. CONTACT YOUR CERT LEADER.
During or following a disaster or major emergency and after ensuring that you and your
family are safe, you should assemble with your CERT leader and group for additional
instructions and direction. Your CERT leader is your point of contact for the emergency
services. Do not attempt to contact emergency services directly unless a life-threatening
emergency exists.
5. IF YOU CANNOT REACH YOUR CERT LEADER.
If unable to contact the CERT leader due to downed phone lines, loss of power, etc., you
should respond to your pre-designated rally point for your neighborhood or community
CERT. Follow the Incident Command Checklist guidelines to mobilize your teams. Do this
only when you’re sure it is safe to do so. Do not leave a place of safety unless you are sure it
is safe to do so.
6. BRING ALL OF YOUR ISSUED CERT GEAR.
When functioning as a member of a Charleston County CERT team you should always have
your issued CERT equipment with you and display your CERT identification card on the
outside of your clothing.
7. STAY WITHIN THE SCOPE OF YOUR TRAINING.
You have been trained under the curriculum of FEMA’s Community Emergency Response
Team program. Confine your actions to those guidelines and stay within the scope of your
training and certification.
8. STAY WITHIN YOUR LIMITATIONS.
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You must confine your actions to your physical and resource limitations when responding as
a member of a CERT. Such limitations may be determined by, but not limited to, equipment
available, physical abilities, knowledge, authority, hazards, etc.
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COMMAND POST CHECKLIST
CERT INCIDENT COMMANDER
OVERALL GOAL OF INCIDENT COMMANDER
Identify scope of the crisis – what’s the problem?
Determine the overall strategy – what can we do and how will we do it?
Can it be done safely?
Deploy resources – who’s going to do what?
Communicate situation and status to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) on a regular basis
WHAT MAKES AN INCIDENT COMMANDER SUCCESSFUL?
Ability to adapt to changing circumstances
Ability to make decisions based on available information and input from others
SET UP COMMAND POST
Choose a safe area
If utilizing a building ensure the building is stable. Be aware of aftershocks in the event of an
earthquake.
If possible, have a table and chairs and be out of the elements
Think about organization and room to grow
Set up a staging area (Logistics / Staging) where new first responders and volunteers report
and where resources & supplies are kept, etc.
ASSIGN OTHER POSITION(S) AT COMMAND POST
Need at least one other person to record messages, help keep track of paperwork, etc. and a ham
radio operator if at all possible. Initially, Incident Commander starts with this checklist, but if
situation grows may need to appoint a Safety Officer and Section Chiefs to deal with
Operations, Logistics / Staging, Planning and Admin / Finance.
FIND OR CREATE FORMS (Incident Status Record, Personnel Resources, Equipment
Resources, Team Status Sheet, Assignment Form, etc.)
COLLECT INFORMATION ON RESOURCES (LOGISTICS / STAGING) – Have all volunteers
sign in (including yourself!), indicate primary training and skills, and document the extra
supplies brought to Command Post/ Staging area.
COLLECT DAMAGE REPORTS – Record incidents on Incident Status Record form as they
are reported. Send out damage assessment teams if necessary.
COMMUNICATE WITH EOC – Give them your first status report (number of victims, any
known moderate to marked damage, status of Command Post, status of utilities, number of
volunteers, etc.)
ASSESS AND PRIORITIZE INCIDENTS– Remember life safety and greatest-good first.
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ORGANIZE PEOPLE INTO TEAMS (LOGISTIC / STAGING) depending on incidents and number
of people available. (Search/Triage and Medical Treatment Area teams if victims reported,
USAR if trapped victims found, fire suppression if necessary, etc.) Assign a radio person to
each team if possible. Teams generally should be no smaller than three, no larger than seven
people. If possible, match volunteers’ skills and interests with needed teams.
SELECT A LEADER FOR EACH TEAM (LOGISTICS / STAGING) and record the names of all
team members on a Team Status Sheet.

WHEN SENDING OUT TEAM (OPERATIONS):
• Give team leader a written description of the mission you want them to deal with (on
Assignment Form) and a checklist of their duties if available
• If team has a radio, write “Functional Call Sign” for radio communication on Assignment
Form and Team Status Sheet, and be sure radio person is aware of call sign
• Specify a time frame to report back within and any specific information you want.
• Specify what to do when they complete the task (radio in, come back, etc.).
• Be sure team leader has paper, pen, clipboard, and appropriate supplies
• Tell them to radio or send a message to Command Post if they need more supplies
• Tell them to document their actions and findings as best they can
Record the Date/Time you sent them out on the Incident Status Record and the Team
Assignment Sheet, along with specific instructions you gave them as to when to check in, etc.
WHEN A TEAM COMPLETES THEIR ASSIGNMENT and checks back in, document their
arrival time on the Team Status Sheet and Incident Status Record and collect their
documentation.
Review the team’s record – do they need a break? Do they need to eat, sleep, or receive any
medical treatment? Do not send a team directly from a very stressful environment to doing
nothing – give them a less stressful job to do before they are relieved from duty.
DOCUMENT SITUATION STATUS
Keep track of each incident – be able to pass on information on how many victims, number
still trapped, extent of damage, utility problems, access routes, other hazards, etc.
Document each decision and all messages sent.
Be sure to document any purchases or items obtained during crisis (FINANCE or LOGISTICS).
REPORT SITUATION STATUS AND IMMEDIATE NEEDS (To EOC or whoever
reporting to) on a routine basis.
BEGIN PLANNING FOR FUTURE NEEDS (PLANNING)
Think about which supplies you are likely to need (more medical, cribbing, etc.)
Think about food, shelter, lights, and sanitary needs of CERT team members.
Plan for replacement teams if likely to be necessary.
Plan for batteries or other needs to maintain communication links.
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HOLD REGULAR BRIEFING MEETINGS WITH LEADERSHIP STAFF AT
COMMAND POST
As new information is received, priorities change. Be sure CERT teams do not overextend
their resources or supplies. Safety is first priority. Include Law Enforcement and Fire/Rescue
Liaisons.
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MEDICAL TREATMENT AREA (MTA) CHECKLIST
CERT MEDICAL LEADER
SELECT TREATMENT AREA
If incident site has only light damage and not many victims, treat in place. If moderate damage
or many victims, find another location that is:
• Safe, free of hazards and debris – not too far from incident site.
• Able to protect victims from the elements if necessary
• Flow-through access for transport vehicles (ambulances, trucks, helicopters, etc.)
• Large enough, and room to expand if necessary
• Upwind and uphill from hazards
SET UP TREATMENT AREA
• Red’s closest to transport
• Yellows close by (but not so close that Red area can’t expand)
• Tag and leave deceased (Blacks) in the incident area where they are found and document
• If a Morgue is needed (victims who die after being moved to the MTA) it must be a secure
area, not in sight of victims.
• Label Treatment Areas as clearly and noticeably as possible
• Separate the treatment areas with something so it’s clear where each area begins and ends
(could be triage tape, tarps, furniture, wood, etc.)
• Place medical supplies near the Red and Yellow treatment areas.
• Place biohazard medical waste disposal sites in each area.
• Get or create Medical Treatment Documentation forms.
• Contact Command Post if more supplies needed.
SELECT & BRIEF TREATMENT LEADERS FOR EACH AREA
• One person in charge of each treatment area (Red, Yellow, Green). One person may be in
charge of more than one area if very few victims expected.
• Give Treatment Leaders Medical Treatment Documentation forms or paper.
• Explain to Treatment Leaders that their duties are:
1. Ensure orderly patient placement in their area(s)
2. Ensure each victim has a Triage Tag/Medical Treatment Form that stays with the patient
at all times
3. Ensure that all victims brought to their area get checked again for the 3-killers and upon
arrival a head-to-toe assessment is done ASAP (and at least hourly after that for reds and
yellows)
4. Maintain a calm and organized area – quiet voices, no stepping over victims, conduct
conversations about patients out of earshot of patients.
5. Contact you if they have questions or need supplies or more help
SELECT A TRIAGE FUNNEL POINT AND A TRIAGE LEADER
(Maybe you or another person – having a second person to help record information is
helpful)
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•
•

Ensure Triage Leader has a marker (to write on foreheads), a clipboard, pen and Medical
Treatment Area Roster (or paper) to record triage number, sex and status of victim,
Delayed, Immediate, Minor or Dead (D, I, M, Dead)
Instruct Triage Leader that all victims MUST come through funnel point and have a
triage number assigned, documented and written on their forehead/tag, and then Triage
Leader should direct the transporters/victims to the appropriate treatment area

ANCILLARY ITEMS
• Decide where latrine will be, think about bedpans and where human waste will be stored
• Think about lighting – notify command post if more lighting will be needed.
• Think about clean water to drink and for washing wounds
BEFORE VICTIMS ARRIVE (if you have time), REVIEW THE FOLLOWING WITH MTA
STAFF:
Documentation must include:
Identification: Name, age, address OR full description (race, approximate age, sex, hair
& eye color, height, weight, clothing, jewelry, where found or other identifiers)
Description of injuries and status, Delayed, Immediate or Minor (D, I, M,)
Treatment (document date/time of each head-to-toe, what actions taken, any change in
status)
When transported and to where.
Review biohazard protection – protect yourself, wash hands frequently, wear gloves, mask and
goggles, change gloves between patients if possible, if not, dip in bleach solution.
Bag medical waste and mark ‘BIO HAZARD”, designate biohazard waste storage site.
Review how to do a head-to-toe assessment – ask permission first, be alert for signs of shock or
head injury, check their breathing, do head-to-toe the same every time, all victims
(including greens) are assessed and documented, remember to check gloves after each
body part. Be sure to talk to victims, ask them about any injuries, pain, and other
symptoms, and explain everything you are going to do. Remove shoes, tight clothing,
watches, jewelry, etc. from injured area to prevent acting a tourniquet if swelling occurs.
Make sure all personal effects stay with the victim.
AFTER VICTIMS ARRIVE
• The Command Post will send you more volunteers as they become available – assign them to
help with one of the treatment areas or other duties as needed.
• Ensure that Treatment Area Leaders have enough help and supplies. Contact Command Post
if you need anything.
• Assign someone to fill in name or other identifiers to Medical Treatment Area Roster – the
list of all victims by triage number, triage color (may change if patient status changes) and
space to record transport location. Be sure to include Greens on the list.
• If a morgue is needed, assign someone to ensure security of morgue area.
TRANSPORTING PATIENTS TO HOSPITALS OR OTHER LOCATIONS
• When ready to transport victims away from MTA, assign a Transportation Officer.
• Ensure Transportation Officer has Medical Treatment Area Roster, a clipboard and pen.
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•

Instruct Transportation Officer to document on both the Medical Treatment Documentation
form/tag (stays with the patient) and the MTA Roster (stays at the treatment area):
1. Who is transporting the patient (agency, unit number)?
2. Intended destination
3. Date and time of transport

Victims may want to leave if not severely injured (Greens and some Yellows). Be sure to
document all details if you cannot convince them to stay until professionals arrive.
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CERT
SEARCH/TRIAGE LEADER CHECKLIST
ORGANIZE TEAM
• Pair up team members and assign an identifier (Team A, B, etc.) and document who’s who–
minimum of three per search team, may need the 3rd to maintain voice contact, serve as a
runner, get supplies, etc.
• Decide on signals – 3 sharp blasts mean get out of the building, etc.
• Do equipment checks – safety gear on, enough triage supplies (gloves, triangle bandages,
4x4’s), flashlights working & backup available, rope for searching large rooms, wrench to
turn off utilities, Fire extinguishers etc.
DO A THOROUGH SIZE-UP BEFORE ENTERING
• Remember – Rescuer Safety First!
• Gather information – anyone reported missing? Are people likely to be in there?
• Look carefully for any visible danger from the outside – building already tagged, electrical
lines down, dangers overhead or underfoot, hazardous chemicals, gas, etc.
• Have team do a complete walk-around to look for and secure utilities, any hazards and
determine exits and entry points. Be careful of chimneys.
• Document findings - contact Command Post if unexpected hazards encountered.
DETERMINE & COMMUNICATE THE PLAN
• Decide how many people to send in based on circumstances
- If moderate damage present and victims likely, send only a few volunteers into building.
Stabilize and evacuate victims as soon as possible
- If heavy damage, do not enter! Secure perimeter and utilities if safe to do so. Gather
information about potential of trapped victims and notify Command Post
• Decide on search pattern – be consistent!
- bottom up or top down if more than one floor
- right wall or left wall as team enters a room
- any large spaces that need more than one set of searchers?
• Decide if search teams need to mark interior doors – necessary in larger buildings
• Decide where safety person will be – need to be able to hear each other. In smaller buildings
safety person can be outside – larger ones need safety people inside with search teams.
• Decide on a designated location where ambulatory Greens will stay initially.
• Decide how often teams should report back to Team Leader, and how (radio, runner, etc.)
• Be sure each team member understands the plan and that the plan can change if new
information comes up
REVIEW OF MARKING DOORS
Single slash i.e. / about 18 inches long with search team identifier (left quadrant), date and time
of entry (top quadrant)
Complete the X when leave area, document time out (top quadrant) any hazards or comments
(right quadrant), number of each type of victim remaining inside structure (bottom quadrant)
If any information needs to be updated, cross off older info and write in new.
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If you have trapped victims (especially if difficult to see) try to mark location inside room.
If space is too dangerous to enter, can use box around X, but also write “Do Not Enter”.

REMIND TEAM MEMBERS OF THEIR MISSION
• Be Safe! Check overhead, under foot and around before moving forward. Number one
rescuer problem is breathing dust – wear mask
• Feel doors for heat, starting at bottom, use back of hand. If hot, there is fire behind door
• If you smell gas don’t move any switches, notify other searchers and exit building
• Stay with buddy at all times. Use whistle if help is needed. If dark or smoky stay connected
to buddy with rope
• If in doubt, get out
• Mark doors – interior doors also if large building
• Always know the closest way out, have two possible exits. Most common cause of rescuer
death is disorientation and secondary collapse
• Be sure to call out frequently and listen for tapping sounds, movement or voices. Triangulate
to find victim if necessary.
• If can’t get into an area, knock, shout and ID yourself, listen for a response.
• Check closets, elevators, under stable debris
• May only be able to see a small part of the victim – hand, foot or face
• Goal is to do most good for highest number of people – don’t get sucked into treatment or
rescuing trapped victims before triage done
• Do voice triage first – all victims must get a tag, even if they seem fine. Ask them about
location of other possible victims and tell them where to wait.
• Remove sharp debris so you don’t kneel on it
• Triage Basics when a victim is found:
1. Check Airway – Look, Listen, Feel - if not breathing, head-tilt chin-lift x2. If they
respond, support neck with something, or get a Green to help maintain airway.
2. Treat major bleeding – direct pressure, pressure bandage, raise above the heart, use
flat of hand (not fingertips) on pressure point if necessary. Tourniquets are last resort.
Do not treat minor bleeding at this time. Use a Green to maintain direct pressure for
10-20 minutes.
3. Check for Shock - RPM – if any of these are true, treat for shock:
Respirations greater than 30/minute
Radial pulse not present or capillary refill more than two seconds (except
children)
Does not obey direct command
Treating for shock – if possible, lay on back, maintain airway, elevate feet 6-10
inches, cross arms over chest and cover with something to maintain body
temperature, avoid rough or excessive handling
4. Tag victims (any of the 3 killers = Red), keep track of how many of each color
5. Tag and Leave Deceased (Blacks) where they are unless impeding rescue – then move
them carefully out of the way.

MONITOR PROGRESS OF SEARCH TEAMS
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Keep alert for new information or changes, revise plans if necessary.
If teams get tired, send in back-up teams. Be sure team members are eating and drinking.
REPORT FINDINGS TO COMMAND POST
Check in at requested intervals – give updates as to the current situation (current list of victims,
whether supplies are holding up, need for more help or replacements, etc.)
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CERT
TRANSPORT LEADER
GET INFORMATION
• Be sure you know where the Medical Treatment Area is that you’ll be transporting victims
to, and where the triage funnel point will be.
• Check in with Search & Triage Team Leader at incident site - find out building condition,
number and type of victims, most critical Red’s to deal with first, any known hazards.
• Find out where Greens and people with minor injuries are waiting.
• Evaluate resources – number, strength and ability of people (team members and Greens),
supplies available (blankets, chairs, etc.)
ORGANIZE TEAM
• Do equipment check – safety gear on, flashlights working & backup available, transport
supplies available (blankets, chairs, etc.), first aid supplies available (splints, triangle
bandages, etc.).
DETERMINE THE PLAN BASED ON CONDITIONS
Plan is determined by the condition of the building, victim status, number of transporters and
other resources available.
• Lightly Damaged Buildings
Do a head-to-toe before moving victims.
Treat or splint injuries before moving victims.
Be alert for severe head, neck or spine injuries by symptoms as follows:
1. Unconscious, dizzy or confused, seizures
2. Inability to move one or more body parts, or tingling or numbness in extremities
3. Severe pain, pressure or bleeding from head, neck or back.
4. Blood or fluid in nose or ears
5. Bruising behind ears or around eyes (“raccoon” eyes)
6. Deformity (bump or depression) on head or spine
If severe head, neck or spine injury present, use in-line stabilization or leave them in place
for professional responders if safe to do so – do no further harm!
•

Moderately Damaged Buildings
Send in minimum number of transporters. Transport victims after quick check while
minimizing additional injury (be alert for head, neck or spine injuries as described above).

REMIND TEAM MEMBERS OF THEIR MISSION
• Be Safe! Check overhead, under foot and around before moving forward. Number one
rescuer problem is breathing dust – wear mask.
• Use safe lifting procedures – bend your knees and squat, keep the load close to your body,
keep your back straight, and push up with your legs.
• When lifting, have a lift leader coordinate timing of lifts. Say “Ready to lift on count of
three: one, two, three, lift” and same when lowering victims.
• Recognize personal limitations - more likely to be injured if tired.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Ensure everyone knows where medical treatment area is, and that they must go through
triage funnel point for victim to be assigned a triage number (including Greens).
Review the plan –light or moderately damaged buildings (see above).
Transport Red victims first if possible.
Be organized – clear each room and document changes on door markings if present. Don’t
leave anyone behind.

Greens can be used as extra manpower to perform lifts and carries.
Evaluate situation – do appropriate lift or carry based on victim condition and number of
people available to transport victim (6-person blanket carry, 2-person chair lift, etc.).
Victims with severe head, neck or spinal injury should not be moved except by professional
rescuers. Leave in place unless an immediate life-threatening danger exists (fire, collapse,
etc.) Use in-line immobilization if they must be moved. (head immobilized on a back board)
Rescue lightly trapped victims but leave difficult rescues to USAR team.
Do not transport deceased (Blacks). Leave them where they are unless they are impeding
rescue – then move them carefully out of the way.

REVIEW SOME POSSIBLE LIFTS AND CARRIES
One Person Pack Strap Carry – Victims behind you, arms over your shoulders and hands clasped
at your chest. Lean forward and hoist victim until their feet just leave the floor.
Two-Person Lift – Victim sitting up with arms crossed in front, one rescuer squats behind and
grasps around midsection, under the arms and holds the victim’s forearms. Second rescuer
squats between victims’ knees, facing either toward or away from victim, and grasps the
outside of the legs at the knees.
Chair Carry – Place victim in chair. One rescuer faces the back of the chair and grabs the back
uprights about seat level. Second rescuer has back to victim’s knees, reaches back and grabs
two front legs of chair. Tilt chair back and lift, keeping the chair tilted back slightly.
6-Person Blanket Carry – Tuck blanket next to victim. Roll victim on their side, shove blanket
underneath, then pull out other side when lay victim back down. Get victim to center of
blanket. Roll up blanket edges toward victim. Three rescuers per side, arranged by height,
facing victim’s feet. Carry victim feet first.
Drags – stabilize victim’s head with your elbows when pulling from shoulders. Alternately, pull
the feet with victim’s arms stretched over head, or drag victim on a blanket. Make sure to
not injure victim by pulling over debris.
MONITOR PROGRESS OF TRANSPORT TEAMS
• Keep alert for new information or changes, revise plans if necessary.
• If teams get tired, send in back-up teams. Be sure team members are eating and drinking.
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REPORT STATUS TO COMMAND POST
• Check in at requested intervals – give updates as to the current situation.
• When all transports complete, check in to ensure that all reported victims have been
accounted for.
• If Triage tally doesn’t match with original reported number of victims, Command Post may
request that Transport Team search incident site again for any missed victims.
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CERT SAFETY OFFICER

ASSESS THE SITUATION BEFORE BEGINNING YOUR OPERATION
Develop and Implement a Safety / Security plan and keep the peace
DEVELOP A PLAN TO SECURE THE SAFETY OF:
• Personnel
• The Incident Command Post
• Communications
• Medical Operations Area
• Morgue Area
• Equipment/ Staging Areas
• Transportation
OBTAIN RESOURCES
• Personnel
• Equipment
MAINTAIN TEAM STATUS FORM
• Recruit scribe if necessary
ORGANIZE YOUR TEAMS
• Inform your personnel of their responsibilities
• Give your teams their assignments
DOCUMENT
• Safety hazards
• Complaints
• Suspicious occurrences
REPORT STATUS TO COMMAND POST
• Conduct safety briefings
• Check in at requested intervals – give updates as to the current situation.
CONSIDERATIONS
• Be aware of hazards
• Keep the peace, prevent assaults, and settle disputes.
• Prevent theft if possible
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ANNEX D: Plans, to Coosaw Creek Emergency Operations Plan 2020 - 2021 v 2.0
1. General: Over the past decade the Coosaw Creek Disaster Committee has undertaken
extensive analysis of potential disasters that might impact our community. They have
framed the Community’s EOP 2020-2021, defined the level of emergency preparedness
by homeowners/residents and the Community’s Response Organization – the Emergency
Response Center, Block Captains, and various Teams – i.e. Security, Mobile Reporting,
Debris Removal, CERT Search and Rescue, Medical Triage.
The fundamental rational for preparedness is based on two major disaster events that
have occurred on the Charleston Peninsula – the “Charleston Earthquake of 1886 and
Hurricane Hugo in 1989. They were devastating. More recently, during the past five
years, our area has had hail, tropical storm winds, hurricanes, tornadoes, and minor
earthquakes. Many lessons have been learned since 2015 from Hurricanes Mathew,
Florence, Dorian, an ice storm, tornadoes, the 17 in rainfall, and most recently from
COVID-19 Pandemic. All of these events show a need for Preparedness from the
homeowner level to community level.
With the Advent of COVID 19 – the Plans Team has undertaken further assessments of
Concurrent potential scenarios the Community and our residents might face. We have
added in this Annex two Tabletop Scenarios of Concurrency for Coosaw Disaster Team
Preparation:
• Hurricane-Pandemic, and
• Tornado-HAZMAT
And, in collaboration with the Dorchester County EOC and City of Charleston
Municipal Operations Center have refined our approach to the Plans Section of the
Coosaw Creek Community Emergency Response Center (ERC). Specifically, the key
roles are now defined as:
a. Undertake Disaster Intelligence Information Preparation and Collection
b. Track Emergency Services Updates from SCEMD, Dorchester County EMD,
City of North Charleston MEOC via Web Sites, Facebook, E-Mail, and Text
Message Alerts
c. Roll Up and brief Coosaw Creek Community Disaster Information Status and
Updates
d. Assess Local Community Lifeline Assets within a 3-5-mile radius
e. Provide Reports to Dorchester County and City of N Charleston EOC/MEOC.
f. Support two Tabletop Concurrent Scenarios for Coosaw Creek EOP 2020-2021.
2. Overview of ERC Plans Section – Mitigate, Prepare, Respond, Recover:
Mitigate: Corps of Engineers SLOSH (Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes
Map), updated 2019 FEMA Flood Zone Maps, Tides/Surge Tides, Hurricane strengths,
Rainfall (100year), Tornado/Tropical Storm Wind-strengths, and Earthquake Analysis are
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available to the Community and the Disaster Plans Section to address Homeowner and
Community Mitigation. See Enclosure 1 for Background details.
Prepare Basis: The ERC Plans Section conducted detailed analysis of two Stress
scenarios: A Hurricane Category 3, and a No-Notice Earthquake at Richter Scale 5.5+.
The assessment and ramifications on our Community are as follows:
a. Hurricane: From a hazard frequency and intensity perspective, a Category 3
Hurricane is a Likely Incident, (with an expected occurrence of 10% - 100% within 1
year, or once every 10 years), of Catastrophic Severity, (multiple fatalities, critical
infrastructure out for >30 days, >50% of residences damaged to some extent), that
could impact the Charleston Tri-County area . While a Category 3 Hurricane is being
used as the worst-case prediction for planning purposes, long term data indicates that
in any given year, the Charleston tri-county area normally experiences zero to two
Category 1 & 2 Hurricanes.
Hurricane Stress Scenario Assessment:
Hurricane Category 3: 96-72 Hours of Escalating Warning; SC declares
emergency and evacuates low lying areas before Hurricane makes landfall.
Extensive wind & water damage within Coosaw Creek residency roofs,
windows 35-50%; downed trees blocking roads, sewer backups, no power,
Power Transmission Line Down, selected structures severely damaged. And
Coosaw Creek elevation low points flooded for three days due to 24” of rain.
Note, that per the National Storm Surge Hazard Maps of 2019, Coosaw
Creek will be bisected by Flood Water.
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Assumptions and Baseline Expectations:
- 50 to 75 % of Coosaw Creek Residents respond to warnings and mandatory
evacuation order and seek out up-state friends. Last residents that evacuate, depart
up to 12 hours prior to Hurricane Landfall.
- CERT Team fully functioning prior to Landfall, then drops to no more than 4-6 of
22 certified volunteers. Returning CERT Team members secure passes from
State/Local police to re-enter Coosaw Creek. CERT Team at 75% staffing after 5
days post Hurricane Landfall.
- ERC fully staffed in all Sections for 48-12 hours prior to Landfall, then manning
falls to skeleton level, 25 %.
- Communications (Motorola radios, telephone, cell phones, internet) fully
functioning up to 6 hours prior to land fall. Then only Motorola radios, and Satellite
Phones for next five days; thereafter internet back up. Phone and cell phone services
restored 7 days after Hurricane.
Homeowners:
- Most homeowners fill out departure forms and leave them with either Block
Captains/or Front gate. ERC able to track scope of departures and identify homes
with remaining occupants.
- 95% of special care has evacuated.
- Remaining Homeowners have 7- 9 days of food and water supplies. Expect power
outages and damage to homes.
- Selected homeowners have made their generators, chain saws, and freezer
contents available to ERC.
Block Captains:
- 25% of Block Captains available when Hurricane makes landfall. ERC
reorganizes by assigning larger areas to remaining Captains.
- Block Captains identify injured (glass, debris, accidents to ERC).
- Damage assessments slow in coming into ERC due to larger distances, lack of
power to recharge radio batteries, and volume of Incident/Damage reports.
CERT TEAM:
- CERT Team during Hurricane Warning Period, support Block Captains in
securing priority equipment from homeowners (i.e. Generators, chain saws, fuel,
tarps) and moving them to storage area vicinity ERC under the Logistics Section
Control.
- CERT Team prepared to undertake priority rescue post Hurricane Landfall due to
trees falling on homes and injuring homeowners.
- CERT Team and Debris Team volunteers facilitate opening road net, once
hurricane passes. Will need 4 Wheel Drive Vehicles, chains, and ropes.
Security:
- Allied Universal will man front gate up to 12- hours prior to Hurricane landfall.
- ERC activates Homeowner Security Watch with definitive Observe/Report rule
set.
- Intrusion into Coosaw Creek can be expected within 36-48 hours after Hurricane
is passed. Allied Universal returns to fully man front gate 4 Hours after All
CLEAR (potentially 2-3 days after hurricane is passed); Intrusions on Coosaw
Creek Perimeter continue.
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ERC with ICS Staff Sections:
- ERC Staff Sections go through post Landfall Actions List, prepare for Respond.
Track assets, departures, and establish minimized communications system with
remaining Block Captains.
- ERC fully staffed until 24 hours prior to Hurricane making Landfall, then at
Skeleton level (4-6 staff).
- ERC has list of remaining homeowner volunteers with potential roles identified
- ERC has coordinated with Tri-County for DASH passes to return Key Personnel
back to Coosaw Creek as soon as possible.
- If 911 not responsive, ERC, will broker medical/rescue requests as hurricane
gains strength with minimal/virtually no staff. At least one or two MEDEVACs
should be planned for.
- ERC expected to be inundated by departed homeowner status requests – once
storm passes.
- ERC fully staffed during Recovery but should expect Volunteer fatigue and must
rotate volunteer staff.
Dorchester County:
- Law Enforcement will man selected TCPs (Traffic Control Points) on the
Hurricane evacuation routes
- Dorchester County will open selected shelters that can withstand Category 3
Hurricane winds.
City of North Charleston:
- Responds to Coosaw Creek MEDEVAC, security, and power line issues. SLOW
response is expected from these requests due to demand and priority.
- Permits Coosaw Creek to draw food and water from NDIP (Neighborhood
Distribution and Information Point) supply points during Recovery phase (Must
line up 4x4/pick-up trucks)
- City leadership responds to ERC/Councilman relationships for priority requests
b. Earthquake: The Charleston area lies adjacent to two fault lines; a primary subduction
zone plate fault line that runs roughly parallel to the US East Coastline, located
approximately 60 miles offshore for its entire length and a secondary fault line known
as the Middleton Place – Summerville Fault Line running northeasterly from
southwest of the Middleton Plantation then northeasterly through the City of
Summerville. At its closest point, the Coosaw Creek Entrance Gate is located
approximately 2.3 miles due east of this line. The Charleston area experiences
approximately 12 – 15 small, <2.0 Richter Scale seismic events per year, most of
which are not detectable by area residents. While the occurrence of earthquakes is
rarer than other incidents, they generally come without warning and typically cause
widespread damage and devastation. This size of earthquake can cause considerable
infrastructure damage and loss of life. From a hazard analysis perspective, an
earthquake of 6.0 + on the Richter scale for this area is considered to be a Moderate
Incident (with an occurrence of once per 100 years). If an earthquake is at Richter
7.0+ it is considered a Catastrophic Intensity (multiple fatalities, critical infrastructure
out > 30 days, >50% of residences damaged, some totally).
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The new US Geological Survey, National Seismic Hazard Model for the “lower-48”
United States, was released 11 Dec 2019. It shows the following risk areas, in including
the greater Charleston SC area, in this map of the United States:

Earthquake Stress Scenario Assessment:
No Notice 6.0 + Richter Scale Earthquake: Moderate (10-25%) of Coosaw
Creek homes damaged, w/selected damage to infrastructure (roads, sewers,
power) and gas lines/waterline ruptures.
Assumptions and Baseline Expectations: Power lines down (hot?/not hot?); ~
60 homes damaged; Casualties: 25+ people injured, 5 seriously, 1 dead; Some
roads blocked by fallen trees; Main natural gas line ruptured in 2 places, 1N/1S;
Water lines ruptured, 1N/1S; Local fires, 2N/1S; Multiple small road fissures with
pavement separation; Water contaminated due to line ruptures.
Homeowners: Avg. (7-9 days food/supplies) (Same as under the hurricane
section for food/water totals); Those able to boil water will do so; Food under
refrigeration will spoil < 72hrs.; Most injuries are minor cuts and bruises; Some,
but not all will have basic medical kits.
Block Captains: 40% unavailable for first 48 hrs.; Communications with Block
Captains comes up slowly.
CERT TEAM Members: Initially 6 available; Initial focus on recon & damage
estimation and establishing communications.
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Security: Initially Allied Universal staff may need assistance with
communications and supplies (need to feed them); No significant security issues
on Day 1; Security becomes more of an issue after successive earthquake tremors.
36 – 48 hours after Earthquake, potential unauthorized Coosaw Creek entry
increase due to looters and scavengers.
ERC with ICS Sections impact: Clubhouse partially damaged; No water/sewer,
gas or electrical service; Roof partially damaged; CERT Command trailer located
at Clubhouse < 2 hrs.; Tarp over roof of Clubhouse; ERC up & running with 4
members <4hrs.; Status Boards up & running <2 hrs. post set-up of ERC; First
Aid Station up & running <4 hrs. of initial tremor with focus on triage in the field
and movement of most injured either to First Aid station or Medevac’d out; Key
will be Logistics Section manning for First Aid & Communications.
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Plans Section Responsibilities: Emergency Incident and Disaster Response
At OPCON 2, the Plans Section is responsible for compilation of Disaster/Incident
Intelligence, display information on the potential nature, scope, severity and status of a
disaster incident in our region/area, and assess internal and external Tri-County/MEOC
response actions based on Landfall Checklists. The Plans Section assists the ERC Staff
and Command Team in the evaluation of incident ramifications, provides advice, and is
cognizant of Tri-Country EOC/MEOC Lifeline Forward Planning Updates.
At OPCON 1, with full activation of the ERC, the Plans Section will set up and maintain
the Tri-County area, and Coosaw Creek Community ERC Information Boards, post
running local (3-5 Mile area) Lifeline Assessments, provide daily SITREPS to City of
North Charleston MEOC and the Dorchester County EOC ( Loss of life/limbs, extent of
homes damaged, power lines; sewage sub stations, roads blocked, location of helipad,
CERT Volunteer Status, etc.), undertake analysis/assess incident potential (Worst Case
Analysis), and frame an incident response Action Plan (and updates) for the ERC Staff
and Command for discussion and implementation.
Plans Section Recovery: As the Response moves toward the Recovery Phase, this
Section prepares the Disaster Executive Summary, calls for and compiles Lessons
Learned and writes the first draft of the General Action Plan for use by the POA
Recovery Team, expected at Landfall +7 days if a Hurricane, or 10 days after an
Earthquake event with an intensity of 6.0 or higher.
3. Plans Sections Operations:
Disaster Intelligence: Besides Earthquake Studies, Hurricane Patterns in the Atlantic,
Corps of Engineer SLOSH Maps and updated 2019 FEMA Flood Maps, the federal
government agencies, and South Carolina have dramatically enhanced disaster
information stream via web sites and special software applications. Key organizations are
as follows: NOAA, The National Hurricane Center, The National Weather Service
(Columbia SC), The South Carolina Seismic Network run by the University of South
Carolina (See: http://www.seis.sc.edu/index.html), Department of Commerce
Metropolitan Statistical, etc.
Noteworthy are the numerous applications hosted by the National Weather Service. A
treasure trove of disaster intelligence information. These can be tailored to City and Zip
Code. Selected examples are cited below. Plans Team to determine which top 7 Apps are
best for use. Additionally, local news has their own APPS – Storm Tracker data on all
local TV stations with weather data that can be also downloaded, as well as alerts – such
as Tornadoes warnings. Our local EOCs/MEOC have leveraged these resources and
integrated them into their EOC operations and planning (See graphic snapshots
below). Thus, the ERC Plans Section staff has these imperatives:
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i. Assess the 2020 Tri-County HAZMIT Plan, its underlying analysis by the
College of Charleston Hazards Center and identify the HAZMIT details
pertinent to the Coosaw Creek Community.
ii. Leverage the EC/MEOC software Apps cited above and pull into Coosaw
Creek Community Disaster Prepare and ERC Response phases. Note, use
Google Maps to frame the Common Operating Picture (COP)
iii. Conduct a Plans Section Tabletop becoming familiar with app use and
posting to the ERC Information Dashboard.

b. Tri-County SITREPS and Forward Planning
The Tri-County EOCs and the North Charleston MEOC have become very sophisticated in
planning, graphic intelligence summary, lifeline assessments and lifeline forward planning
frameworks (See Below). We can leverage their products and brief highlights during the ERC
Coordination Meetings or provide 8AM and 6PM updates to the ERC Leadership.
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c. ERC Plans Section Coosaw Creek Disaster Information Framework
The Plans Section will conduct Community Assessments every 6-8 hours. These
Community Assessments have both internal and external focus. These assessments frame
reports, drive assistance requests, and define follow-up ERC actions. Critical in these
internal and external community assessments are special Watch Points linked to the Block
Captain areas of responsibility:
•

•

•

•

3 Power Transmission Lines – bisecting the community and can block the Club
Course Drive thoroughfare, and two side streets. (Northern section has 350
homes and NO EXIT; southern section has 250 homes). Each of the powerline
transmission systems has a different wind rating failure capacity (70/100/150
mph)
Lowland-Wetlands – bisecting Coosaw Community near the Club House, and
then on the eastern side of the Community. Homes adjacent to the Low-Lands and
Wetlands are prone to flooding at the 14-foot level. Thus, forecasts of High
Tide, Surge Tide, and Rainfall per hour are critical to the community.
Coosaw Roads - given High Tides, Surge Tides, and heavy Rainfalls per hour,
with water drainage meandering some 15 miles to the Cooper River, the Coosaw
Community Road net is subject to flooding. Storm system drainage warrants
close attention.
Liquefaction - in the event of a Moderate Earthquake or higher, wetland and lowland community liquefaction areas can be pre-determined and require observation.
(See Dorchester County EMD 2020 HAZMAT Plan)
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d. Coosaw Creek Community Assessment Internal Focus: The Plans Section will undertake
periodic community assessments during the Response phase of a disaster. Much of the
information will be derived from the Block Captain Reports. The framework is cited below.

e. Coosaw Creek External Local Lifeline Assessment: The Plans Section will undertake
periodic local Lifeline assessments during the Response phase of a Disaster. The
framework is as follows:
12
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f. Community Disaster Information Rollup
Per request of Director, Dorchester County EMD, the Plans Section will roll up the
following information to “paint a Coosaw Creek Community picture”:
Pre-Hurricane: General Resident Census, Vulnerable Population that will remain
(Age, Medical Condition, Special Needs)
Post Storm: Critical initial Windshield and thereafter Detailed Damage Assessment
(trees down, homes damaged, roads blocked, power lines, etc.) by 1200 hours Daily
via E-Mail.
All reports are sent to Dorchester EOC, The City of North Charleston MEOC, with
copy to Charleston County EOC. Aggregate community disaster information will
be pulled from the Community Assessment Roll-up that is fed by windshield
damage teams and Block Captains.

4. Plans Section sponsored Tabletop Exercises in 2020-2021: This final section provides
examples of two Concurrent Tabletop exercises scenarios the Coosaw Creek Disaster
Community envisions in the Coosaw Creek Community EOP 2020 -2021 in response to
Concurrent Scenarios selected for training purposes.
Tabletop Scenario #1: HURRICANE DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Assumptions and Baseline Expectations:
In response to a second wave of increased COVID-19 infections, Governor McMaster has
reinstituted limited access to retail outlets defined as Essential Businesses, i.e., Supermarkets,
Pharmacies, etc. When outside, people should implement Social Distancing practices, and wear
masks if they have them. This situation has been in effect for approximately 2 months, and the
Governor has indicated that these restrictions are not likely to be lifted in the next 30 days.
A Category 2 Hurricane, (Saphir Scale Wind Range 96 MPH to 116 MPH), is moving up the
East Coast, landfall is expected between Edisto Island and Mt. Pleasant in about 48 hours. SC
EMD is at OPCON 1 because of having to respond to both a hurricane and the pandemic. It is
unclear whether the Governor will issue a mandatory evacuation for Zone E. It is assumed that
any Community Disaster response will occur while adhering to distancing guidelines; most
communications in the community will be via Cell Phones and Block Captain/CERT Team
Radios.
•
•
•

About 25% of residents chose to evacuate prior to hurricane landfall.
CERT Team is fully functional but is expected to drop to 8 certified volunteers by landfall.
ERC will be operating with limited staff. Most are working out of their homes.
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Homeowners:
• Most homeowners evacuating will fill out Departure Forms and leave them with either their
Block Captain or the Front Gate.
• Status of special needs residents is uncertain.
• Homeowners still have 7 – 9 days of food and water and anticipate that they may be
without power.
• Power service to most of Coosaw expected to be intermittent post landfall.
• Some homeowners have made their generators, chain saws and freezer contents available to
the ERC, if needed.
Block Captains:
• 75% available when hurricane made landfall in Mt. Pleasant. ERC is re-assigning Block
Captains’ coverage areas.
• After All Clear Signal has been given, the two Preliminary Assessment Teams, followed by
the Block Captains, report on damage, injuries, etc., by Radios and Cell Phones.
• Damage assessments slow in coming because of staffing limitations and issues with Cell
Phones and Radios.
CERT TEAMS:
• The Team and Block Captains secured available equipment from homeowners and
completed storing them at the Clubhouse about 12 hours prior to landfall.
• CERT on standby, to be deployed where needed as Damage Assessment Reports come into
the ERC.
• ERC and selected key volunteers will collaborate with outside agencies and utilities as
appropriate.
Security:
• Allied Universal will operate Front Gate until about 6 hours prior to landfall and will not
return until 3 days after landfall.
ERC & ICS SECTIONS:
• ERC operating on a virtual basis with ERC Leadership, and Operations, Planning,
Logistics, and Communications Section Leads working from their homes.
Dorchester County:
• EOC operating at OPCON 1 in a Pandemic Response Social Distancing mode.
• Any resources requested to the Dorchester County EOC or City of N Charleston MEOC
will be available after winds decline below 45mph.
City of North Charleston:
• Inundated in responding to both Pandemic and Hurricane.
SC State EOC:
• Activated and coordinating response efforts with County EOC’s.
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HURRICANE DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
EXERCISE INJECTS
1.) The City of North Charleston issues the All Clear Signal via the NOAA/NWS
Severe Weather Radio Network. The ERC Leader contacts and activates the
North & South Preliminary Assessment Teams. The EOC has not been
established because we are still operating under SC imposed Safe
Distancing Guidelines.
15 minutes later the North Team contacts the ERC Leader by radio,
reporting 4 large trees down on Timbermarsh Dr. across the road near the
cart path bridge, cutting off access to the 7 homes located beyond the
obstruction.
2.) About 30 minutes after activation the South Team reports in that a tree has
fallen on the house at 8609 Woodland Walk. Neighbors in the street tell the
Team that the tree has fallen across the internal staircase to the second floor,
trapping the 5 residents in their bedrooms.
3.) About 30 minutes later, the North Team as they are driving through the
Clubhouse Parking Lot notify the ERC Leader that the front doors of the
building have been blown open. In attempting to secure the doors they
advise the ERC Leader that the power to the building is out.
4.) About 90 minutes after activation, the reports by Cell Phone, that their radio
has lost power and that they will need to get to a private generator to
recharge its battery.
5.) At about 2 hours after deployment, both teams are about 80% into their initial
survey, The ERC Leader decides based upon information reported thus far, to
activate the Block Captains, only 14 of which are available and activate the
EOC at the Clubhouse, using the Dining Room to allow for Social Distancing
of EOC staff.

Tabletop Scenario #2: COMBINED TORNADO & HAZMAT INCIDENT
An EF-2 Tornado, (111 MPH – 135 MPH), hits Coosaw Creek, touching down near the border
with Wescott, northwest of West Fairway Woods, following a meandering track crossing the
power transmission lines past the houses and down lower Club Course Drive, exiting the
community near Links Court. There is considerable damage to homes, cars tossed, trees
uprooted. As homeowners emerge from their homes to evaluate the damage, a train derailment
occurs on the Norfolk Southern rail line located about 2 miles northeast of Links Court resulting
in a HAZMAT incident.
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Three jumbo railcars carrying liquid chlorine have derailed, overturned with multiple punctures,
releasing chlorine gas. There are several dense green plumes of chlorine vapor being carried by
winds from the Northeast towards Coosaw Creek Community. Local TV and Radio Media
broadcast a Shelter in Place Alert that has been issued by the North Charleston Fire Department
for areas surrounding and downwind of the derailment, including Coosaw, and as far west as the
Ashley River. All High Voltage Power Lines crossing Club Course Drive are down and there
are widespread power outages in Coosaw and extending beyond the community.
Homeowners:
• Those homeowners that have their broadcast radios tuned to the Emergency Band hear the
Shelter in Place and start advising their neighbors by word of mouth.
• Initially, there is essentially no information available on the status of individual
homeowners.
Coosaw ERC, CERT, Block Captains, etc.:
• It is impossible to fully activate Coosaw Creek Disaster resources while the Shelter in
Place is active.

COMBINED TORNADO & HAZMAT INCIDENT
EXERCISE INJECTS
1.) About an hour after the North Charleston Fire Department has declared a
Shelter in Place for an area that includes Coosaw Creek Country Club, the
ERC & CERT Team Leadership contacts the Fire Department to ascertain
If they have determined the level of airborne chlorine concentration in the proximity of
the community and whether the releases have been brought under control.
The department advises that the concentrations of chlorine are at the
detection limit in the Windsor Hills subdivision, and that all but one of the
release points have been brought under control. The department indicates
that issuing the All Clear and terminating the Shelter in Place is imminent.
On that basis, the decision is made to activate the North & South Preliminary
Assessment Teams and the EOC at the Clubhouse if the building is capable
of being occupied.
2.) The North Team’s first stop is the Clubhouse and there appears to be
significant structural damage to the building. The roof over the Front
Entrance collapsed and there is a large vertical crack of the exterior wall
to the right of the entrance next to the Pro Shop.
3.) At about the same time the South Team reports that the Guard House has
been leveled and the Pergola at the right of the entrance to Woodland Walk
been significantly damaged.
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4.) As the South Assessment Team is entering Woodland Walk, they report an
acrid smell and advise that they are going to fall back to shelter at the
Clubhouse until further notice.
5.) As the EOC Leadership is trying to determine next steps, the North Team
Reports significant structural damage to homes along Club Course Dr, past
and downhill from the Clubhouse, and they found four families that need medical
attention.
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Enclosure 1: Composite FEMA Flood Map and 2019 NOAA Flood Surge Maps for
Hurricane Category 1-5 Flood areas around and within the Coosaw Creek Community
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Annex E: Logistics, to Coosaw Creek Community EOP 2020-2021 v 2.0 (DRAFT)
1. General: The Logistics Section provides support, resources, and all other services needed to
meet the operational emergency response objectives. Specifically, the various Logistics Section
Teams, based on the NIMS/ICS Logistics Section framework have these core requirements:
a. Services Team will be responsible for ordering, obtaining, maintaining, and
accounting for essential, equipment, and supplies; coordinate the setup of food services if
needed, set up and maintain the ERC facilities, provide transportation (Golf Carts,
Food/Water Trucks, etc.); and secure on order Food and Water supplies from designated
Points of Distribution (PODs) – currently the Primary POD is: Wescott Plantation Club
House: Alternate, Festival Center at Ashley Phosphate-Dorchester Roads. (Note, this may
change based on update to the State, County, City of N Charleston POD/NDIP Plans)
b. Communications Team prepares, establishes, and maintains communications for the
Emergency responses between Block Captains and the CERT Team (s), with the ERC.
And between the ERC via multi-mode communications channels with Dorchester County
EOC, City of North Charleston MEOC/ Charleston County EOC, and when required with
State MEDEVAC organizations.
c. Medical Team uses the Ashley Room at Clubhouse to establish a First Aid Station,
determines medical needs of residents, provides First Aid treatment, and assists in
transport of injured to treatment facilities. In Emergency Operations Preparation phase
focus on educating community on public health issues - potable water, CPR, First Aid,
Sanitation in a no power/no water environment.
d. Security Team, based on the Community’s Security Committee planning and
preparation, provides for security to the Coosaw Creek Community, and its residents.
See Tab B, Security Plan for details
2. Priority Logistics Section planning efforts for CY 2020-2021:
•
•
•
•

Conduct Requirements Analysis Review for Landfall -3 to Landfall +7 days to define
financial requirements.
Affirm Generator Support for ERC Operations, Helipad Markings. Source cots, blankets
and updated satellite phones (2).
Establish Services and Support Concept Plan for the ERC Alternate Facility (Club
Maintenance Building) and review Services/Support for ERC Operations at the Coosaw
Creek Club.
Scope Plan for securing Food, Water from PODs/NDIPs, and accountable distribution to
Coosaw Creek Community Citizens

Enclosed Tabs:
Tab A: Communications
Tab B: Security Plan
1

Tab C: Logistics Services
Tab D: Medical Plan

Draft, update in progress
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Tab A: Communications Plan, to Annex E: Logistics, to Coosaw Creek Community
Emergency Response Center (ERC) Plan 2020-2021 v 2.0
1. References:
a. SC State Emergency Operations Plan, Annex 2, ESF 2 Communications, April
2020.
b. Dorchester County Emergency Operations Plan, 2016, ESF-2 Communications
c. Discussion with Deputy EMD, Dorchester County EMD, and Emergency
Coordinator, City of North Charleston on 8-13 May 2020.
2. General:
a. Within the State of South Carolina, the COORDINATING Agency of ESF 2 is the SC
Department of Administration, Division of Technology Operations.
The PRIMARY Participants within the state are as follows: SC National Guard, SC
State Guard, SC Emergency Management Division; SC Department of Natural
Resources, Division of Law Enforcement; SC Department of Public Safety; SC
Department of Transportation; and, SC Forestry Commission; SC Office of
Regulatory Staff; South Carolina Educational TV Network; SC Law Enforcement
Division; SC Department Probation Pardon and Parole; Civil Air Patrol; Radio
Amateur Civil Emergency Services; Amateur Radio Emergency Service.
SC Intra-state Communications includes information and reports, surveillance of
threatening conditions, and 24-hour two-way radio, telephone/cellular, satellite and
internet services.
Specific ESF 2 Tasks for the SC Emergency Management Division are:
o
o

Provide a location in the SEOC Radio Room for Radio Amateur Civil Emergency
Services (RACES)/Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES).
Recruit, train, and designate RACES/ARES operators to operate equipment in
support of High-Frequency (HF) teams and the SEOC radio room

And, ESF 2 Tasks for the Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services/Amateur Radio
Emergency Services are:
o
o
o

RACES, supported by the ARES, will coordinate high frequency radio
capabilities.
Provide radio communication assistance and reports from disaster areas
Ensure operators are able to conduct self-sustained operations for periods up to 72
hours when needed.
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b. Within Dorchester County, the Primary ESF 2 Agency is the Dorchester County
Emergency Management Department Communications Support Division.
The Supporting Agencies are Information Technology (IT) Department, ARES
(Amateur Radio) Motorola and SCANA Communications Inc Representatives,
Wireless Communications Vendors Berkeley-Charleston County Representatives.
Its Dorchester ESF 2 mission is to provide both internal and external communications
support to the EOC, including the Mobile EOC / Incident Command Post (ICP) and
associated emergency support functions. This includes the Tactical Interoperable
Communications [TICP]. TICP ESF 2 operations will in the near future go encrypted
for all emergency communications. Updated Ham radio frequencies to be provided to
Coosaw Creek Ham Radio Communications Team. (Per Director EMD)

2. Coosaw Creek Community ERC Communications Team Mission:
Prepare, establish and maintain communications for the Community Emergency Response
scenarios (Hurricanes, Earthquake, et.al) from Landfall -3 Days to Landfall +3 days, or for 10
days when hit by a major Earthquake.
a. Internal, to Coosaw Creek Country Club community between the Block Captains and
the ERC, the ERC to the Coosaw Creek CERT Team, the ERC to the Debris Teams
(North/South), the ERC to the Front gate House, or any Mobile or static Security Patrols
established as part of the Emergency Neighbor Watch Program.
b. External, via multi communications channel modes (Ham Radio, Satellite Phones)
with the Dorchester County EOC, and the City of N Charleston MEOC.
c. And when necessary, with the State SCEOC, for any MEDEVAC requests via Ham
Radio.
Note: The ERC Plans and Command Section will normally tie into the above stated
organizations via Cell Phones, Satellite Phones, Land lines, and E-Mail when feasible.

3. Concept for Communications Emergency Preparedness and Emergency Execution:
a. Emergency Preparedness: prepare, organize, purchase and exercise the
Communications System such that it serves the needs of the ERC Staff/Command
and the Block Captains.
b. Emergency Execution: Ensure that the formal and informal communications
networks operate effectively between the Block Captains and the ERC and permit
access to external decision makers, EMS, Fire, and Police during the planned 10
4

day period, and that communications staff is sufficiently paced to ensure
continuity of operations. We intend to undertake communications set-up and
communications networks checks as early as Landfall -3 Days.
4. Specific Communications Coordination Requirements:
a. Coosaw Creek Country Club – for host site (Primary at Club House, Alternate at
Club Maintenance Facility, power source, and to mesh with Coosaw Creek Club
radio assets
b. Tri-County Amateur Radio Club (TARC)
c. Dorchester County EOC, ESF 2 staff
d. City of North Charleston, MEOC ESF 2 Point of Contact
5. Communications Staff and Equipment Requirements:
a. Internal Coosaw Creek Community Communications Staff and Equipment:
Staff: Mark Dunlay and the TARC are prepared to train Amateur Ham Radio
Staff, and train with Dorchester County/Tri-County ESF 2 Staff.
Equipment: Satellite Phones are serviceable, Repeater Station (installed at the
Coosaw Club House roof tower), Charging Stations located at the Coosaw Creek
Club House, the Club Maintenance Facility, and two mobile stations. Spare
Radios are available for Block Captains, and ERC directed Mobile Mission.
Training: Radio "owners" are trained upon receiving radio. Verification of
ongoing "owners" capability to effectively utilize Radios is done periodically
during the year through hands on testing.
Testing: Radio system (equipment, procedures, people) is tested periodically
during the year, verifying capability, identifying gaps, and generating plans that
are then put in place to close gaps. The Radio equipment system includes
Motorola CP185, CP200, BC130, ICOM FR400-03 Repeater, Global Star Sat
Phones, and other support equipment.
b. External Communications Requirements: Establish selected MOUs with
Dorchester County/City of N Charleston EOCs that build confidence in the
predictability of the Coosaw Creek ERC communications flow.

c. Summary of Radio Equipment:
Radios (Motorola CP185, CP 200, BC130) for Coosaw Creek Community
Use:
▪

ERC Command

6
5

▪
▪
▪
▪

Block Captains
Security Branch
Country Club Pro Shop
Spares

21
2
8
5

Total

Chargers - for Radio Batteries
▪
▪
▪

42

42 Spare Chargers - 5

Spare Batteries - 30
Hands Free Mic's - 6
ICOM Desktop Base Microphone - 1

6. Coosaw Creek Communications Exercises: Communications exercises between
Block Captains to the ERC, and from the ERC to CERT Teams, Mobile Patrols, and
Security at Front gate (if the land lines are inactive) will be conducted periodically during
the EOP 2020-2021 timeframe. Externally, we intend to leverage Ham Radio
Communications exercise opportunities when available.
Enclosure 1: Communications Networks Schematic
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Tab B: Security Plan, to Annex E: Logistics, to Coosaw Creek Community Emergency
Response Center (ERC) Plan 2020-2021

1. General: The Disaster Preparedness Committee has assumed two plausible security
scenarios as most likely events to plan for:
a. For a 36 to 60-hour timeframe Allied Universal (AUS) will not be able to staff the
Front Gate to the Community during Scenarios #1 and #2.
b. That Coosaw Creek will experience opportunistic intrusion – once some
homeowners have evacuated and properties may be subject to looting.
2. Concept for Emergency Preparedness Security:
a. During an Emergency, Coosaw Creek plans to have periodic patrols
throughout the community whose responsibility it is to observe and report
information into the ERC. Security Situation Reports will go from these patrol
personnel to the Security Branch of the ERC; as appropriate, the ERC will
communicate to the North Charleston Municipal Emergency Operations Center
(MEOC), and/or the Dorchester County EOC. All SITREPs will be in ICS
compliant format, as specified by the Law Enforcement Emergency Support
Function (ESF) electronic, or paper forms and sent to the law enforcement desk
officer at the N Charleston MEOC - where the Neighborhood Watch designee,
would receive these reports.
b. The Security Committee will communicate with Allied Universal to ensure a clear
hand-off to the ERC if AUS needs to have its staff leave the facility. The ERC
Security coordinator will maintain contact with AUS to understand the expected
timing when AUS staff will be able to resume its duties at Coosaw Creek with
SLED certified personnel.
c. As determined by the ERC, the Security Coordinator will establish mobile patrols
to monitor the Coosaw Creek Community with a special focus on areas of known
intrusion, based on history or incident driven scenarios (e.g. fallen trees have
destroyed portions of the perimeter fencing near adjacent neighborhood).
d. The Coosaw Creek security patrol personnel will not engage non-residents who
may be engaged in illicit activity; they will radio the ERC and request assistance
from the NCPD.
3. Specific Contingency Security Requirements:
o Staff Coosaw Creek Front Gate for selected periods of time, depending on the
incident, severity, available manpower, etc.
o Undertake Mobile Security Patrols
o Conduct Area surveillance
o Communicate Incidents of Intrusion
o Form Visible Foot-patrol – with Security Vests, Flashlights, Hats, and selected
ICS Forms
o Evaluate “Neighborhood Crime Watch “Training
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o Evaluate Lessons Learned from other Community Neighborhood Security Efforts
(Hurricanes Rita, Katrina)
o Coordinate and Collaborate with City of N Charleston on security concerns and
issues
4. Contingency Security Equipment Requirements:
o Electronic communications – radios, cell phones
o Mobile and Foot Patrols with definitive signs, markings and “Shine light”
capabilities
o Vehicles, either golf carts or personal vehicles
o Vests, Hats/Caps, Flashlights, radios,
o CRITICAL – at no time will any Coosaw resident working under the auspices of
the ERC have a weapon on his/her possession
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Tab C: Logistics Services, to Annex E: Logistics to Coosaw Creek ERC Plan/SOP 20202021 Update
1. General: The Logistics Section provides support, resources, and all other services needed to
meet the operational emergency response objectives. Specifically the Services Team,
encompassed within NIMS/ICS Logistics Section framework will be responsible for ordering,
obtaining, maintaining, and accounting for essential, equipment, and supplies; coordinate the
setup of food services if needed, set up and maintain the ERC facilities, provide transportation
(Golf Carts, Food/Water Trucks, etc.); and secure on order Food and Water supplies from
designated Points of Distribution (PODs) – currently the primary FEMA Type II POD is to be at
the Festival Center at Ashley Phosphate and Dorchester Rd. The City of N Charleston is slated to
run an NDIP at Riverbluff Church.
2. Logistics Services Concept of Operations: Community based Logistics Services are
predicated around the concept of self -sufficiency, leveraging the internal assets of the Coosaw
Creek Community, and in selected instances reaching our proactively to secure required assets
for a Landfall -3 Days to Landfall +7 Days, or, Disaster Day to D +10 ERC operational
timeframe. Given that this Plan is new, and that an enormous amount of planning is involved,
the priority Logistics Section planning efforts for CY 2020 are as follows:
• Conduct Requirements Analysis for 10-day Planning Cycle to define logistics services
and financial requirements.
• Secure Generator Support for ERC Operations, Helipad Markings.
• Source cots, blankets, radios and selected communications equipment as required.
• Establish Services and Support Plan for the ERC Alternate Facility and review
Services/Support for ERC Operations at the Coosaw Creek Club.
• Define Plan for securing Food, Water from POD/NDIPs, and accountable distribution to
Coosaw Creek Citizens and the ERC Staff
3. Planning Factors: Selected logistics services requirements are described below in both
Specific and Roll-up categories. It is envisioned that prioritization will/must take place in
terms of allocating available assets in a real disaster preparedness scenario, based on what
we will have been able to secure to conduct emergency response operations.
a. Specific Requirements:
•

•

Homeowners:
o Family Disaster Preparedness Plan
o SC Hurricane 2020 and Earthquake Guides
o SCEMD Emergency Kit Checklist
Block Captains:
o Radio – issued by the Disaster Preparedness Committee
o Radio Cheat Sheet with Call signs
o Batteries/Charger for Radio
o Cell Phone (Personal)
o Flashlight (Personal)
o First Aid Kit
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o Block Captain Manual– tracking Homeowners and Incidents; Resident Forms;
Resident Assets that could be used for emergencies (Generators, boats, SUVs,
chainsaws, gasoline, tarps, etc.)
o Vest and Hard Hat
o Plastic Zip Lock Bags
o Coosaw Creek Golf Cart – (based on Priorities)
•

•

•

•

•

•

CERT TEAM
o CERT SOG Guide
o Issued CERT Kit/Rucksack
o Radios – one Motorola per Team (North/South) from ERC assets, plus
Midland/Cobras for Team members for internal communications.
o Cell Phone - Personal
Road Clearing Team
o SUV with three chain saws, ropes, gloves, goggles, and hard hats
o Radio – issued from Operations Center
o Two grappling Hooks with Ropes
ERC Command:
o Cell Phones – personal
o 2 Cots
o 2 Flashlights
o One Radio for internal Coosaw Creek Communications
o 2 Satellite Phones
Operations Section (Staff of 2-4 per shift)
o Four Flashlights.
o Two Golf Carts
o One computer with Portable Printer/Fax/Copier
o 2 Cots
o Action Tracking Notebook (Paper - backup)
o 2 Cell phones - personal
o One radio to communicate with Block Captains and Mobile Patrols
Plans Section (Staff of 2 per shift)
o One computer with portable Printer
o Two Cots
o Paper, Ink and Cartridges
o Cell Phone – personal
o Two flashlights
Logistics Section
o Communications Branch:
▪ 3 generators – one for Communications Equipment support, one for
ERC power, the other is backup for internal computer network that
Plans Chief orchestrates.
▪ Fuel
▪ Extension Cords with Light Bulbs
▪ Charging Station for Handheld Radio Batteries
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•

•

▪ Net-Control Station for Internal Coosaw Creek Communications
▪ Antennas
▪ 2 Cots
▪ Extension Cords and 4 Power Strips
o Services Branch:
▪ Two Golf Carts – as needed
▪ Two cell phones (personal)
▪ Two Cots
▪ Two sets of portable Helicopter Pad Marking kits – Day/Night (Strobe
Lights, Laser Pointer, 4 Battery Operated Cones Lights)
▪ 4 flashlights
▪ MREs for ERC aggregate Staff - calculated as 26 times 10 days, 3
meals each (ERC Staff/ CERT Team, Division Chiefs, and Security)
▪ 10 cases of water
▪ Sundries: Bug Juice, Aspirins, Imodium, Emergency Kit, Toilet Paper,
Hand Sanitizer, Candles, Batteries for Flashlights.)
o Security Branch:
▪ 2 SUVs with Magnetic Signs
▪ 6 Security Vests
▪ 6 Whistles
▪ 6 High Power Spotlights/Flashlights
▪ 2 Radios – signed out from Ops Section as required
▪ 2 Cots
▪ 2 Bull Horns
▪ Cell Phones - personal
o Medical Branch
▪ 4 Cots
▪ 8 Flashlights
▪ 2 Golf Carts - as needed
▪ Medical Equipment – see Tab D.
▪ Cell Phones - personal
Finance and Administration Section
o One computer for F&A Record Keeping
o One cot
o $10,000 in cash (Purchase Food, Water, Fuel, Emergency Tree Cutting
Services)
o Cell Phone - Personal
Special Equipment:
o Two Trucks, or SUVs for POD/NDIP Operations (Potentially secure from
Stand-by Rental Agreement)
o 2 SUVs/Trucks for Security Patrols
o 10 Golf Carts – as needed
o 2 Inflated Rafts/Boats/Kayaks – secured form Community as needed
o 1 Tractor with winch – Club Maintenance
o 2 SUVs for Tree Cutting/ Road Clearing
o 6-8 Chainsaws
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•

o 3 Generators
o 400 Gals of Fuel/ and oil to support D to D +10 Operations
Recapitulation of Critical equipment:
o Vests: Security- 6, Block Captains 21 Total: 27
o Vests: ERC Staff:
o Chargers for Radios Batteries: 4
o Radios for Coosaw Creek Use: (Note: Country Club has 8 Bricks, plus
charger currently)
▪ CERT
Team (s)
2
▪ ERC Operations Section
3
▪ ERC Communications Team 2
▪ ERC Command
2
▪ Block Captains
21
▪ Security Team
2
▪ Mobile Team
2
▪ ERC Logistics Section
2
▪ Spares
6
• Total
42
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Tab D: Medical Plan, to Annex E: Logistics, to the Coosaw Creek ERC Plan/SOP 20202021 Update Required
Guide to Initial Response, Scene
Management, and Victim Care in
a Mass Casualty Incident
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MASS CASUALTY INCIDENT
A Mass Casualty Incident (MCI) is any incident involving twenty-five or
more victims of which five or more have life threatening or serious
illnesses or injuries. These injuries may be due to earthquakes,
hurricanes, exposure to accidentally release of toxic gases, or other
possible events.
PURPOSE
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This plan provides guidance to emergency response team members within
Coosaw Creek (CC) so that a multi-agency and multi-function response to a
Mass Casualty Incident can be effectively orchestrated.
This plan also provides methods to manage medical operations during an MCI
to prevent unnecessary loss of life. This plan defines the activities and
responsibilities assigned to the Medical Command during an MCI, and
establishes procedures to process information for support of mass casualty
incident management, planning and decision making.
OPERATIONAL BASIS
This plan is derived from the National Inter-Agency Incident Management
System (NIIMS) version of the Incident Command System (ICS) and is a
management tool consisting of procedures for organizing medical and first
aid personnel, facilities, equipment, and communications at the scene of a
Mass Casualty Incident in Coosaw. This plan includes terminology,
assignments, and responsibilities. It is based on the premise that specific
activities of most Emergency First Aid personnel will be applying routine
functions on a larger scale. In the event of a MCI, it shall be the
responsibility of the INCIDENT COMMAND, stationed at the designated command
post, to direct, coordinate, and implement the overall incident plan.
The major complications that emergency medical personnel encounter during a
disaster are:
1. limited number of trained personnel available,
2. response personnel working without authority or independent of
organized effort.
This document narrows the responsibilities and expectations of emergency
response personnel responding to the disaster scene. These primary
responsibilities include:
1) Maximum use of other available emergency personnel (as available).
2) Concentration on patients most likely to be saved (proper triage).
3) Rapid transport having priority over Advanced Life Support (ALS) on the
scene.
4) Providing, where appropriate, for ALS while en-route to hospitals.
5) Reserving on-scene ALS for those patients having to wait for transport.
6) All responding personnel working in a directed, coordinated effort.
From the moment an MCI is identified, it is crucial for all personnel
involved to follow proper protocols and established procedures to protect
victims and reduce the incidence of death or injury.
The following paragraphs define the responsibilities of the first arriving
medical personnel and its relationship to the Incident Command operation
and how to establish Medical Operations. Additionally, guidance and
definitions are provided for initial and secondary triage as well as
staging and transport guidelines.
SECTION I --COMMUNICATIONS OBJECTIVES
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Obtaining adequate information about an incident is essential to making an
effective response and reasonable projections of manpower and equipment for
any MCI incident. The Communications Center needs to query callers and
other emergency workers to obtain as much information about the incident
and the status as soon as possible and communicate relevant information
relating to potential or actual victims to the Medical/first aid personal.
In so far as reasonable this should include, for instance, such information
that the Block Captains or others might forward about the nature, number,
and seriousness of injuries so as to provide an advanced notice of needed
assets.
Communications should notify area hospitals (See list of local hospitals
and facilities in attachment one) or other potential external responders
(See on same attachment list of Transportation facilities) that causalities
have occurred and keep the appropriate contacts abreast of conditions
including the number of casualties.
Dorchester County at the Emergency Operations Center, and under the guiding
SOP, will designate a Section Chief for the logistic section of the plan,
including coordinators for Emergency Transportation (pg.9,v.6.), Special
Medical Needs, Mortuary Services, EMS services who should be notified of
potential needs pertaining to victims by the ICS.
The following contacts should be notified as is appropriate to the
circumstances detailed below:
Coordinator of Emergency
832-0087 / 832-0061
Transportation
Air Operations
462-7641
Medical Health
832-0041x5046
EMS Contact
832—0286 / 3832-0038
Special Health Needs
821-9524
Mortuary Services
832-0845 / 832-0351
SECTION II --FIRST ARRIVING REPORTS ON SCENE
Once Central Command has been established, the telecommunications center
should relay pertinent information to the scene through Command to the
Medical person in charge. It should also relay information about
availability of First Aid supplies, transportation routes within Coosaw,
and their ability to communicate with external resources including
availability of medical facilities.
A. Site Coordination
First emergency responders should be sure to evaluate and secure the First
Aid area to prevent accidents and protect the injured.
Routes for emergency vehicles that will be arriving, e.g. helicopters,
ambulances, need to be communicated to the established First Aid/Triage area
through the ICS so that provisions can be made in conjunction with the
Transport Officer (if there is one) to most efficiently move those to be
evacuated. This will initially be at the Clubhouse – or if club is damaged as close as reasonably possible. If there is a functionally split community
then the Club House will be the East center and the POA Office will be the
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West (entrance) Center. The Triage area – one place in (or near club) needs
to be in place and manned by a qualified person almost immediately.
A functionally split community due to any circumstance will require
establishment of at least two entrance ways into the community especially for
the cut-off area. (What this will be needs to be determined.)
B. Establishing Medical Operations
The first arriving First Aid person will assume the responsibility of
Operations. This person is responsible for all emergency medical activities
at the scene including care provided to victims. The First Aid Operations
Officer will report to the INCIDENT COMMAND POST and needs to have adequate
communications capability to the Central Command.
If the victims are likely to be outside, then overhead tarps or similar
protection is needed for victims from water, wind, and cold. There will be
an immediate need for blankets, water, and ice chips if at all available.
It is possible in most minor incidents for First Aid Operations to
supervise Triage, Extrication, on-scene Treatment, and Transport of
victims. In a larger incident it will be the First Aid staff’s
responsibility to assign appropriate individuals to each of the tasks
defined below:
1. Triage: Determination of the number of victims, their status and
priority for treatment. In a multiple casualty situation, the triage
process progresses from a primary survival scan to qualitative triage to
quantitative triage. Color-coded Triage tags will be used to identify
patients, their status and treatment requirements. This will be defined as
Greens, Yellows, Reds, and Blacks as defined below.
In the case where reports of injuries occur there needs to be establishment
of Yellow/Red/ Black spaces immediately with the likelihood that as many
greens as possible need to be acquired to rotate and monitor each area in a
general sense. This obviously will capable greens, in this case, can also
act as “psychological support” – a crucial activity in these situations.
The spaces will be separated as reasonably as physically possible.
To do this tarps, screens, or other separators would be useful.
There will be a need for complete available First Aid supplies in Yellow/Red
Areas immediately.
Blacks are to be segregated as much as possible and there is a need to
requisition separate space for this. This could be outside building
entirely. Logistics is required to make a quick designation of area and
there will be a requirement for body bag material.
There will be a need, adjacent protected area, for latrines (we may need
reasonably large amounts of non-potable water to flush toilets in not too
damaged homes or alternatively the use of chemical toilets). In the case of
an impending hurricane community residents must store up on water either in
bathtubs or otherwise.
2. Extrication: The specialized strategy of removing a victim from
entanglement or entrapment, and the transfer of victims to a casualty
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collection point for on-scene treatment. Extrication should be performed by
qualified personnel with specialized training.
3. Treatment: The extent of patient treatment in the field will vary with
the type of incident (small scale vs. large scale), and the type of illness
or injury (e.g., trauma). In an MCI the patients are moved to a casualty
collection point for treatment as compared to a routine EMS incident, where
patients are usually treated initially where found. In the case of victims
CERT teams must act according to their training and the basic philosophy of
their instructions in evaluating and treating individuals. When faced with
more than one patient, it is the responder’s duty to afford the greatest
number of people the greatest chance of survival.
Transport options include ground or air ambulance, bus, police car or private
vehicle. The exact method of transfer shall be determined by the
Transportation Officer on the basis of the type of incident, the type of
illness or injury, and the availability of transport vehicles. Victim
transportation forms are to be used by the person responsible for evacuation
of victims as included in the APPENDIX and it is critical that they be filled
out adequately.
SECTION III --INITIAL TRIAGE
After the Medical command and triage point is established the next arriving
First Aid personnel should begin Triage. These personnel will record the
number and severity of injured. When faced with more than one patient, it
is the responder’s duty to afford the greatest number of people the
greatest chance of survival. To accomplish this, care and transport is
provided according to the seriousness of a victim’s injury or illness. To
determine severity a rapid survey of each patient is performed and each
patient is assigned to a priority group.
The patients are classified into one of four groups based on severity:
Red: Correctable Life-threatening Illness or Injury –
Examples include respiratory obstruction, suspected heart attack, severe
bleeding, severe head injuries, cervical spine injuries, open chest or
abdominal wounds, fractures without distal pulses, femur fractures,
critical or complicated burns or burns involving respiratory complications,
severe shock, and tension pneumothorax.
Yellow: Serious but Not Life-Threatening Illness or Injury –
Examples include moderate blood loss, moderate to critical burns without
complications, open or multiple fractures (open increases priority), eye
injuries, other medical emergencies including stable drug overdose.
Green: “Walking Wounded” –
Examples include soft tissue injuries, simple fractures, sprains, and minor
to moderate burns.
Black: Dead or Fatally Wounded –
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Examples include exposed brain matter, cardiac arrest (no pulse for over 20
minutes except with cold water drowning or severe hypothermia),
decapitation, severed trunk, and incineration.
The initial triage process should only take 3 - 5 seconds for each patient,
the only intervention to be performed at this stage is opening the airway
through head positioning. Patients will receive treatment once they reach
the treatment area. Only patients requiring prolonged extrication will
receive treatment where they lie.
SECTION IV --SECONDARY TRIAGE AND TREATMENT
As more personnel arrive on scene, they will be directed by First Aid
Operations to provide services as appropriate to their training and
capabilities. Victims should be taken to a casualty collection point or
treatment area and be physically separated into treatment groups based on
their priority. It is in the Treatment Sector that personnel should begin
treatment and packaging for transport as directed by a Treatment Officer.
Utilizing Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment protocols, patients will be
separated into four treatment groups.
1. The “walking wounded” should be separated from the other injured as
soon as possible. Personnel will continue to monitor them but they should
ideally be separated from the more severely injured.
2. Fatalities should be either left in place for investigative purposes,
and should only be moved to a temporary morgue when the Medical Examiner or
lead law enforcement officer on scene dictates.
The condition of victims in the treatment areas should be continually
assessed until the last victim has left the scene of the incident. If a
victim’s condition worsens they should be moved to an increased priority
group. If a victim’s condition improves, they may be moved to a lower
priority group.
Advanced Life Support should be reserved for patients having to wait for
transport. Transport should never be delayed for treatment purposes,
especially in cases where trauma treatment can be performed en-route to the
hospital. Trauma victims will be saved in the operating room, not in the
field, thus rapid transport is critical.
SECTION V --STAGING AND TRANSPORTATION
The Transport Officer will be responsible for communicating with each
treatment sector to determine the number and priority of victims. This
information will assist in determining the number of transport units
needed.
It is up to the Transport Officer to determine the mode by which each
victim will be transported; whether by helicopter, ground ambulance, bus,
or patrol car. Taken into consideration are availability of resources,
weather conditions for helicopter operations and available landing zones,
proximity to the nearest hospitals, and the number and nature of injuries.
Ground ambulances can transport up to two red-tag victims at the same time
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with a minimal crew. Busses can transport large numbers of “Walking
Wounded” under minimal medical supervision.
Requests for additional resources such as helicopters, ground ambulances,
and busses will be processed by the Communications Center. Command should
request mutual aid by number and type of units or personnel needed, not by
specific agency. Communications will contact the closest surrounding
agencies for mutual aid, and the responding units will be advised to
respond to the Staging Area. It is imperative that the responding units be
given clear directions to the Staging Area. The helipad needs to be
designated as soon as it is clear that there likely have been or there are
injuries.
The Transport Officer must maintain a patient manifest listing to which
hospital each patient is transported. Patient reports including priority
group and general injury descriptions will be given by the Transport
Officer to the hospital prior to transport. This way the hospitals know
what to expect, do not receive patients they are incapable of handling, and
do not receive a disproportionate share of patients. The Transportation
Officer should check with the First Aid facilities to determine the
description necessary to best convey the patient’s condition to optimize
further treatment.
The specific units or jurisdictions responsible for EMS and MEDEVAC are
unclear at this point.
The Following is the current information (as of 3/11/2008):
Government
Entity
Statement
EMS

Dorchester
County
Bosch Fire
station: 10410

Dorchester
Road/Backup Old

City of N.
Charleston

Charleston
Country EOC

Primary Old
Fort Station on
Ladson Rd.

Bosch Fire
Station

MUSC
coordinator

SC National
Guard

Dorchester
Coroner

Charleston
Coroner for
residents in
Charleston
County

843-552-2425

Fort Fire
station: 4214

Ladson Road:
843-552-2425
MEDEVAC
Fatalities

Potential for
Coast Guard
MEDEVAC
Dorchester
Coroner for
Dorchester
residents

832-0845/8320351

832-0845/8320351
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APPENDIX ONE –
-

LIST OF AREA HOSPITALS AND FACILITIES
LIST OF EMS SERVICES IN REGION
LIST OF FACILITIES ABLE TO PROVIDE MEDICAL SUPPLIES OR
EQUIPMENT

Facilities for Emergency care, Local Hospitals, and Regional Hospitals and
Emergency Medical Services
Friday, February 22, 2008 Version Two

1. Carolina Medcare
http://www.carolinamedcare.org
Office: Name: Main Office
Address: 1322 Broughton Boulevard Florence, SC 29501
Phone:

Fax:

843-662-4600 Operation Center Florence/Hartsville
866-662-4600 Toll Free
843-389-0911 Operation Center Lake City
803-243-2534 Operation Center Camden
803-464-3333 Operation Center Sumter
843-679-0002

Description: A transport service serving 19 counties and partnered with 75+ healthcare facilities.
Emergency and non emergency transports available. Wheelchair transport services also available.
Call the nearest Operation Center to arrange transport. Payment may be covered by Medicare,
Medicaid, or insurance if medically necessary

Office Name:
Address:

North Charleston
4790 Trade Street, Suite L North Charleston, SC 29418

Phone:

843-767-9997 Operation Center Charleston
843-575-1100 Operation Center Beaufort
843-767-9997 Operation Center Mt. Pleasant

2. MedCare Express Urgent Care Center
http://www.medcare-express.com
Office Name:
Mount Pleasant MedCare Express
Address:

Phone:

1031 Highway 41, Suite 100 Mount Pleasant, SC 29466
Corner of Hwy 17 and 41, next to CVS and Sonic Burger
843-971-3627
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Description: A walk-in medical clinic open 9 AM-9PM daily, no appointment necessary. Most
minor illnesses and injuries treated on-site, including X-ray and lab capabilities. Most insurance
accepted.
3. Medicare Express
Address:
5401 Netherby Road, North Charleston, 29420
(Across Dorchester from Coosaw)
Phone:
843-767-3123
4. Ambulance (including air) Services Locally
American Heritage Ambulance
Carolina Medicare Inc.
Family Medical Transport
Personal Care Ambulance
Reliant Medical Transport
ACLS Advanced Air Ambulance
American Air Ambulance

3481 Ladson
4790 Trade St.
1855 Belgrade Av.
941 Straight St. (Chas)

824-2447/797-1917
767-9997
769-4280
763-1222
577-8032
800-633-3590
800-558-5387
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Hospitals

Trident Health System
http://www.tridenthealthsystem.com
Address:

295 Midland Parkway Summerville, SC 29485

Phone:

843-832-5000

Description: Summerville Medical Center is a 94-bed, acute-care hospital with a 24-hour emergency
room and comprehensive medical services. It has 3 neonatal special care beds and is certified for
Perinatal level II care. JCAHO accredited.

Bon Secours - St. Francis Xavier Hospital
(Roper St. Francis Healthcare)
http://www.carealliance.com/
Address:

2095 Henry Tecklenburg Drive Charleston, SC 29414

Phone:

843-402-1000

Description: General medical and surgical hospital. A acute care facility that offers several Centers of
Excellence. Certified perinatal level III and trauma center level III. 141 licensed beds; 4 neonatal special
care beds. JCAHO accredited.
Roper Hospital, Inc.
(Roper St. Francis Healthcare)
http://www.ropersaintfrancis.com/
Address:
Phone:

316 Calhoun Street Charleston, SC 29401
843-724-2000
843-724-2111 Patient Information

Description: Roper. The 453-bed acute care facility offers several Centers of Excellence. Roper is
certified as a level II perinatal care facility, with 5 neonatal special care beds, and a level III trauma
center. JCAHO accredited.
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Trident Medical Center
(Trident Health System)
http://www.tridenthealthsystem.com/
Address:

9330 Medical Plaza Drive Charleston, SC 29406

Phone:

843-797-7000

Description: Trident Medical Center is a 296-bed, tertiary-care hospital providing a comprehensive
range of services and specialties. It is certified for Perinatal level II care and has 10 neonatal special
care beds. Trauma Center level III certification. JCAHO accredited.

Georgetown Memorial Hospital
http://www.gmhsc.com/
Address:

606 Black River Road Georgetown, SC 29440

Phone:

843-527-7000

Description: Georgetown Memorial Hospital is a 131-bed, acute-care facility. Offers state-of-the-art
equipment and provide a full range of inpatient and outpatient services. Perinatal level II certified. 5
neonatal special care beds. JCAHO accredited.

Charleston Memorial Hospital
(Medical University Hospital Authority)
Address:

326 Calhoun Street Charleston, SC 29401

Phone:

843-792-2300

Description: A general medical/surgical hospital with 113 beds, including 15 psychiatric beds. Provides
services including surgery, outpatient services, emergency and diagnostics. JCAHO accredited.
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East Cooper Regional Medical Center
http://www.eastcoopermedctr.com/
Address:

1200 Johnnie Dodds Boulevard Mount Pleasant, SC 29464

Phone:

843-881-0100

Fax:

843-881-4396

Description: A general medical and surgical hospital. Provides services including surgery, outpatient
services, emergency and diagnostics. Licensed beds. 100 licensed beds; 6 neonatal special care beds.
Perinatal level II certified. JCAHO accredited.
Ralph H. Johnson VA Medical Center
(Department of Veterans Affairs)
http://www.charleston.va.gov/
Address:

109 Bee Street Charleston, SC 29401

Phone:

843-577-5011
888-878-6884 (Toll Free)
843-937-6100

Fax:

Description: The Ralph H. Johnson VA Medical Center is an authorized 145 bed primary, secondary
and tertiary care medical center that provides acute medical, surgical and psychiatric inpatient care, and
both primary and specialized outpatient services in southeastern South Carolina and Chatham County,
Georgia. The medical center is closely affiliated with the Medical University of South Carolina.
Roper Hospital, Inc.
(Roper St. Francis Healthcare)
http://www.ropersaintfrancis.com/
Address:

316 Calhoun Street Charleston, SC 29401

Phone:

843-724-2000
843-724-2111 Patient Information

Description: Roper Hospital was the first community hospital in the Carolinas. Today, the 453-bed
acute care facility offers several Centers of Excellence. Roper is certified as a level II perinatal care
facility, with 5 neonatal special care beds, and a level III trauma center. JCAHO accredited.
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Regional Medical Center of Orangeburg/Calhoun Counties
http://www.trmchealth.org/
Address:

3000 St. Matthews Road Orangeburg, SC 29118-1498

Phone:

803-395-2200

Description: TRMC is a 286-bed, acute-care, regional medical center owned by Orangeburg and
Calhoun counties. TRMC offers 24-hour emergency department services and a full range of highquality medical services, including the Center for Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation, the Regional Wound
Center, and the Mabry Center for Cancer Care. It has 247 general beds, 15 psychiatric beds, 24
rehabilitation beds, and 10 neonatal special care beds. It is certified as a perinatal level II center and a
level III trauma center. JCAHO accredited.
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Potential External Equipment, Medical supplies, sources and PODs

1. Ashley River Fire Station (Closest pre-positioned Medical POD)
Address:

8045 Dorchester Road, North Charleston, SC 29420

Phone:

843-552-2425

2. Fort Dorchester High School
Address:

8500 Lincoln Blvd. North Charleston, SC 29420

Phone:

843-760-4450

3. PODs: FEMA Type II POD slated for Ashley Phosphate/Dorchester Rds. at Festival Center and City
of N Charleston NDIP at Riverbluff Church.
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Emergency Medical Service / Rescue Agencies
American Heritage Ambulance-Chas 3481 Ladson Rd Ladson, SC 29456-8447 ADMIN: 8245225 EMERG: 824-8447 / 800-766-1275 FAX: 824-2679
Berkeley County EMS 223 N. Live Oak Drive Moncks Corner, SC 29461 ADMIN: 723-3800
(4167) EMERG: 761-9000 FAX: 719-4827
Berkeley County Rescue 202 Factory St Moncks Corner, SC 29461 ADMIN: 719-4295
EMERG: 761-9000 FAX: 719-4757
Carolina Medcare Ambulance 1470 Trade St, Suite L North Charleston, SC 29418 ADMIN and
EMERG: 767-9997 FAX: 767-6776
Charleston County EMS 4045 Bridge View Drive Charleston, SC 29405 ADMIN: 202-6700
EMERG: 745-4000 FAX: 202-6712
Chas County Vol Fire/Rescue Squad PO Box 5012 North Charleston, SC 29406 ADMIN and
EMERG: 745-4000 FAX: 745-0157
Colleton County EMS 615 Black St Walterboro, SC 29488 ADMIN: 539-1960 EMERG: 5491911 FAX: 549-6961 / 1449
Dorchester County EMS 500 N. Main St, # 5 Summerville, SC 29483 ADMIN: 832-0341
EMERG: 873-5111 FAX: 539-1963
Family Medical Transport 1352 Stoney Street Charleston SC 29407 ADMIN and EMERG: 7694280 FAX: 769-4555
Georgetown County EMS 120 Broad St Georgetown, SC 29440 ADMIN: 545-3135 EMERG:
546-8140 (911 Center) FAX: 527-7820 (Dispatch Center)
Goose Creek EMS PO Box 1768, 101 Brandywine Goose Creek, SC 29445 ADMIN: 553-8350
EMERG: 572-4300 FAX: 863-5214
Hanahan EMS PO Box 9278, 5826 Campbell St Hanahan, SC 29410 ADMIN: 554-4221
EMERG: 744-5711 FAX: 747-3220 Omni Flight (previously MedUCare) PO Box 250823, 71
Courtenay Dr
Charleston, SC 29425 ADMIN: 792-9544 EMERG: 792-3311 / 800-423-1330 (Airlifts) FAX:
792-8241 Roper Life Link Ambulance 2095 Henry Tecklenberg Ave. Charleston, SC 29414
ADMIN and EMERG: 402-1335 FAX: 402-1045 or 402-1228
Westvaco Rescue Squad PO Box 118005 N. Charleston, SC 29423-8005 ADMIN: 745-3843
EMERG: 745-3000 / 745-3279 FAX: 745-3325
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Emergency Management Agencies
Beaufort County EPD PO Drw 1228, 2001 Duke St Beaufort, SC 29901 ADMIN: 843-470-3100
(Main) EMERG: 843-524-2777 (Sheriff's Office) FAX: 843-470-3102 / 843-470-3054 (M-F)
Berkeley County EPD 223 North Live Oak Dr Moncks Corner, SC 29461 ADMIN: 843-7194167 EMERG: 843-761-9000 FAX: 843-719-4811
Calhoun County EPA 302 S. Fr Huff Drive, Ste 116 St Matthews, SC 29135 ADMIN: 803-6557625 24-Hour: 803-874-9111 FAX: 803-655-7515 / 803-874-4357
Charleston County Emergency Management 4045 Bridge View Dr. North Charleston, SC 294057464 Contact: Vacant ADMIN: EMERG: FAX:
Charleston County EPD 4045 Bridge View Dr North Charleston, SC 29405-7464 ADMIN: 2027400 EMERG: 202-1700 (CCSO 24-Hour Warning Point) FAX: 202-7408
Colleton County EPD PO Box 677, Hampton St. Walterboro, SC 29488 ADMIN: 843-549-5632
24-Hour: 843-549-1911 / 2211 FAX: 843-549-2529
Dorchester County Emergency Services Dept 212 Deming Way, Box 3 Summerville, SC 294834751 ADMIN: 843-832-0341 24-Hour: 843-563-3511 FAX: 843-832-0343
FEMA - Region IV 3003 Chamblee Tucker Rd Atlanta, GA 30341 ADMIN and EMERG: 770220-5200 FAX: 770-220-5230
Georgetown Co EPD PO Drawer 1270 Georgetown, SC 29442 ADMIN: 843-520-0539 / 843545-3273 EMERG: 843-545-3157 FAX: 546-4945
Horry County Emergency Prep 2560 N Main St, Ste 4 Conway, SC 29526-3718 ADMIN: 843915-5450 EMERG: 843-915-8562 FAX: 843-915-6451
Lexington County EPD c/o Public Safety 212 S. Lake Drive) Lexington, S.C. 29072 ADMIN:
843-785-8342 EMERG: 843-785-2521 (Sheriff's Office) FAX: 843-785-8589
Orangeburg County EPA PO Dr 9000, 190 Sunnyside St Orangeburg, SC 29116-9000 ADMIN:
803-533-6265 EMERG: 803-531-3020 FAX: 803-533-5899
Richland County EPO 1410 Laurens St Columbia, SC 29204 ADMIN: 803-576-3400 / 803-5763417 EMERG: 803-518-6543 (cell) / 803-252-2911 (Dispatch) FAX: 803-748-5055
SC Emergency Management 1100 Fish Hatchery Rd Pine Ridge, SC 29172 ADMIN: 803-7378500 EMERG: 800-811-8045 FAX: 803-737-8570
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USAF 437th AWCES/CEX 212 S. Graves Ave Charleston AFB, SC 29404 ADMIN: 963-5340
EMERG: 297-6399 FAX: 963-5662 USAF Readiness Flight 315TH AW, 212 So. Graves
Charleston AFB, SC 29404-5020 ADMIN: 963-5329 EMERG: 963-2450 / 2451 FAX: 963-5336
USN Emergency Preparedness Commanding Officer - Code 10 Weapons Station Charleston
2316 Redbank Rd, Ste 100 Goose Creek, SC 29445 ADMIN: 764-7205 / 7202 24-Hour: 7647901 FAX: 764-7154
Federal, Military, and State Agencies
EMI National Emergency Training Center Bldg K, 16825 S. Seton Avenue Emmitsburg, MD
21727 ADMIN: 301-447-6771 / 1-800-238-3358 EMERG: None FAX: 1-301-447-1497 (same
for National Fire Academy) FAA/ATC Tower 5775 So. Aviation Ave. Charleston, SC 294066167 ADMIN : 747-5285 EMERG: 414-2808 FAX: 744-2235 FEMA - Region IV 3003
Chamblee Tucker Rd Atlanta, GA 30341 ADMIN and EMERG: 770-220-5200 FAX: 770-2205230
Nat. Trans. Safety Board 60 Forsyth St, Ste 3ma2s Atlanta, GA 30303-3104 ADMIN and
EMERG: 202-314-6290
National Weather Service 5777 South Aviation Charleston, SC 29406 ADMIN: 744-0211 (24Hour) / 744-1436 / 744-2236 1-800-897-0823 (24-Hour) FAX: 747-5405 CELL: 843-973-1008
(used when comms fail)
Amateur Radio HF: 40meter 7.275 Mhz / 80meter 3/929 Mhz SAT PHONE: 1-480-768-2500 8816-4142-4418 (from land line) SAT PHONE: +8816-4142-4418 (OK) (from another Iridium
Sat Phone)
US Army Corps of Engineers 69A Hagood Ave Charleston, SC 29403-5107 ADMIN: 329-8104
/ 329-8105 EMERG: 329-8104 FAX: 329-2322 / 329-2323
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Fire Departments
Fire Service Coord Charleston Co HazMat Office 4045 Bridge View Dr (B-336) North
Charleston, SC 29405 CELL:: 696-5916 ADMIN: 958-4067 EMERG: 202-1700 (Sheriff's
Office) / 745-4000 (EMS) FAX: 958-4070
Charleston Co Hazmat Coord 4045 Bridge View Dr, Suite B-336 North Charleston, SC 29405
CELL:: 696-5916 ADMIN: 958-4067 EMERG: 202-1700 (Sheriff's Office) 745-4000 (EMS)
FAX: 958-4070
Fire Departments – Charleston County
Awendaw Dist Fire Dept 6384 Maxville Road Awendaw, SC 29429 ADMIN: 928-3294
EMERG: 745-4000 FAX: 928-3155
Charleston City Fire Dept 46 1/2 Wentworth Street Charleston, SC 29401 ADMIN: 720-1981
EMERG: 577-7070 FAX: 720-3991 Dewees Island Fire Dept 273 Old House Lane Dewees
Island SC 29451 ADMIN and EMERG: 296-4952
Folly Beach Public Safety PO Box 48, 21 Center Street Folly Beach, SC 29439 ADMIN and
EMERG: 588-2433 FAX: 588-7009
Isle of Palms Fire Dept 30 J. C. Long PO Drawer 508 Isle of Palms, SC 29451 ADMIN: 8864410 EMERG: 886-6522 / 6155 FAX: 886-8005
James Island Fire Dept 1622 Camp Road Charleston, SC 29412-2140 ADMIN: 795-2094
EMERG: 795-2345 FAX: 762-5254
Lincolnville Fire Dept 134 W. Smith St. Lincolnville, SC 29483 ADMIN: 873-6845 EMERG:
745-4000 FAX: 873-3267
Mt. Pleasant Fire Dept PO Box 745 Mt. Pleasant, SC 29465 ADMIN: 884-0623 EMERG: 8844155 FAX: 856-2509
North Charleston Fire Dept PO Box 190016, 4900 LaCross Rd N. Charleston, SC 29419-9016
ADMIN: 740-2616 EMERG: 745-1015 FAX: 745-1002
St. Andrews Dist Fire Dept PO Box 30305 1775 Ashley River Road Charleston, SC 29407
ADMIN: 556-8951 EMERG: 556-2345 FAX: 769-2404
St. John's Fire District PO Box 56, 3327 Maybank Hwy Johns Island, SC 29455 ADMIN: 5599194 EMERG: 559-9611 FAX ADMIN: 559-3687
St. Paul's Dist Fire Dept. 6488 Hwy 162 Hollywood, SC 29449 ADMIN: 889-6450 EMERG:
889-6458 FAX: 889-6459
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Sullivans Island Fire Dept 2050 Middle Street Sullivans Island, SC 29482 ADMIN: 833-9944
EMERG: 886-6522 / 883-3931 (Dispatcher) FAX: 883-3009

Fire Departments – Berkeley County
Caromi Fire Dept PO Box 143, 554 College Pk Rd Ladson, SC 29456 ADMIN: 553-3040
EMERG: 723-3800 ext 4170 FAX: 797-7646 C & B Fire Dept PO Box 113, 509 Royle Road
Ladson, SC 29456-0113 ADMIN: 873-0714 EMERG: 761-9000
Goose Creek City Fire Dept 101 Brandywine Blvd.,PO Drawer 1768 Goose Creek , S.C. 29445
ADMIN: 553-8350 EMERG: 572-4300 FAX: 863-5214
Goose Creek Rural Fire Dept PO Box 1, 907 Redbank Road Goose Creek, SC 29445 ADMIN:
797-3112 EMERG: 761-9000 FAX: 863-1802
Hanahan Fire Dept 5826 Campbell St., PO Box 9278 Hanahan, S.C. 29410-9278 ADMIN: 5544221 EMERG: 744-5711 FAX: 747-3220
Pine Ridge Vol Fire Dept PO Box 1674 Summerville, SC 29484 ADMIN: 875-1822 EMERG:
761-9000 FAX: 871-2748

APPENDIX TWO –

LIST OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

SUPPLIES
Version 2, February 21,2008

Emergency*
AMBU BAG
BLOOD PRESSURE CUFF & STETHESCOPE
CPR BREATHING BARRIER
IV SUPPLIES (needles, lines, fluids, stands ?.)
OXYGEN TANK & NASAL CANNULA
RESUSCITATOR & BACKBOARD

Medications ???? (Or should we assume people need them have them?)

*This equipment will require specialized training and monitoring.
Standard First Aid Supplies
5X9 STERILE DRESSINGS, 3X3 STERILE DRESSINGS, 4X4 STERILE Dress.
ACE BANDAGES
ADHESIVE BANDAGES, VARIOUS SIZES
ADHESIVE TAPE 2’ WIDTH
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ANTACID MEDICATION
ANTI- DIARRHEA MEDICATION
ANTIBACTERIAL OINTMENT
ASPIRIN, Tylenol, Ibuprofen
Burn Cream or Ointment
COLD PACKS
FIRST AID MANUAL
GERMICIDAL HAND WIPES, HAND SANITIZER
GLUCOMETER

HYPOALLAGENIC TAPE
Ipecac
Lubricant or Petroleum Jelly
NON-LATEX GLOVES, SM MEDIUM, LARGE
ROLLER GAUZE BANDAGE
SCISSORS, TWEEZERS, SAFETY PINS
SLINGS
THERMOMETERS
TONGUE DEPRESSORS

Physical Assistance Equipment
CRUTCHES (SHORT/ MEDIUM/ TALL)
SPLINTS
STRETCHER 2
WHEELCHAIR

General Supplies - Non-Medical
Battery Operated Radios
COTS, PILLOWS 20
BLANKETS 40
COTTON BALLS
FLASHLIGHTS
INSECT REPELLENT
SETS OF CLEAN, DRY, CLOTHING - DIFFERENT SIZES
SHAMPOO, DEODORANT, COMBS
SUNSCREEN
TARPS - FOR COVER IF NO COVERED FACILITY FOR VICTIMS
TOILET PAPER
TOOTHPASTE, TOOTHBRUSHES
TOWELETTES, SOAP
WALKIE TALKIES
WATER - one gallon per day per person for victims (more will be needed for general use)

Baby???
Formula
Diapers
Bottles
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Powdered Milk
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APPENDIX THREE – CHECK LISTS AND FORMS
MEDICAL OPERATIONS CHECKLIST

ITEM
ENSURE SAFETY
COORDINATE WITH COMMAND
TRIAGE OFFICER
TREATMENT OFFICER
TRANSPORT OFFICER
OBTAIN MEDICAL SUPPLIES
RECON ALL POSSIBLE PATIENT AREAS
PATIENT COUNT
ADDITIONAL AMBULANCES / RESOURCES
(IF REQUIRED) MUTUAL AID
DIVISIONS IF MULTIPLE PATIENT
AREAS
REQUEST ADDITIONAL EMS MANAGERS
RECALL OFF-DUTY PERSONNEL
MEDEVAC
TRIAGE CHECKLIST

ITEM
ENSURE SAFETY
COORDINATE WITH MEDICAL OPERATIONS
TRIAGE ALL PATIENTS
ESTABLISH ADDITIONAL TRIAGE AREAS IF
NEEDED
DIRECT PATIENT FLOW TO TREATMENT
MARK PATIENT FLOW WITH SCENE TAPE (IF
REQUIRED)
COORDINATE PATIENT FLOW WITH OTHER
AGENCIES/BRANCHES
COORDINATE WITH TREATMENT SECTOR
TREATMENT CHECKLIST

ITEM
ENSURE SAFETY
COORDINATE WITH MEDICAL OPERATIONS
MARK TREATMENT AREAS
COORDINATE PATIENT FLOW FROM TRIAGE
MAINTAIN MEDICAL SUPPLIES
ASSIGN RED UNIT IF NEEDED (FOR RED TAG
PATIENTS)
ASSIGN YELLOW UNIT IF NEEDED (FOR
YELLOW TAG PATIENTS)
ASSIGN GREEN UNIT IF NEEDED (FOR GREEN
TAG PATIENTS)
RECORD PATIENT TREATMENT ON TAGS
ESTABLISH AND PLAN PATIENT FLOW TO
TRANSPORT SECTOR
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STAGING CHECKLIST

ITEM
ENSURE SAFETY
COORDINATE WITH MEDICAL OPERATIONS AND
COMMAND
COORDINATE WITH TRANSPORT SECTOR
ESTABLISH ADEQUATE STAGING AREA
REQUEST LAW ENFORCEMENT (IF REQUIRED)
INVENTORY PERSONNEL/RESOURCES
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RESOURCES SUMMARY
RESOURCES ORDERED

RESOURCE
IDENTIFICATION

ETA

ON
SCENE

LOCATION/ASSIGNMENT

TRANSPORT CHECKLIST
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ITEM
ENSURE SAFETY
COORDINATE WITH MEDICAL OPERATIONS
PATIENT MANIFEST (PATIENT DISPOSITION
DATA)
COORDINATE WITH HOSPITALS
ESTABLISH HELICOPTER LZ
COORDINATE WITH TREATMENT SECTOR
MAINTAIN PATIENT TRACKING
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PATIENT MANIFEST
TIME

TAG #

SEX

NAME

HOSP

UNIT#

AGENCY

TRIAGE
R-Y-G
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Disaster Preparedness Medical Plan
List of Medical Assets in Coosaw Creek (3/12/08) NEEDS UPDATE

First Name
Debbie

Second
Name
Adrian

Brett & Pam Cassidy
Christian

Clark

Beth

Cook

John

Davis

Nancy

Duffy

Howard/Lisa Evert
Valerie

Fantino

Bonnie

Haney

Glenn

Holley

Matthew

Hunter

Joan

Kirby

Louis

Kosma

John

Lovier

Helene

Marchand

Donna

Pierce

Address
8777 Herons
Walk
8748 E
Fairway Wds
4209
Wildwood
4222 Buck
Creek Ct
4286 Club
Course
8713 Herons
Walk
4150 Club
Course
8769 Herons
Walk
4210
Sweetgum
8634 W
Fairway Wds.
4203
Sweetgum
4225
Sawgrass Dr.
8608 Wild
Bird Court
8756 E.
Fairway Wds.
8761 Herons
Walk
8610
Woodland
Walk

Phone

Qualifications

215-3706733
437-7221

RN/Gen/ CERT
team
MD(OB) LPN

469-9299

Ortho MD

460-7436

MD (OB)

247-5649

MD

704-6048172
478-4123

RN/ CERT Colead
MD/RN

729-8280

Chiropractor

345-5914

RN

991-0421

1st Aid/

670-8703

Chiropractor

437-8602

RN ret.

552-0302

Pharmacist

834-0224

MD(OB)

475-9619

Nurse Pract

693-2287

RN
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First Name
John
Robert
Woo

Pamela
Gordon
Mary

Second
Name
Redwine

Address

8887 E
Fairway Wds.
Redzikowsk 4419 Wild
Thicket La
Rhee
8636
Woodland
Walk
Stipkala
4205
Persimmon
Wds
Watkins
4220
Wildwood

Phone

Qualifications

708-4429

MD

860-0959

Pharmacist

425-2033

MD retired

207-0819

MD

200-6275

RN
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Annex F: Finance and Administration to Coosaw Creek EOP 2020 -2021 v 2.0 DRAFT

1. Situation: The Finance and Administration (F&A) Section per the Coosaw Creek EOP is
activated at OPCON 2 – whenever a Hurricane Category 1 or higher is slated to make landfall in
the Charleston Low Country area, or when an earthquake in excess of Richter Scale 5 has hit
Coosaw Creek. Staffing of this section is tailored to the disaster incident – and linked to the
Coosaw Creek Incident Action Plan.
2. Mission: The Finance and Administration Section is responsible for all financial and
administrative aspects of the incident, collaborating with the other ICS Section Heads –
Operations, Plans, Logistics, and supervising any volunteers supporting the F&A Section. Key
duties entail tracking financial resources (CCOA Cash and Credit Card transactions), undertaking
selected procurement, tallying all resources utilized by the ERC with respect to Coosaw Creek
Country Club (CCCC) assets utilized at the clubhouse, the Maintenance Areas, and any Club
Property such as golf carts, chain saws, ropes, generators, etc. Detailed F&A records are
documented via on the following F&A Forms:
•
•
•
•

F&A Form A - Responder Injury Log
F&A Form B - Claims Log
F&A Form C - CCCC Resource Utilization Log
F&A Form D - CCOA Cash Expenditure Log

Note: These forms
require formulation

Additionally, this section administers Vendor contracts, leases, and fiscal agreements that are
initiated during an incident. The F&A Section will also manage all equipment rental
agreements and process all rental and billing invoices. When the F&A Section is deactivated, it
provides a financial report regarding any emergency actions taken under EOC direction and
briefs issues that need follow-up to the CCOA Board President or designated CCOA Board
Director. Follow-up items could include potential claims by a Coosaw Creek volunteer for
property damage claims; injuries or fatalities sustained during the disaster response; CCCC
asset utilization issues; actual or potential liability issues; etc.

3. The Key functions - of the Finance and Administrative Section (F&A) are as follows:
Time Function: F&A is responsible for equipment and personnel time recording.
Procurement Function: F&A is responsible for handling all financial matters pertaining
to vendor contracts, leases, and fiscal agreements.
Compensation/Claims Function: F&A is responsible for reporting all issues pertaining
to potential compensation for injury and non-injury claims related to the incident.
Cost and Financial Disbursement Function: F&A is responsible for collecting all cost
data, and tracking all financial disbursements
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4. The Finance and Administration Section can anticipate the following workloads:
a. Hurricane Category 1-3 Scenario:
i. During the Landfall -3days to Landfall +7 days - request for authorization to
purchase fuel supplies, flashlight batteries, Meals Ready to Eat, cases of water, and additional
medical equipment; request to rent chain saws, cots, and blankets, etc.
ii. During the Land +2 to +7 days – Cash disbursement to secure needed Supplies,
securing vendors to clear the street/roadways and support debris management to the extent
that the City of N Charleston is unable or unwilling to do and/or the ERC is unable to handle
the work with the volunteer resources it has available.
iii. Through-out the Landfall -3 days to 7 days timeframe track resource utilization by
the ERC of CCCC assets, volunteers, and vendor provided services.
b. Earthquake Scenario: All of the above apply, for 10 Days, with limited ability to access a
bank to secure cash funds.

5. Coordinating Instructions:
a. Leverage the CCCC - CCOA Board MOU and record resource utilization to mitigating
potential questions that might arise between the two entities. In other words, plan, and document for a
risk mitigation approach.
b. Monitor potential negotiations between the Disaster Preparedness Committee and the City
of N Charleston/Charleston County and Dorchester County regarding debris removal from Coosaw
Creek Streets, and from the storm sewer and associated natural wetland drainage courses.

Enclosure 1: Club Board and POA Board MOU for Utilization of Club Resources
Enclosure 2: SOP for Managing POA Cash Advances (Requires Formulation)
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Annex G: EOP 2020-2021 Actions Items Master List. v 2.0 DRAFT

1. General: This Annex pulls together the various Key Tasks and Items that the Disaster
Committee should undertake to instantiate the Coosaw Creek EOP 2020-2021. As a
community we must Mitigate, Prepare, Respond, and Recover from various emergencies
and Enhance Homeowner Preparedness, and our Community Response Effectiveness to
deal with Flooding, Earthquakes, Tornadoes, Hurricanes and Concurrent events such as
continuation of the COVID-19 Pandemic while a Hurricane strikes. Capturing all the Key
Tasks and Action Items in one Annex provides the Disaster Committee the opportunity to
focus on those high payoff items that need to be completed prior to the Hurricane season,
and phased action items over the two-year 2020-2021 timeframe. This Annex has two
parts.
•
•

Part I pulls the Key Tasks from the Basic Plan and the various Action Items
from the Annexes and simply lists them – by Emergency Response Center
Sections.
Part II is an Excel Spreadsheet that permits the grouping of actions, assigns
responsibilities, and tracks progress towards completing the various actions
over the next two years.

2. Part I Emergency Operations Plan CY 2020- 2021 Key Tasks and ERC Section
Actions:
a. ERC Command Section:
• Brief EOP 202-2021 to POA BoD, Security Committee, Government Affairs,
and Wetlands-Drainage Committee.
• Continue outreach with City of N Charleston, Dorchester County, and
Charleston County EOCs to discuss Community Support, Security, EMS, and
Lifeline jurisdictional issues.
• Attract new Volunteers for Block Captains, CERT Team Training, POD
Training, and ERC positions.
• Sponsor two Tabletop Exercises to scope Actions and Problem sets of two
selected concurrent scenarios, and get familiar with the EOP
• Post the Coosaw Creek Community EOP 2020-2021 on Coosaw Creek Disaster
Committee portion of the Community website.
• Post the “Community Residents Disaster Preparedness Guide 2020 -2021” on the
Coosaw Creek community wide web site and send a POA E-Mail blast to all residentshomeowners making them aware of this new Guide.
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b. ERC Operations Section:
• Maintain and Update
o Annex A – Community Resident Disaster Preparedness Guide 2020
o Annex B - Red Book
o Annex C – Emergency Response Center Operations
• Conduct Block Captain Training
• Ensure Block Captains distribute the 2020 Residents packet to each assigned
resident/-homeowner consisting of a One Page Summary of Annex A, the SC
Hurricane 2020 Guide, latest version of the SC Earthquake Guide, and the
SC Emergency Kit Checklist. (Note: 600 copies of the Hurricane and
Earthquake Guides have been ordered from SCEMD. ETA mid-June)
• Undertake Homeowner Survey through Block Captains and secure updated
E-Mail, Text Message, and Cell Phone lists from Residents – then validate
against the Community Master Roster.
• Secure Training Classes for CPR, CERT Team Volunteer Training, POD,
Damage Assessment, Weather Spotter Volunteers
• Conduct two Tabletop Exercises to scope Actions and Problem sets of two
the two concurrent scenarios
c. Plans Section:
• Become familiar with Dorchester County 2020 HAZMIT Plan, underlying
models, and secure latest Earthquake, SLOSH, FEMA Flood Plain Maps, and
DFIRM Maps pertinent to Coosaw Creek (Dorchester County GIS Layers)
• Create visuals of the Community Assessment Framework
• Establish and maintain the Community and Local Lifeline Matrix/
• Maintain Contact with Dominion Energy: Trunk Power Lines, Dominion GasElectricity Utilities status.
• Identify and establish EOC/MEOC Contact Leads for critical Lifelines/ESF
support – especially Fire/EMS, (Leads for MEDEVAC) and Police/Law
• Ensure that Coosaw Creek Community Helipad locations are officially
entered into Tri-County EMS/Fire plus EOC/MEOC/SCEMD databases.
• Secure from Low Country Hazards Center, Dr. Norman Levine, the Coosaw
Creek area of N Charleston vulnerable area data assessment, and sit down
with Butch Barfield, City of N Charleston, and determine its planned
mitigation response actions
• Secure Updated Ham Radio Frequencies from Dorchester County EMD
d. Logistics Section:
• Secure Generator Support for ERC Operations, Source Helipad Markings,
cots, blankets, updated satellite phones, and Sandbags.
• Establish Services and Support Plan for the ERC, and Alternate Command
Post,
• Define Plan for securing Food, Water from PODs/NDIPs and accountable
distribution to Coosaw Creek Citizens
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•

Update Annex E, with emphasis on the Medical Plan

e. Finance and Administration
• Develop Emergency Preparedness Budgets based on Hurricane Category 3
and Earthquake 6.0+
• Complete MOU for Emergency Community Tree Removal from Streets, ERC
Logistics Truck Support, and additional Emergency Communications
Equipment
• Update and flesh out Annex F
3. Part I Annexes Action Items from Emergency Operations Plan CY 2020- 2021
a. Annex A: Homeowners Preparedness Guide:
o Issue SC Earthquake, SC 2020 Hurricane Guide, SCEMD Checklist in Hard copy
via Block Captains to Residents/Homeowner – one set per household.
o Identify those homes that are adjacent to Low-lands Wetlands with Dorchester
County Flood Plain Manager and confirm with FEMA DFIRM data.
o Reach out to SC Department of Insurance and assess “Bundling of Insurance”
impact on Low-Land – Wetland Homeowners.
b. Annex B: Update Information Sets and Place into Red Book
c. Annex C: ERC Operations
o Update Homeowner List and their breakout to Block Captains
o Update list of all Volunteers and break into Coosaw Creek North of Power Lines
and South of Powerlines
o Conduct Block Captain Training. Make them aware of the SC Disaster Pocket
Guide for Damage Assessment and train them on the new Incident Damage
Assessment
Procedureshttps://www.scemd.org/media/1061/scpdaguidebook_20160425.pdf
o Ensure that all potential Incident Commanders fully understand the Coosaw Creek
2020 EOP
o Sponsor Tabletop Exercises and selected Rehearsals of the following:
- Concurrent Tabletop Scenarios, priority to Hurricane/Pandemic
- Communications Exercise: ERC to Block Captains
- Mobile Incident Assessment Team,
- CERT Call out for actions at simulated Casualty site
- Medical Triage Area set up with sample casualties
- Setting up the mobile ICP
- Tabletop for Manning the Frontgate when Allied Universal is absent.
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-

Tabletop for Flood Scenario.
ERC layout with Graphics and Information Dash Boards
Tabletop for Helipads/MEDEVAC, followed 30 days later with actual
Setup

d. Annex D: Plans
o Identify all homes and addresses that are close to/adjacent to the low-lying
Wetland areas. Place detailed data set into RED BOOK. (Refine list of homes in
the FEMA FIRM AE areas: Club Course Dr: 18, Timbermarsh 9, Wildbird Court
2, Sawgrass 9, Buck Creek 2)
o DEFINE Apps for ERC Operations and become familiar with them, such as
Google Maps/Google Earth for Coosaw Creek Polygon, and National Weather
Service – Columbia SC Apps, ESRI/ARCIS Apps, ETC. See Samantha Richards
Dorchester EMD, at 843-832-0039,
o Conduct outreach to Low-Country Hazards Center, at College of Charleston.
Director is Dr. Norman S. Levine; 843-953-5308; E-Mail levinen@cofc.edu and
pull surge/tide/rainfall models for Coosaw Creek wetlands/lowlands, and
HAZUS flood events for 20/100/500 year events. The Center also has
updated/refined 500-meter liquefaction/earthquake grid cells that can be pulled
for Coosaw Creek Community.
o Engage the University of South Carolina Seismic Center and secure their data on
earthquake predictions.
o Conduct outreach to the Dorchester County Flood Plain Manager Rebecca Brown
and secure current hardcopy DFIRM maps in the Dorchester County GIS layer
and elevation map (Dorchester County GIS Department at 843-832-0208)
Alternatively reach out to FEMA Map Specialist at 877-336-2627 and/or
Dorchester County Flood Awareness at 843-832-0070/563-0070;
https://dcscgis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=c5b2bd07c3b
84ce98d09c6611377e89c
o Conduct outreach to Dominion Power re three Power Transmission Lines and
their scenario plans for dealing with downed Towers/Poles and Power lines in our
area under various Hurricane and Earthquake conditions. Call 888-333-4465
phone line, or via Txt message from their Website. Convey information via Status
Report Tab or the Outage Map Tab on m.sceg.com.
o Conduct Liaison visits with EOC and MEOC Planners in June/July. (Note
Dorchester EMD will show Plans Section how they pull, tailor data, and create
their owned refined simulations)
o Define critical Lifeline -ESF touchpoints/ Action Officers at EMD/EOCs and
MEOC and their contact E-Mails and phone numbers.
o Determine when Dorchester County will go to All-Encrypted Communications.
o Develop two strawman “Insurance Bundle Options” for residents in Low-land
Wetlands. Engage SC Department of Insurance: 803-737-6160
https://online.doi.sc.gov/Eng/Public/Common/OnlineServices.aspx
o Secure Insights from the Local Area Planning Commission re Tri-County
Wetlands-Lowlands Flooding Mitigation impacting on the Coosaw Creek to
Ashley River and McChune Branch that leads to the Cooper River
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e. Annex E: Logistics:
o Communications: updated by Mark Dunlay
▪ Capture Ham radio frequencies from Dorchester County EMD in the
Communications Tab
o Security:
updated by Jim Petros
o Logistics Services: updated by Jim Petros
o Medical
Update in Progress
▪ Capture Medical Tri-age Area/Station from the Charleston County
CERT SOP/ and or FEMA updates
f. Annex F: Finance and Administration Needs fleshing out
Tab A: POA-Club MOU (Validated)
Tab B: Tree Cutting Standby Agreement (To Be Reaffirmed)

g. Annex G: EOP 2020-2021 Actions Items Master List
h. Annex H: References and Glossary: Update as required
Enclosure 1: Part II of Action Items Master List in Excel Format. (Attached)
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Annex H: References and Glossary, to Coosaw Creek Community EOP 2020-2021 v 2.0
a. References: Below are the key documents that have been reviewed to ensure that the
revised and updated Coosaw Creek Community EOP 2020-2021 is in synch with the SC
EMD Plans to Tri- County/City of North Charleston Plans.
Part I: Reference Documents:
1. South Carolina Emergency Operations Plan (SCEOP) April 2020; SC Hurricane Plan
May 2019, SC Earthquake Plan 2019, SC Recovery Plan Oct 2019: SC Hurricane Guide
2019; SC Earthquake Guide. (Note: SC Hurricane Guide 2020 to be available in MidJune 2020) SC Comprehensive Risk and Vulnerability Seismic Study Earthquake Study,
2. Dorchester County EOP 13 July 2016 (Note: being updated by July 2020); Re-Entry Plan
2013; Dorchester County Multi-jurisdictional HAZMIT Plan 2020 Update (DRAFT);
Debris Management Plan Dec 2014 (FEMA Approved).
3. Charleston County Emergency Operations Plan, EOP 2020; Re-Entry Plan 2014
4. City of North Charleston Emergency Operations Plan (NCEOP) 2016, and 2020 EOP
DRAFT
5. City of N Charleston and Charleston County Hurricane Preparedness Guide 2014
6. Charleston County Bridge Procedures during High Winds, 2014, and City of N
Charleston High Winds DRAFT Plan 2019
7. Low Country CERT SOP and Incident Command Checklist, 4/30/2014
8. Coosaw Creek Disaster Plan, 2004 http://www.coosawpoa.com/
9. National Incident Management System (NIMS), Department of Homeland Security, 18
December 2008, and Incident Command System (ICS) (FEMA)
10. MOU between Coosaw Creek POA Board and Coosaw Creek Country Club Board,
reaffirmed in May 2013.
11. FEMA CERT Basic Course, Instructor Course, and CERT Program Manager Course
Documents 2019.
12. FEMA Lifelines Implementation Tool Kit Nov 2019
13. US Geological Survey, new National Seismic Hazard Model for the “lower-48” United
States, 11 Dec 2019. Full report at
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/8755293019878199
14. Comprehensive Seismic Risk and Vulnerability Study for the State of South Carolina, 10
Sept 2001. https://www.scemd.org/media/1141/eq_study.pdf by URS Corporation
Part II: Reference Websites:
FEMA: https://www.Fema.gov; https://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-programflood-hazard-mapping
NOAA: http://www.Noaa.gov/
National Weather Service: https://www.Weather.gov; https://www.Weather.gov/cae
National Hurricane Center: https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
National Earthquake Information Center: https://www.usgs.gov/naturalhazards/earthquake; https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake.
The SC Seismic Network: http://www.seis.sc.edu/index.html
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SC EMD: Scemd.org; https://www.Facebook.com/SCEMD
SC DHEC: https://www.Scdhec.gov
SC Department of Insurance: https://doi.Sc.gov; doi.sc.gov/marketassist.
Dorchester County EMD: https://www.Dorchestercountysc.gov/emd;
https://www.Facebook.com/DorchesterCountyEMD
Charleston County:
https://www.charlestoncounty.org/departments/.https://www.Facebook.com/
EMDChasCo
City of N. Charleston: https://www.Northcharleston.org
Red Cross: https://www.Redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/make-aplan
USGS: https://earthquake.usgs.gov/; https://www.usgs.gov/news/usgs-provides-updatenational-seismic-hazard-model
b. Glossary:

NIMS
ICS
ICP
CERT

National Incident Management System
Incident Command System
Incident Command Post
Community Emergency Response Team
(Trained/Certified)
DFIRM
FEMA Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps
D+1 to D+10
10 Day Earthquake Disaster Period
ESF
Emergency Support Functions
EMD
Emergency Management Directorate
EOP
Emergency Operations Plan
EOC
Emergency Operations Center
ERC
Emergency Response Center
FEMA
Federal Emergency Management Agency
HAZMAT
Hazardous Materials
HAZMIT Plan
Hazard Mitigation Incident Plan
L -72 Hours
72 Hours Prior to Hurricane Landfall
PALMETTO SW State of SC EMD-County EOC use only Software
SCEMD
SC Emergency Management Division
SCDHEC
SC Department of Health and Environmental Control
SCDOI
SC Department of Insurance
TCP
Traffic Control Point
USGS
US Geological Survey
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